INST.No.INE-868B

Digital Indicating
Controller
DB600
【General】 PID control
Instruction Manual
Thank you for purchasing Digital Indicating Controller [DB 600 series]. Understand the instrument properly
and read this instruction manual beforehand in order to avoid any troubles.

- For the persons doing instrumentation, installation and sales Be sure to handover this instruction manual to the persons using the
instrument.
- For the users of the instrument Preserve this instruction manual until you scrap the instrument and
write down the setting details.

[DB600] General Instruction Manual

Introduction
Thank you for purchasing Digital Indicating Controller [DB 600 series].
Understand the instrument properly and read this instruction manual beforehand in order to avoid any
troubles.
For specification regarding communications interfaces, read [Communications interfaces instruction
manual] along with this manual.

 About DB600
① DB600 (with programming function) is a digital programming controller which is able to store
maximum 4 patterns by 12 steps programming operations.

② SV, PID and event value are able to be registered at 8 types of execution No.
③ High accuracy of measured accuracy ± 0.1 % and control interval 0.1 sec.
④ Display measured value (PV)/setting value (SV) and analog bar of output value by high view
angle/brightness provided by LCD.

Product warranty scope
This instrument is warranted for one year from the date of delivery. If it is damaged during the
warranty period, when used normally based on the cautions in the instruction manual, labels, and
markings attached to the instrument, etc., it will be repaired without any charge (only in Japan). In
the case, we are sorry to trouble you, but please contact your dealer or nearest our sales office.
However, in cases of the followings, it will be repaired at your expense even during warranty period.
1. Failure or damage caused by improper use or connection, or invalid repair or modification.
2. Failure or damage caused by fire, earthquake, wind or flood, thunderbolt, or other extraordinary
natural phenomena, or pollution, salt, harmful gas, abnormal voltage, or use of unspecified
power.
3. Replacement of parts or accessories that have reached the end of their life.
Furthermore, the term ‘warranty’ in this sense covers only a CHINO’s product itself. Therefore, we
are not responsible for compensation for whatever the damage that is triggered by failure of our
product.

Notice
1. No part of this manual can be reproduced or copied in any form without permission.
2. The contents of this manual may be altered without prior notice.
3. This manual has been documented by making assurance doubly sure. However, if any question
arises or if any error, an omission, or other deficiencies are found, please contact your nearest
our sales office.
4. CHINO is not responsible for any operation results of this instrument.

Other described company names and product names are trademarks and registered products of
the respective companies.
Please note that the marks “TM ”and “®”are omitted throughout this manual.
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1 Before use
1-1 For safe use of the product
This section describes correct use of this instrument to prevent safety hazard to the people and of their
properties.
If the instrument is used in a manner not specified by manufacturer, the protection provided by the
instrument may be impaired.
Please read and understand the contents of this instruction manual and make sure to observe following
warnings and cautions.

1-1-1

Preconditions for use

The instrument is a general product of component type that is to be used by mounting it in a panel for
instrumentation inside a room. Do not use it in any other condition.
When using, design a fail-safe on the final product side and review regularly and use the instrument after
confirming the safety of the system. For the wiring, adjustment and operation of the instrument contact a
professional having knowledge of instrumentation.
It is necessary that the people actually using this instrument read this instruction manual, and have
enough understanding of various precautions and the basic operations of the instrument.

1-1-2

Symbol mark

The following symbol marks are used in the instrument itself and in this instruction manual hence
understand the meaning of these symbol marks properly.

Label

Name

Alert symbol mark

AC
DC/AC
Outline protection

！ Warning
！ Caution

Meaning
Place to refer to the instruction manual to avoid
“electric shock” and “injuries”, etc.
Pay extra attention during wiring, inspection and
maintenance.
Indicate an alternating current.
Indicate both of direct and alternating current.
Indicate the device which entire outline is protected by
double insulation or reinforced insulation.

Warnings are explained to avoid causes for death or serious injuries of
users.

Cautions are explained to avoid causes for slight injuries of users or
damages of the unit or peripheral devices.
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1-1-3

Important

！ Warning

To avoid severe accidents, make sure to read and understand the
followings and use the instrument.

 Confirm the power supply voltage and wiring
Before supplying the power to the instrument, check that the wiring is correct and power supply voltage
matches with the rated voltage etc.

 Install circuit breaker
The instrument does not have a power supply switch. Install a circuit breaker that matches the rating
specifications in the power supply of the instrument.

 Protection of terminal
To prevent electric shock, provide the terminal of the instrument with safety measures such that the user
will not be able to touch the final product directly.

 Installing the safety device
Regarding the use of a device that anticipates a big loss due to failure of the instrument and the peripheral
devices, always install a safety device for preventing these losses and implement fail safe design in the
final product. Do not use it in important facilities in which human life, atomic energy, aviation, space etc.,
are involved.

 Do not put your hands inside the instrument
Do not put your hand and tool inside the instrument. You may get an injury or an electric shock.

 Power cut off in case of suspicion
If there is an offensive smell, a strange noise or smoke or if the temperature increases abnormally, it is
very risky hence cut off the power supply immediately and contact the dealer or our nearest office.

 Prohibiting repairing and remodeling
If repairing or remodeling is necessary, contact the dealer or our nearest office. Only the service engineers
appointed by our company will change the parts, do the repairing and remodeling.

 Strictly follow the instruction manual
In order to use the instrument correctly and safely, follow this instruction manual. Please understand
beforehand that our company will not at all be responsible for any claims for injury, damage, and passive
damage due to wrong use of the product.
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1-2 Before use
After opening the package, confirm the following before using the instrument. Although it is rare but if you
notice any suspicion, contact your dealer or our nearest office.

Request
1. Do not drop the instrument while take it out of the box
2. When transporting the instrument, pack in the dedicated package box, and put the box in an
outer case with a bed of cushion. With the consideration to the case above, it is recommended
that the dedicated package box for the instrument stored.
3. When the instrument is removed from the panel and not used for a long time, put it in the
dedicated package box, and store it in a place with normal ambient temperature and dust free
atmosphere.

1-2-1

Confirm the accessories

The following accessories are attached to the instrument, confirm them.

Name

Quantity

Remarks

Mounting bracket

2 (1 set)

For panel mounting

Instruction manual
(General)

1

This document

Instruction manual
(Communications
interface)

1

Attached to communications interface
specifications only
(in CD-R)

When accessories are requested separately, those may also be attached.

1-2-2

Comfirm the exterior

Confirm that the instrument is not broken on the outer side.

1-2-3

Comfirm the model code

Confirm that the model code is that of the model that you purchase.

 Model code label and its location
A label as shown below is pasted on the side of the instrument.

MODEL
SER.NO.

←Model code
DB6□0□□□□□□□□□
←Serial number
DB□□□□□□□□□□
MADE IN JAPAN
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1-2-4

Model code list

 DB630
DB6④⑤⑥⑦⑧00⑪⑫0⑭

④Size

⑪Programming function (Option)

3: 48 x 48 size

- : None
P: Available

⑤Control algorithm
⑫2 Aralm event output points (Option)

0: PID control
Z: Z control

0: None
1: 2 Alarm event output points (mechanical relay
*1
output) [EV1, 2]

⑥Control output 1
1: ON-OFF pulse output type
3: Current output type
5: SSR drive pulse output type
6: Voltage output type

⑭Power voltage
A: 100 to 240V AC
D: 24V AC/DC

⑦Control output 2 (Option)
0: None
1: ON-OFF pulse output type
3: Current output type
5: SSR drive pulse output type
6: Voltage output type
⑧Communications interface + 1 External signal
input point/
5 External signal input points/ 5 Status event
output points (Option)
0: None
S: RS485 + 1 External input point [DI 1]
D: 5 External signal input points [DI1 to 5]
E: 5 Status event output points (open corrector
output) [EV 5 to 9]

*1 When specification with ⑦Control output 2, number of alarm event output point is only 1 point [EV 2].
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 DB650
DB6④⑤⑥⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫0⑭

④Size

⑨Transmission signal output + 2 Alarm event
output points (Option)

5: 48 x 96 size

0: None
1: 4 to 20mA
2: 0 to 1 V
3: 0 to 10V
4: 4 to 20mA + 2 Alam event output points
*1
(mechanical relay output) [EV 3, 4]
5: 0 to 1V + 2 Alam event output points (mechanical
*1
relay output) [EV 3, 4]
6: 0 to 10V + 2 Alarm event output points
*1
(mechanical relay output) [EV 3, 4]
7: 2 Alarm event output points (mechanical relay
*1
output) [EV 3, 4]

⑤Control algorithm
0: PID control
Z: Z control

⑥Control output 1
1: ON-OFF pulse output type
2: ON-OFF servo output type
3: Current output type
5: SSR drive pulse output type
6: Voltage output type

⑩Remote signal input + 2 External signal input
points (Option)

⑦Control output 2 (Option)
0: None
1: ON-OFF pulse output type *1
3: Current output type *1
5: SSR drive pulse output type *1
6: Voltage output type *1

0: None
5: 4 to 20mA
6: 0 to 1V
7: 0 to 10 V
*2
8: 4 to 20mA + 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]
*2
9: 0 to 1V + 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]
*2
A: 0 to 10V + 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]
*2
B: 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]

⑧Communications interface +5 External signal
input points/ 5 Status event output points
(Option)

⑪Programming function (Option)

0: None
A: RS422A + 5 External signal input points [DI 1 to 5]
S: RS485 + 5 External signal input points [DI 1 to 5]
B: RS422A + 5 Status event output points (open
corrector output) [EV 5 to 9]
C: RS485 + 5 Status event output points (open
corrector output) [EV 5 to 9]
D: 5 External signal input points [DI 1 to 5]
E: 5 Status event output points (open corrector
output) [EV 5 to 9]

- : None
P: Available
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⑭Power voltage

⑫2 Alarm event output points + Heater
disconnection detection (Option)

A: 100 to 240V AC
D: 24V AC/DC

0: None
1: 2 Alarm event output points (mechanical relay
*3
output) [EV1,2]
2: 2 Alaem event output points (mechanical relay
*3
output) [EV1,2] + Heater disconnection
*4
detection

*1 It can be specified when ⑥Control output 1 is “1”, “3”, “5” or “6”
*2 It can be specified when ⑥Control output 1 is “1”, “3”, “5” or “6” and ⑫2 Alarm event output points + Heater
disconnection detection is “0” or “1”.
*3 When specification with ⑦Control output 2, number of alarm event output points is only 1 point [EV 2].
*4 It can be specified when ⑥Control output 1 and ⑦Control output 2 are “1” or “5” and ⑩Remote signal input
+ 2 External signal input points is “0”, “5”, “6” or “7”.
However, if ⑥Control output 1 and ⑦Control output 2 are both “1” or “5”, it can be operated with Control
output 1.
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 DB670
DB6④⑤⑥⑦⑧⑨⑩⑪⑫0⑭

④Size

⑨Transmission signal output + 2 Alarm event
output points (Option)

7: 96 x 96 size

⑤Control algorithm
0: PID control
Z: Z control

⑥Control output 1
1: ON-OFF pulse output type
2: ON-OFF servo output type
3: Current output type
5: SSR drive pulse output type
6: Voltage output type

0: None
1: 4 to 20mA
2: 0 to 1 V
3: 0 to 10V
4: 4 to 20mA + 2 Alarm event output points
(mechanical relay output) [EV 3, 4]
5: 0 to 1V + 2 Alarm event output points (mechanical
relay output) [EV 3, 4]
6: 0 to 10V + 2 Alarm event output points
(mechanical relay output) [EV 3, 4]
7: 2 Alarm event output points (mechanical relay
output) [EV 3, 4]

⑩Remote signal input + 2 External signal input
points (Option)

⑦Control output 2 (Option)
0: None
1: ON-OFF pulse output type *1
3: Current output type *1
5: SSR drive pulse output type *1
6: Voltage output type *1

⑧Communications interface +5 External signal
input points/ 5 Status event output points
(Option)
0: None
A: RS422A + 5 External signal input points [DI 1 to 5]
S: RS485 + 5 External signal input points [DI 1 to 5]
B: RS422A + 5 Status event output points (open
corrector output) [EV 5 to 9]
C: RS485 + 5 Status event output points (open
corrector output) [EV 5 to 9]
D: 5 External signal input points [DI 1 to 5]
E: 5 Status event output points (open corrector
output) [EV 5 to 9]

0: None
5: 4 to 20mA
6: 0 to 1V
7: 0 to 10 V
*2
8: 4 to 20mA + 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]
*2
9: 0 to 1V + 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]
*2
A: 0 to 10V + 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]
*2
B: 2 External signal input points [DI6, 7]

⑪Programming function (Option)
- : None
P: Available
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⑫2 Alarm event output points + Heater
disconnection detection (Option)
0: None
1: 2 Alarm Event output points (mechanical relay
*3
output) [EV1,2]
2: 2 Alarm output points (mechanical relay output)
*3
*4
[EV1,2] + Heater disconnection detection

⑭Power voltage
A: 100 to 240V AC
D: 24V AC/DC

*1 It can be specified when ⑥Control output 1 is “1”, “3”, “5” or “6”
*2 It can be specified when ⑫2 Alarm event output points + Heater disconnection detection is “0” or “1”.
*3 When specification with ⑦Control output 2, number of alarm event output points is only 1 point [EV 2].
*4 It can be specified when ⑥Control output 1 and ⑦Control output 2 are “1” or “5” and ⑩Remote signal input
+ 2 External signal input points is “0”, “5”, “6” or “7”.
However, if ⑥Control output 1 and ⑦Control output 2 are both “1” or “5”, it can be operated with Control
output 1.
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1-3 Mounting condition

！ Caution
1-3-1

To avoid accidents, make sure to read and understand the followings.
Use the instrument in the mounting condition.

Environment
In a room.
Away from direct sunlight.
Away from high temperatures.
Where there are no vibrations and shocks.
Away from liquids (water etc.).
Away from condensation.
Industrial environment
(Overvoltage category: II, Transient overvoltage: 2500V, Pollution degree: 2)

1-3-2

Surrounding condition
Away from strong noise, static electricity, and electric field and magnetic field etc.
Surrounding temperature within -10 to 50C (Less than 40C in case of closed instrumentation),
surrounding humidity within 20 to 90% RH.
Variation in temperature is less.
Away from corrosive gas, explosive gas, ignition gas and combustible gas.
Away from salt, iron and conductive material (Carbon, iron etc.).
Away from steam, oil and chemicals etc.
Away from dust etc.
Away from the surroundings where high temperature is generated.
Away from places where temperature remains stored (To avoid increase in internal temperature,
ensure the ventilation space. However, avoid direct wind to the terminals, it may cause unstable
indication.)
Lot of space above the upper part of the instrument.
Place where display screen can be easily seen. (This instrument uses LCD therefore if it is seen
from ‘above’, ‘below’, ‘left’, ‘right’ and ‘at an angle’ it may be difficult to see the display screen).

1-3-3

Mounting conditions
Installation altitude is less than 2,000m above the sea level
Mounting posture longitudinal tilting is less than 10 lateral tilting is less than 10.

1-3-4

Others
Do not wipe the instrument with an organic solvent (like alcohol).
To avoid malfunctioning of the instrument, do not use cell phones in its vicinity.
An obstacle may be created for television and radio sets placed near the instrument.
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2 Mounting and wiring
2-1 External dimensions
2-1-1

Unit dimensions

46.2 (Terminal cover)

65 (Mounting bracket dimensions)

 DB630

95（When terminal cover attached）

Unit: mm

93.2 (Terminal cover)

112 (Mounting bracket dimensions)

 DB650

90（When terminal cover attached）

Unit: mm
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93.2 (Terminal cover)

112 (Mounting bracket dimensions)

 DB670

90（When terminal cover attached）

Unit: mm

2-1-2

Panel cutout and mounting dimensions

 DB630
Panel cutout

Closed installation

(

)

N: Number of the Instrument
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 DB650
Panel cutout

Closed installation

(

)

N: Number of the Instrument

 DB670
Panel cutout

Closed installation

(

)

N: Number of the Instrument
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2-2 Mounting
1. Confirm the mounting slot
(1) Mounting slot is located at two locations, the top and the bottom of the instrument.
2. Assemble into the panel
(1) From terminal board side, put the instrument into the panel cutout angular hole.

(2)

For the waterproof specifications, put attached water-proof packing first then put it into the
angular hole.
Prepare attached mounting brackets (2 pieces). Insert mounting claw to the mounting slots (2
locations; top and bottom) and push it into the panel.

3. Fix the instrument
(1) Push the mounting brackets into the panel side and fix them.

【DB630】

【DB650】
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2-3 Wiring
2-3-1

Precautions during wiring

！ Warning

To avoid severe accidents, make sure to read and understand the
followings and use the instrument.
Electric shock may occur, make sure to turn OFF the power and perform
the panel mounting and/or wiring operation.

 Wiring operation should be done by professional
Wiring should be done by a person having actual experience and basic knowledge of instrumentation.

 Mount the terminal cover
In order to ensure safety, after the wiring is done, take measures so as to prevent direct contact with the
terminal of the product.
Exclusive terminal cover of the instrument is available as accessory (Sold separately).

 Keep away from strong power circuit and noise sources
In order to prevent adverse effect due to noise, do not place the instrument near a device from which
noise is generated (magnet relay, motor, thyristor regulator, inverter etc.). Also avoid passing the wiring of
the instrument and that of noise generating devices through the same duct. Always keep the wiring away
from each other. Take the necessary countermeasures against noise.

 Keep away from the heat generating sources
In order to prevent adverse effect due to high temperature, do not place the instrument near the heat
generating sources. If the instrument is kept near any heat generating source, measurement goes wrong
and finally the life of the instrument is shortened. Pay attention to the surrounding temperature of the
instrument.
Avoid places where there is wind and sudden temperature change, it also causes an error in
measurement. Take necessary measures to avoid such surrounding environment.

 Unused terminals
Do not connect anything to the unused terminal. Instrument may get out of order.

 Countermeasures against erroneous output at the power ON
When power is ON, sometimes the output related signal may be momentarily output when the instrument
is starting normally. Take necessary countermeasures by using an external circuit.
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2-3-2

Insulation block

In the chart below, circuit divided by the lines are insulated from other circuits.

 DB630

 DB650／DB670
Measuring input terminals CT input terminals

Measuring input terminals
Remote input terminals R/L (analog) DI terminals
Control output 1/2 terminals
(current output type/SSR drive pulse output type/
voltage output type)
Control output 1/2 terminals (ON-OFF pulse output
type)
Event output 1/2 (mechanical relay output)
terminals

Power
terminals

Communications terminals R/L (digital) DI
terminal
External signal input (DI1 to 5) terminals
Event output 5 to 9 (open corrector output)
terminals

Remote input terminals R/L (analog) DI terminals
External signal input (DI6/7) terminals
Control output 1/2 terminals
(current output type/SSR drive pulse output type/
voltage output type)
ON-OFF servo (feedback input) terminals
Transmission output (4 to 20mA DC/0 to 1V DC/0
to 10V DC)
Control output 1/2 terminals (ON-OFF pulse
output type)
Event output 1 to 4 (mechanical relay output)
terminals
ON-OFF servo (relay output) terminal
Communications terminals R/L (digital) DI terminal
External signal input (DI1 to 5) terminals
Event output 5 to 9 (open corrector output )

Power
terminals

*For “24V AC/DC”, power terminals are at secondary side.
*Between control output 1/2 (ON-OFF pulse output type) and event *For “24V AC/DC”, power terminals are at secondary side.
*Between control output 1/2 (ON-OFF pulse output type) and event
output 1/2 (mechanical relay output) is isolated.
output 1 to4 (mechanical relay output) is isolated.

2-3-3

Terminal number and functionality

Depending on the instrument model, there are places where terminal screw is not provided.

 DB630

Terminal layout
① Control output 1 +

DI1

EV5

②

DI2

EV6

DI3

EV7

⑬ Control
output 2 +
⑭ Control
output 2 ⑮ EV2

DI4
DI5
DI COM

EV8
EV9
EV COM

⑯ EV2 COM
⑰ Power L/+
⑱ Power N/-

③
④
⑤
⑥

⑦ Communication
SA
Control output 1 ⑧ Communication
SB
Measuring input +
⑨ Communication
SG
Measuring input + A ⑩ R/L (digital)
Measuring input - B ⑪ DI1
Measuring input b
⑫ R/L & DI COM
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Power terminal
100-240V AC Power

24V AC/DC Power

Measuring input terminal
Thermocouple/voltage
mV

Resistance
thermometer

Voltage V

*Do not wire except for specified terminals.
*For inputting current, connect shunt resistor (250Ω/selling separately) between ＋ and －.

Control output 1 terminal
ON-OFF pulse output

Current/SSR drive pulse/voltage
output

Control output 2/event output terminal (mechanical relay)
ON-OFF pulse output

Current/SSR drive pulse voltage
output

Event 1 output

Event output terminal (mechanical relay)
Event 2 output

Communication interface/external signal input/event output terminal (open corrector
output)
RS485 + remote signal input
1point

External signal input 5 point

- 19 -
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 DB650

Terminal layout
① Measuring input +
② Measuring input + A
③ Measuring input - B
④ Measuring input b
⑤ Control output 1 +
⑥ Control output 1 ⑦ Control
output 2+
⑧ Control
output 2 ⑨ EV2
⑩ EV2 COM
⑪ Power L/+
⑫ Power N/-

⑬ Communication SA
RDA
⑭ Communication SB
RDB
⑮ Communication
SDA
⑯ Communication
SDB
⑰ Communication SG
SG
⑱ R/L (digital) DI
⑲ DI1

EV5

EV1 COM ⑳ DI2

EV6

EV1

DI3
DI4
DI5
R/L & DI COM

EV7
EV8
EV9
/+
R/L & EV COM

Power terminal
100-240V AC Power

24V AC/DC Power

- 20 -

EV3

Servo M3

EV3 COM

Servo M2

EV4

Servo M1

EV4 COM

Servo R1

Transmission
Servo RC
output +
Transmission
ServoR2
output Remote input + Transmission
output +
Remote input - Transmission
output R/L(analog)DI
Remote input +
CT
DI6
Remote input CT
DI7
R/L(analog)DI
R/L&DI COM
R/L COM
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Measuring input terminal
Thermocouple/voltage
mV

Resistance
thermometer

Voltage V

*Do not wire except for specified terminals.
*For inputting current, connect shunt resistor (250Ω/selling separately) between ＋ and －.

Control output 1 terminal
ON-OFF pulse output

Current/SSR drive pulse/voltage
output

ON-OFF servo output

Control output 2/event output terminal (mechanical relay output)
ON-OFF pulse output

Current/SSR drive pulse/voltage
output

Event output terminal (mechanical relay output)
Event 2 output

- 21 -
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Communication interface/external signal input/event output terminal (open corrector
output)
RS422A + external signal input
5points

RS485 + external signal input
5points

RS422A + event output 5points

RS485 + event output 5points

External signal input 5points

Event output 5points
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Transmission signal output/event output terminal (mechanical relay)
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
Event output 2points
+ event output 2points

Remote signal input/external signal input/CT input terminal for heater disconnection alarm
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
4-20mA/0-1V0-10V
External signal input 2points
+ external signal input

4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
+ CT input

CT input

For ON-OFF servo output type
Transmission signal output
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V

Remote signal input
4-20mA／0-1V／0-10V
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 DB670

Terminal layout
① Measuring input +

② Measuring input + A
③ Measuring input - B
④ Measuring input b
⑤ Control output 1 +

EV3

Servo M3

EV3 COM

Servo M2

EV4

Servo M1

EV4 COM

Servo R1
Servo RC

EV1

⑲ DI1

EV5

Transmission
output +
Transmission
output Remote input +

EV1 COM

⑳ DI2

EV6

Remote input -

EV7
EV8
EV9
/+
R/L & EV COM

R/L(analog)DI
CT
DI6
CT
DI7
R/L & DI COM

⑥ Control output 1 ⑦ Control
output 2+
⑧ Control
output 2 ⑨ EV2
⑩ EV2 COM
⑪ Power L/+
⑫ Power N/-

⑬ Communicatio SA
n RDA
⑭ Communicatio SB
n RDB
⑮ Communicatio
n SDA
⑯ Communicatio
n SDB
⑰ Communicatio SG
n SG
⑱ R/L(digital)DI

DI3
DI4
DI5
R/L & DI COM
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Power terminal
100-240V AC Power

24V AC/DC Power

Measuring input terminal
Thermocouple/voltage
mV

Resistance
thermometer

Voltage V

*Do not wire except for specified terminals.
*For inputting current, connect shunt resistor (250Ω/selling separately) between ＋ and －.

Control output 1 terminal
ON-OFF pulse output

Current/SSR drive pulse/voltage
output

ON-OFF servo output

Control output 2/event output (mechanical relay output)
ON-OFF pulse output

Current/SSR drive pulse/voltage
output

Event output (mechanical relay output)
Event 2 output
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Communication interface/external signal input/event output terminal (open corrector
output)
RS422A + external signal input
5points

RS485 + external signal input
5points

RS422A + event output 5points

RS485 + event output 5points

External signal input 5points

Event output 5points
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Transmission signal output/event output terminal (mechanical relay)
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
Event output 2 points
+ event output 2 points

Remote signal input/external signal input/CT input terminal for heater disconnection alarm
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
External signal input 2 points
+ external signal input 2 points

4-20mA/0-1V/0-10V
+ CT input

CT input
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2-3-4

Basics of wiring

！ Warning
1.

To avoid severe accidents, make sure to read and understand the
followings and use the instrument.
Electric shock may occur, make sure to turn OFF the power and perform
the panel mounting and/or wiring operation.

Connecting to the terminal
For wiring of terminal use crimp style terminal with insulation sleeve. Always use O type terminal
to secure safety of power supply terminal. For other terminals O type terminal is also recommend.
Size
O type

B

A
A：3.2mm or more

Insulation sleeve

B：6.0mm or less
Y type

B

A

Insulation sleeve

When the terminal screws are tightened the torque is “0.5 to 0.6N・m”. If a torque exceeding this
value is applied, terminal screw gets damaged hence pay attention.
Pay attention to the crimp style terminals etc. not to touch the terminal next to it.

2.

Power terminal
In power supply, make sure to place power switch of this instrument and circuit breaker the within
3m so that they are easily reachable. Clearly mark that this switch is the cutoff device for the
power of this instrument.
Within 3m

Power source
Instrument

Circuit breaker

Switch

Wiring of power source, use a cable which is equal to or greater than 600V vinyl insulated cable
(Rating more than 1A AC).
To avoid malfunctions use good quality single phase power source with little voltage change and
without wave form distortion and noise. If the noise is large insert insulation transformer or use
noise filter. Also, wiring of noise filter output and power terminal should be done in the shortest.
If there is a possibility of lightning surge interference from the outside, install an appropriate surge
suppressor circuit.
For instrument with 24V power specifications, provide power from the SELV power (safety
secured power source).
SELV power means “the power has two layers or is insulated strongly between input and output,
and output voltage is 30Vrms and 42.4V peak or less than DC60V”.
- 28 -
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3.

Measuring input terminal
Maximum permissible input of measuring input terminals are as follows. Pay attention not to
apply the input that exceeds these values. If an input that exceeds the range is applied, the
instrument may be damaged, its performance may deteriorate remarkably or it may malfunction.
Thermocouple, voltage mV

:±10V DC or less

Voltage V

:±20V DC or less

Resistance thermometer

:±5VDC or less

If using a pair of thermocouple wire in parallel, it may have an influence on the measurement.
When it is necessary to operate the instrument in this situation, check for no influence while
operating the instrument before using.
For the thermocouple, wire the thermocouple or compensation lead wire up to the measuring
input terminal of the instrument.
For the resistance thermometer, use the wire with small resistance and the wire with material
that has no resistance difference between 3 wires.
For inputting current (4 to 20mA), attach an external shunt resistor 250Ω (selling separately)
and use measuring range ±5V.
When connecting protection device such as Zenner barrier for input protection, measurement
error may occur. Confirm the combination with protection device and maintain the allowable
signal source resistance and allowable wire resistance of the instrument.

4.

Control output terminal
Between control output 1 (ON-OFF pulse output) and control output 2 (ON-OFF pulse output) is
isolated.
Between control output 1 (current/SSR drive pulse/voltage output), control output 2
(current/SSR drive pulse/voltage output) and transmission signal output is not isolated. Insert
isolator on the outside if necessary.
Use control output terminal in the rating range. If the load other than rating range is connected,
the instrument may be damaged, its performance may deteriorate remarkably or it may
malfunction.
For relay output terminal of ON-OFF pulse output type and ON-OFF servo output type connect
the load through buffer relay.
Moreover, make sure to insert the contact protection element to the coil side of buffer relay for
contact protection of the instrument internal relay and for noise reduction.

5.

Event output (mechanical relay)
Between each event output terminal is isolated.
Use event output terminal in the rating range. If the load other than rating range is applied, the
instrument may be damaged, its performance may deteriorate remarkably or it may malfunction.
For event output terminal, connect the load through buffer relay.
Moreover, make sure to insert the contact protection element to the coil side of buffer relay for
contact protection of the instrument internal relay and for noise reduction.
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2-3-5

Example of wiring

1.

Wiring of ON-OFF servo output type (DB650/DB670)

Connect ON-OFF servo output type to control motor. See terminal diagram and perform wiring.

[This instrument]

[Control motor]

In example of wiring, this instrument and CHINO’s control motor is directly connected, however, in
the actual wiring, make sure to connect through buffer relay. Also, for control output (relay output)
terminal connect contact protection element.
[List of symbolic name of motors from various companies]

List of symbolic name of motors from various companies
Chino Products Toho Products

Shin-Nippon
Keisetsu
Product

Japan Servo
Products

Azbil Products

M3

S

S

T2

1

M2

O

O

T1

2

M1

C

C

T3

3

R1

BM

B

B

Y

RC

RM

R

R

T

R2

WM

W

W

G
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2.

Wiring of mechanical relay output

For relay output terminal such as ON-OFF pulse output type, ON-OFF servo output type and event
output, make sure to connect to load through buffer relay and contact protection element.

[This instrument]
Insert CR filter (at AC is used) or diode (at DC is used) in parallel as a contact protection element.
CHINO also carries contact protection element (refer to the section7-4-2).

3.

Wiring of event output (open corrector output)

Rating range of open corrector signal is 24V DC maximum voltage and 50mA or less maximum
current at DC load. Pay attention to the load capacity.

[This instrument]

！ Caution

Event output (open corrector output) is outputted by open corrector
signal. If AC current and/or the load other than rating range are applied,
the instrument may be damaged, its performance may deteriorate
remarkably or it may malfunction.
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4.

Wiring of remote signal input

Measurement error occurs if remote signal input 4-20mA specification is connected as series
connection and R/L (analog) DI of each instrument is shorted (turn ON) by common switch. For
series connection, individual switch for R/L (analog) DI of each instrument is required.

[This instrument]

5.

Wiring of external signal input

Each external signal input (DI) are operated by short (turn ON) DI COM terminals. Generally operate
by switch or relay, however it can be operated by open corrector output signal of peripheral devices.
About 5V・2mA is applied to the switch. Pay attention to contact capacity.

[This instrument]

6.

Wiring of current transformer (CT) for heater disconnection detection
(DB650/DB670)

Heater disconnection detection alarm does alarm judgment by measuring heater current by current
transformer sold separately.
Connect current transformer to CT input terminal of this instrument.
Also, please purchase current transformer (CT) of specified model manufactured by U_RD.
U.R.D. International inc. [CTL-6-S-H]

[This instrument]
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2-4 Trial operation
2-4-1

Confirmations before operation

Confirm followings before starting the operation.

1.

Wiring
Confirm that the wiring is done correctly.

Confirm fully the wiring of high voltage part such as power, output and event.
Confirm that terminal screws are not loose.
Confirm not only the wiring of this instrument but also the wiring of whole final product.
It is important to confirm surroundings of actuator (Thyristor regulator, heater and motor etc.), check
fully.

2.

Power supply
Confirm that power supply is in the rating range.

3.

Setting contents
Confirm that setting contents are correct.

After power ON, if output is unnecessary, set output 0% etc. by manual output operation.

！ Caution

The power supply other than rating range is connected, the instrument
may be damaged, its performance may deteriorate remarkably or it may
malfunction.
If an excess current or excess voltage is applied to input output terminal
of the instrument, the instrument may be damaged, its performance may
deteriorate remarkably or it may malfunction.
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2-4-2

Procedure of trial operation

After finishing the confirmations before operation, start trial operation refer to the followings and confirm
various contents.
This procedure is the most basic example of trial operation procedure. Add the confirmation contents
according to specifications, system configuration of the final product and control condition of this
instrument.

1.

Turn the power supply ON. Consider the safety, set output to 0% by
manual output operation.

2.

Confirm that device configuring system that also includes this instrument
is normal.

3.

Confirm that the entire signal levels (voltage value, current value, ON/OFF
signal etc.) connected between the devices configuring the system that
also includes this instrument is normal.

4.

When output format is current output format and thyristor regulator is
connected as actuator, confirm the setting contents of thyristor
regulator. When output format is ON-OFF servo output format and the
motor is connected as actuator, perform the actuator adjustment
(feedback zero/span settings). Also in other output format confirm the
actuator and if necessary, perform the adjustment.

5.

Gradually raise the output by manual output etc. and confirm the
operation of actuator is normal according to output value.

6.

Set appropriate SV, switch over from manual output operation to
automatic output operation and set the automatic control status.

7.

Confirm that operation (event, external signal input etc.) with peripheral
device that is connected to this instrument is normal.

8.

Set each type of parameter of this instrument if necessary.

9.

Few hours after starting of the operation, confirm the final product that
includes this instrument and all the devices configuring the system is
normal.
- 34 -
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2-5 Initial settings
When turn ON the power from default setting or when initialize the parameter, select parameter and set if
necessary according to the specification of this instrument, system configuration of the final product and
control condition.
Procedure of minimum settings at first after mounting to the final product is explained here. Perform the
other settings if necessary.

1.

Input types(MODE5)

Measuring range

2.
(MODE5)

Set the measuring range in accordance with
sensor and the scale range.

Set the scale range that is to be actually used.
For linear input (mV, V), set the standard range.
For temperature input, it can be used at the
initial value.

3.

Linear scale(MODE5)

For linear input (mV, V) set the range that is
actually to be controlled.

4.

Control action (MODE6)

Set heating control (Reverse) or cooling control
(Direct).

5.

Group parameter
(MODE3)
Program parameter
(MODE2)

Set the setting value (SV) and PID.
Set the program pattern (with program function
specifications )

6.

Start operation

Form operation screen, switch to RUN status.
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2-5-1

Initialize parameter

Reset parameter setting value to the factory default state. Initialize parameter by following procedure. Also,
when initialization is performed, it cannot be return to the previous setting contents, therefore please pay
attention.
Refer to the section 9-2 about setting initial value.

1.

Initialize user parameter

Initialize user parameter except for MODEd (external input parameter) and MODE2 (program
parameter).

-Setting Procedure(1) Turn OFF the power supply.
(2) While holding
key, turn ON the power supply.
(3) On the display, following parameter initialize screens are displayed alternately.

(4) After the initialization is finished, operation screen is displayed.

2.

Initialize all user parameter

Initialize all user parameter include MODEd (external input parameter) and MODE2 (program
parameter).

-Setting Procedure(1) Turn OFF the power supply.
(2) While holding
+
key, turn ON the power supply.
(3) On the display, following parameter initialize screens are displayed alternately.

(4) After the initialization is finished, operation screen is displayed.
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3 Names of various parts
3-1 Entire overview

Display

Terminals

Display

Terminals

Marking

【DB630】

Marking

【DB650】

Display
Terminals

Marking

【DB670】
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3-2 Name and function of display
7

11

7

1
1
11

7
2

8
9

8

2

3 10
4 9

3

5

6

6

1

4

10

5

11

8

2

9

3

10

4
6

5

①

Measured value (PV)/ Parameter setting title
Displays measured value (PV) on
following operation screen
・ PV/ SV display
・ PV/ time display (with program function
PV display screen
specifications)
・ PV/ OUT1 display
・ PV/ OUT2 display (with 2 output
specifications)
Parameter setting
Displays parameter setting screen title.
screen

②

③

Cursor for setting parameter
Displays cursor by pressing [>] key when
Cursor
the parameter is switchable digits during
parameter setting screen is displayed.

④

Analog bar

Analog bar

Setting value (SV)/ operating condition/ parameter setting
value

SV
TIME
(with program
function
specifications)
OUT1

Displays setting value (SV) on PV/SV
display screen.
Display step time on PV/ time display
screen. While displaying the step time, [:
(colon)] between tens place and
hundreds place blinks/ lights.

⑤

Displays output 1 value [%] on PV/ OUT1
display screen.

OUT2
(with 2 output
specifications)

Displays output 2 value [%] on PV/ OUT2
display screen.

Event

Displays event status on event status
screen.

CT
(with heater
disconnection detection
specifications)
FB
(with ON-OFF servo
output type)
AT
Pattern repeat
(with program function
specifications)
Program drive status
(with program function
specifications)
Parameter setting

Output

O1

Output
display 1

O2

Output
display 2

Displays CT value [A] on CT measured
value display screen.
Displays feedback value [%] on FB
(feedback) measured value display
screen.
Displays auto tuning condition on auto
tuning screen.
⑥

Displays remaining number of pattern
repeat on pattern repeat screen.

Displays following output status by types
of output 1.
・ ON-OFF pulse/ SSR drive pulse output
type
Lights: pulse ON, Off: pulse OFF
・ ON-OFF servo output type
Lights: CLOSE side output
Off: OPEN side output/ neutral
・ Current/ voltage output OFF
Displays following output status by types
of output 2.
・ ON-OFF pulse/ SSR drive pulse output
type
Lights: pulse ON, Off: pulse OFF
・ Current/ voltage output OFF
Displays following output status by types
of output 1.
・ ON-OFF servo output type
Lights: OPEN side output
Off: CLOSE side output/ neutral

Event

EV1

Event 1

Displays current program operating
condition on program drive status screen.

EV2

Event 2

EV3

Event 3

Displays currently operating parameter
on parameter setting screen.

EV4

Event 4
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Displays following measured value and/or
analog bar of parameter by setting of bar
display.
・ Output1 value
・ Output2 value (with 2 output
specifications)
・ CT measured value (with heater
disconnection detection specifications)
・ Feedback measured value (with
ON-OFF servo output type)
・ Step time (with program function
specifications)

Displays event status of event 1 to 4.
Lights: event ON (event activated)
Off: event OFF
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⑦

Operating condition display



Constant value operation (program operation OFF)
RUN

RUN

STOP
READY
WAIT
REM
AT
MAN



⑨

specifications

Lights while constant operation RUN.
(Unused)

READY
WAIT
REMOTE
Auto
Tuning
MANUAL

Lights while constant operation READY.
Lights when alarm event is reset.
Lights when alarm event is waiting.
Lights on remote SV during operation. (At
digital remote, lights after receiving
remote SV from communication)
Lights while executing PID auto tuning.
Blinks while FB auto tuning

PTN1

Pattern No.1

PTN2

Pattern No.2

PTN3

Pattern No.3

PTN4

Pattern No.4

⑩


function specifications
RUN

RUN

Lights while program operation RUN.
OFF when program operation is
RESET/ STOP/ END.

STOP

STOP

Lights while program operation STOP.

RESET

Lights while program operation RESET.

WAIT

Lights when alarm event is reset.
Lights when alarm event is waiting.

WAIT
REM
AT
MAN



Lights while executing PID auto tuning.
Blinks while FB auto tuning

MANUAL

Lights when manual output.
Blinks when preset manual output.

Setting value ramp display



Constant value operation (program operation OFF)
△

SV rise ramp

Lights SV rate of change rise is set
while SV is rise ramp.

▽

SV fall ramp

Lights SV rate of change fall is set
while SV is fall ramp.

function specifications
Lights while displaying operation screen.
Executing step No. is displayed while
STP
Step No.
displaying operation screen/ MODE0
executing SV and displaying executing
step time.
Lights while displaying setting screen of
MODE0.
・ Selected No. of execution No. for
program operation is displayed
Execution No.
・ While setting No.0, previously set last
execution No. except for No.0 is
No.
displayed.
While displaying MODE3 screen, group
Group No.
No. is displayed.
Event No.

⑪

PV/SV

Program operation (program operation ON) *with program
function specifications
Lights (during STOP) /blinks (during
RUN) when Current step start SV <
Current step end SV
Lights (during STOP) /blinks (during
RUN) when Current step start SV =
Current step end SV
Lights (during STOP) /blinks (during
RUN) when Current step start SV >
Current step end SV

OUT

PV/OUT

OUT2

PV/OUT2

While program operation RESET/END
Lights when
Next step start SV > Next step end SV
Lights when
Next step start SV = Next step end SV
Lights when
Next step start SV < Next step end SV
While program operation RESET
Next step is step END/Pattern link
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While displaying MODE4 screen, event
No. is displayed.

Operation screen display
SV



While displaying MODE4 screen, event
No. is displayed.

Program operation (program operation ON) *with program

(Unused)

⑧

Execution No./ step No.

Event No.

Auto
Tuning

Executing pattern No. lights while
displaying operation screen/ MODE0
executing SV and displaying executing
step time.
Currently setting pattern No. lights
while displaying MODE2.
Entire pattern No. lights on entire
pattern common setting screen.

Constant value operation (program operation OFF)
Setting No. lights when selecting
execution No. for constant value
Execution No.
operation while displaying operation
screen/ MODE0 screen.
No.
While displaying MODE3 screen, group
Group No.
No. is displayed.

Lights when manual output.
Blinks when preset manual output.

Program operation (program operation ON) *with program

READY

Pattern No. (program operation ON) *with program function

Lights while displaying [PV/SV] of
operation screen.
Lights while displaying [PV/OUT] of
operation screen.
Lights while displaying [PV/OUT2] of
operation screen.
*with 2 output specifications
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3-3 Character display
11-segment is used for display of this instrument. Display of alphabet, numbers and sign as follows.

 Alphabet
A B C D E F G H

I

J

K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

 Numbers
1

2

3

4

 Sign・special characters
5

6

7

8

9

． － -1 ＜ ＞ ／ °

0

。 ￣ ＿

3-4 Name and function of key
Key

Name
[MODE] key

Operating condition
Function
Key long press for about 1 Depends on the screen of which key is pressed at,
second
following screen is displayed.
･ Displays operation initial screen, when displaying
operation screen except for operation initial screen.
･ Displays initial screen of MODE0, when displaying
operation initial screen of operation screen.
･ Displays operation initial screen, when displaying
initial screen of setting screen.
･ Displays initial screen of setting screen, when
displaying setting screen except for initial screen.

[SELECT] key Key press except while
(REVERSE) setting/ changing of
parameter
[CANCEL] key Key press while
setting/changing of
parameter
[A/M] key

[ > ] key

[ ∨ ] key

[ ∧ ] key

Switches operation screen or MODE screen in
reverse direction.

While setting/changing of parameter (dot at first digit
of setting value blinks), setting/changing can be
canceled. After the cancelation, dot blinking of setting
value turns OFF.
Key long press for about 1 Switches AUTO/MAN of output 1/output 2.
second
Operates while displaying operation screen.
It cannot be operated while displaying setting screen.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switch
to the PV/OUT1 (operation screen) automatically.
Changing of more than 2 Moves cursor for setting parameter to the right when
digits of numerical value setting numeric value on the parameter setting
setting parameter
screen.
It cannot be operated while displaying operation
screen.
Key press at the screen Decreases (decrement/changing of parameter)
which of setting
setting parameter and initial screen of each setting
parameter is changeable screen.
Key press at the screen Increases (increment/changing of parameter) setting
which of setting
parameter and initial screen of each setting screen.
parameter is changeable

[ENTER] key Key press while
setting/changing of
parameter

Registers setting/ changing parameter. After the
registration, dot blinking of setting value of setting/
changing parameter turns OFF.

[SELECT] key Key press except while
setting/ changing of
parameter

Switches operation screen and MODE screen to the
forward direction.
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4 Operation
4-1 Cautions on power ON
Understand the following contents before you start operation.

1.

Output on power ON

Note that control may start form large output when the power is turned ON depending on the
deviation (difference between PV and SV).

2.

Countermeasure against erroneous output on power ON

When the power is turned ON, an output related signal may be output momentarily before the
instrument starts up normally. Implement a countermeasure against erroneous output using an
external circuit if necessary.

3.

Cautions in momentary power failure, etc.

When the power is turned ON again, "Operation on power ON (MODE6)" will be performed.
When "CONTI" has been set, the operation started right before power OFF will be started.
When "READY" has been set, the instrument will always start in READY status (at constant value
operation)/program operation RESET status (at program operation) even if the RUN status is
brought by the setting screen or external signal input.
In this case, change the RUN status brought by the setting screen or external signal input to the
READY status (constant value operation)/ STOP status (program operation) once, and then back to
the RUN status again. In the case of program operation, the RUN status is entered from the step No.
00. Pay attention to the sequence especially when the external signal input is set.
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Operation screen (constant value operation)

4-2 Constant value operation
4-2-1

Setting overview

Allows you to monitor/operate the constant value operation screen.

4-2-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Operation initial screen

□□
□□□

PV/SV

Function
Displays the measured value (PV).

"

" Measured value (PV)
to

"
"

"
" Over-range
Exceeds the upper limit of "Measuring range (MODE5)" or "Linear
scale (MODE5)". Check "Input type (MODE5)"/input signal.
An alarm event is judged by PV = ∞

"

" Under-range
Falls below the lower limit of "Measuring range (MODE5)" or
"Linear scale (MODE5)". Check "Input type (MODE5)"/input signal.
An alarm event is judged by PV = -∞

The decimal point position follows "Display decimal point (MODE5)".
Displays the setting value (SV).

"

" Setting value (SV)
to

"

" [Displayed SV type]
• SV, 8 types
• SV in slope
• Remote SV
[Settable/alterable SV types]
• Executing SV (MODE0)
• SV for constant value operation, 8 types (MODE3)

While displaying PV/SV screen, [SV] in the front lights.
The decimal point position follows "Display decimal point (MODE5)".
Use the [] or [] key to set the executing SV. The setting range is limited by "SV limiter
(MODE5)". After setting, the set contents of "Executing SV (MODE0)" and "SV for
constant value operation, 8 types (MODE3)" will be updated.
[Operation/MODE screen switch]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the MODE0 initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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PV／OUT1

□□
□□□

Operation screen (constant value operation)
Displays the output 1 value.

"□□

" Output 1 value［%］

to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

* The setting range is limited by "Executing output limiter
(MODE0)".

While the PV/OUT1 screen is displayed, [OUT] in the front lights.
The number of decimal places is 1.
[AUTO output]
[MAN] turns off.
The output value cannot be changed by the [] or [] key.
[MANUAL output]
An arbitrary output value can be set using the [] or [] key. The output value will be
set without pressing the [ENT] key.
[Operation/MODE screen switch]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the MODE0 initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
PV／OUT2

□□
□□□

Displays the output 2 value.

"□□
"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" Output 2 value［%］

to

"

* The setting range is limited by "Output limiter for output 2
(MODE7)".

Displayed with 2 output specifications.
PV/OUT2 screen is displayed, [OUT2] in the front lights.
The number of decimal places is 1.

[AUTO output]
[MAN] turns off.
The output value cannot be changed by the [] or [] key.
[MANUAL output]
An arbitrary output value can be set using the [] or [] key. The output value will be
set without pressing the [ENT] key.
[Operation/MODE screen switch]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the MODE0 initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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Output switch

□

Operation screen (constant value operation)

AUTO/
Switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
MANUAL output switch
"□
" AUTO output
"
" MANUAL output
For the specification with 2 outputs, the output 1 and output 2 will switch
simultaneously.
The balance less bump less operation (suppress rapid change in output) is
performed for the output immediately after switching from MANUAL to AUTO output.
When the output is switched from AUTO to MANUAL, the final value of AUTO output
will be used as an initial value of MANUAL output.
Auto tuning will be forced to terminate when MANUAL output is selected during auto
tuning. Note that auto tuning is unavailable during MANUAL output.
The order of priority for output parameters are shown below.
Preset manual output by external signal input
MANUAL output
↑ (High)
Preset manual output at READY status
Priority
PV abnormal output
↓ (Low)
AUTO output

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
Event

□

Event status
(Alarm event reset)

Checks the event status or resets an alarm event.

□" No alarm event or status event is activated
□" Alarm event or status event is activated

"
"
to

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

"

(Example)

" "
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
":
"
":
Alarm
event
reset
"

Event 1 is activated
Event 2 is activated
Event 3 is activated
Event 4 is activated
Event 5 is activated
Event 6 is activated
Event 7 is activated
Event 8 is activated
Event 9 is activated
Event 1 and 6 are activated
Event 2, 4, 7 and 9 are activated
Event 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are activated
All events are activated

When an alarm event is assigned to "Event mode (MODE4)", the alarm event
activation status can be reset. A status event cannot be reset.
Reset an alarm event using the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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Timer

Timer 1 elapsed time

Operation screen (constant value operation)
Displays the elapsed time of timer 1.

"□□□□ " Timer 1 elapsed time [Second]

□□□□

to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

This display is available when "Timer 1" is assigned to "External input (MODEd)" for
the specification with external signal input.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
The timer time will be updated when the external signal input of timer 1 is turned ON
(conduction state).
The timer time will be reset to 0 second when the external signal input of timer 1 is
turned OFF (non-conduction state).
Turning OFF the power will reset the time to 0 second.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
Timer 2 elapsed time

□□□□

Displays the elapsed time of timer 2.

"□□□□ " Timer 2 elapsed time [Second]
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

This display is available when "Timer 2" is assigned to "External input (MODEd)" on
the instrument with external signal input specification.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
The timer time will be updated when the external signal input of timer 2 is turned ON
(conduction state).
The timer time will be reset to 0 second when the external signal input of timer 2 is
turned OFF (non-conduction state).
Turning OFF the power will reset the time to 0 second.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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□

CT/FB measured value display

□□□

CT measured value

Operation screen (constant value operation)
Displays the heater current value.

"□□□

" Heater current value [A]

to

"□□
"□

"
" Measured value not obtained
Immediately after power start
The pulse ON time is minimal (short cycle, etc.) after measured
value is not obtained

This display is available for the ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse output type on the
specification with heater disconnection detection.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
The number of decimal places is 1.
The measured value is updated while the output is ON. When both the output 1 and
output 2 use the ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse output type, the measured value is
updated while the output 1 is ON.
When the output is OFF, the last measured value obtained during the last output ON
period will be displayed.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
FB measured value

□□□
□□□

Displays the feedback value of ON-OFF servo.

"□□□
"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" FB measured value［%］

to

"

This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
The number of decimal places is 1.
Make sure to perform FB tuning after the wiring for output is done. If FB tuning is not
executed, an error may occur in the FB measured value.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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Tuning

□□□
□□

PID auto tuning

Operation screen (constant value operation)
Starts/checks/forcibly terminates PID auto tuning.
The result of PID auto tuning for the output 1 is stored in the following parameters
automatically.
• Executing PID (MODE0)
• PID, 8 types (MODE3)
* Of the 8 types, only the numbers for "Execution No. selection for constant value
operation (operation screen)" will be updated.
The result of PID auto tuning for the output 2 is stored in the following parameter
automatically.
• Output 2 PID (MODE7)
Auto tuning not executed
Auto tuning not executed

"□□
"
"

"
" PID auto tuning for the output 1 started
" PID auto tuning for the output 2 started

"

" FB tuning started. (Refer to FB auto tuning)

"□□

" PID auto tuning forced to terminate

"

" Auto tuning in execution

* This display is available for the specification with 2 outputs.
PID auto tuning executed
PID auto tuning status display
Step 1 to 4

to

"

" * Step 1 may be omitted depending on the forward/reverse
deviation at the start of auto tuning.

Set PID auto tuning by using the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
PID auto tuning cannot start when "MANUAL output" is selected at "AUTO/MANUAL
output switch (operation screen)".
PID auto tuning cannot start when “READY status” is selected at “RUN/READY
switch (operation screen)”.
PID auto tuning will be forced to terminate when the power is turned OFF during the
execution of PID auto tuning. PID value will not be calculated automatically.
If a measured value error (±over range) occurs during PID auto tuning, a PV
abnormal output may be made, preventing normal completion of the PID auto
tuning.

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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FB tuning

□□□
□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Operation screen (constant value operation)
Starts/checks/forcibly terminates FB auto tuning.
The result of FB tuning is stored in the following parameters automatically.
• Feedback zero (MODE6)
• Feedback span (MODE6)
Auto tuning not executed
Auto tuning not executed

"□□
"
"

"
" PID auto tuning for 1 output started. (Refer to PID auto tuning)
" FB tuning started

"□□

" FB tuning forced to terminate

FB tuning in execution
FB tuning execution status display

"□
"□

□ " FB tuning at zero side
□ " FB tuning at span side

This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Set FB tuning by using the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
FB tuning cannot start when "MANUAL output" is selected at "AUTO/MANUAL
output switch (operation screen)".
FB tuning will be forced to terminate when the power is turned OFF during the
execution of FB tuning. FB zero/span value will not be calculated automatically.
If a measured value error (±over range) occurs during FB tuning, a PV abnormal
output may be made, preventing normal completion of the FB tuning.
* Make sure to execute FB tuning immediately after initial power-ON and parameter
initialization.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

RUN/READY switch

□□

RUN/READY switch

Set RUN or READY.

"□□
"

"
"

RUN status
READY status

Set RUN or READY using the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
[RUN status]
Normal control status
Operation performed when the status is switched from READY to RUN
•The PV start operation is executed according to the setting of "SV
rate-of-change (MODE1)" and PV start for constant value operation (MODE1)
•The balance less bump less operation (suppresses rapid change in output) is
performed for the output.
[READY status]
"Preset manual (MODE6, MODE7)" will be output. Note that the control calculation
is continued.
Turning ON/OFF an alarm event follows the setting of "Alarm action at READY
(MODE1)".
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
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Execution No.

□□

Operation screen (constant value operation)

Constant value
Sets the execution No. selection for constant value operation.
operation
execution No. selection "□□
" Constant value operation execution No. 1 to 8
to

"□□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Set the execution No. selection for constant value operation using the [], [] and
[ENT] keys.
When the selection of constant value operation execution No. is changed, "SV
rate-of-change (MODE1)" is executed.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.

4-2-3

RUN/READY status

Switching between RUN and READY can be done by any of the followings.
• Parameters on the operation screen
• External signal input
• Communication

Status
RUN

READY

Description
 Control operation is being performed.
 Provides an automatic and manual output operation types.
 While in the RUN status, "RUN" lights on the display to indicate the operating
condition.
 Control operation is not performed (idling status).
 Alarm event judgment is not performed when "Alarm action at READY (MODE1)"
is set to "
".
 RUN/READY switch can be done by external signal input in some specifications.
 While in the READY status, "READY" lights on the display to indicate the
operating condition.
 For the specification with external signal input, the output value will be the setting
value of "Preset manual (MODE6, MODE7)" when "RUN/READY switch" of
"External input (MODEd)" is set.
However, if "Preset manual" of "External input (MODEd)" is also set, the external
signal input ON state (conduction state) will be given higher priority.

* Constant value operation parameter
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Operation screen (program operation)

4-3 Program operation
4-3-1

Setting overview

Allows you to monitor/operate the program operation screen.

4-3-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Operation initial screen

□□
□□□

PV/SV

Function
Displays the measured value (PV).

"

" Measured value (PV)
to

"
"

"
" Over-range

Exceeds the upper limit of "Measuring range (MODE5)" or "Linear
scale (MODE5)". Check "Input type (MODE5)"/input signal.
An alarm event is judged by PV = ∞
"
" Under-range
Falls below the lower limit of "Measuring range (MODE5)" or
"Linear scale (MODE5)". Check "Input type (MODE5)"/input signal.
An alarm event is judged by PV = -∞
The decimal point position follows "Display decimal point (MODE5)".
Displays the setting value (SV).

"

" Setting value (SV)
to

"

" [Displayed SV type]

 Start SV
 SV in program operation (slope/keep)
 SV at REST
[Settable/alterable SV types]
 Executing SV (MODE0)
 SV for program operation (MODE2)

While displaying PV/SV screen, [SV] in the front lights.
The decimal point position follows "Display decimal point (MODE5)".
Use the [] or [] key to set "Executing SV (MODE0)". The setting range is limited by
"SV limiter (MODE5)". After setting, the set contents of "Executing SV (MODE0)" and
"SV for program operation (MODE2)" will be updated."Executing SV (MODE0)" cannot
be changed in the program operation RESET status.
[Operation/MODE screen switch]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the MODE0 initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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PV/step time

□□
□□

Operation screen (program operation)
Displays the elapsed/remaining time of the step for program operation.

"□□

" Step elapsed/remaining time [Hour : Minute] or [Minute :
Second]

to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

The elapsed or remaining time is displayed according to the setting of "Operation
screen time display (MODE2)".
The time unit uses "Program operation time unit (MODE2)".
While in the program operation RUN status, the colon blinks every second.
The colon lights while in the program operation RESET/STOP/END status.
[Operation/MODE screen switch]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the MODE0 initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
PV/OUT1

□□
□□□

Displays/sets the output 1 value.

"□□

" Output 1 value［%］
* The setting range is limited by "Output limiter (MODE0)".

to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

While the PV/OUT1 screen is displayed, [OUT] in the front lights.
The number of decimal places is 1.
[AUTO output]
[MAN] turns off.
The output value cannot be changed by the [] or [] key.
[MANUAL output]
An arbitrary output value can be set using the [] or [] key. The output value will be
set without pressing the [ENT] key.
[Operation/MODE screen switch]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the MODE0 initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
PV/OUT2

□□
□□□

Displays the output 2 value.

"□□
"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" Output 2 value［%］

to

"

* The setting range is limited by "Output limiter for output 2
(MODE7)".

Displayed with 2 output specifications.
While the PV/OUT2 screen is displayed, [OUT2] in the front lights.
The number of decimal places is 1.
[AUTO output]
[MAN] turns off.
The output value cannot be changed by the [] or [] key.
[MANUAL output]
An arbitrary output value can be set using the [] or [] key. The output value will be
set without pressing the [ENT] key.
[Operation/MODE screen switch]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the MODE0 initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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Output switch

□

Operation screen (program operation)

AUTO/
Switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
MANUAL output switch
"□
" AUTO output

" MANUAL output

"

For the specification with 2 outputs, the output 1 and output 2 will be changed
simultaneously.
The balance less bump less operation (suppress rapid change in output) is
performed for the output immediately after switching from MANUAL to AUTO output.
When the output is switched from AUTO to MANUAL, the last value of AUTO output
will be used as an initial value of MANUAL output.
Auto tuning will be forced to terminate when MANUAL output is selected during auto
tuning. Note that auto tuning is unavailable during MANUAL output.
The order of priority for output parameters are shown below.
Preset manual output by external signal input
↑ (High)
MANUAL output
RESET output (0%)
Priority
PV abnormal output
END output
↓ (Low)
AUTO output

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
Event

□

Event status
(Alarm event reset)

Checks the event status or reset an alarm event.

□" No alarm event or status event is activated
□" Alarm event or status event is activated

"
"
to

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

"

(Example)

□":
" "
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
□":
"
":
"
":
Alarm
event
reset
"

Event 1 is activated
Event 2 is activated
Event 3 is activated
Event 4 is activated
Event 5 is activated
Event 6 is activated
Event 7 is activated
Event 8 is activated
Event 9 is activated
Event 1 and 6 are activated
Event 2, 4, 7 and 9 are activated
Event 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are activated
All events are activated

When an alarm event is assigned to "Event mode (MODE4)", the alarm event
activation status can be reset. A status event cannot be reset.
Reset an alarm event using the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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Timer

Timer 1 elapsed time

Operation screen (program operation)
Displays the elapsed time of timer 1.

"□□□□ " Timer 1 elapsed time [sec]

□□□□

to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

This display is available when "Timer 1" is assigned to "External input (MODEd)" for
the specification with external signal input.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
There is no decimal place.
The timer time will be updated when the external signal input of timer 1 is turned ON
(conduction state).
The display shows 0 second when the external signal input of timer 1 is turned OFF
(non-conduction state).
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
Timer 2 elapsed time

□□□□

Displays the elapsed time of timer 2.

"□□□□ " Timer 2 elapsed time [sec]
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

This display is available when "Timer 2" is assigned to "External input (MODEd)" for
the specification with external signal input.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
There is no decimal place.
The timer time will be updated when the external signal input of timer 2 is turned ON
(conduction state).
The display shows 0 second when the external signal input of timer 2 is turned OFF
(non-conduction state).
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

CT/FB measured value

□□□

CT measured value

Operation screen (program operation)
Displays the heater current value.

"□□□

" Heater current value [A]

to

"□□
"□

"
" Measured value not obtained
Immediately after power-ON
The pulse ON time is minimal (short cycle, etc.) after measured
value is not obtained.

This display is available for the ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse output type for the
specification with heater disconnection detection.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
The number of decimal places is 1.
The measured value is updated while the output is ON. When both the output 1 and
output 2 use the ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse output type for the specification
with heater disconnection detection, the measured value is updated while the output
1 is ON.
When the output is OFF, the last measured value obtained during the last output ON
period will be displayed.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
FB measured value

□□□
□□□

Displays the feedback value of ON-OFF servo.

"□□□
"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" FB measured value［%］

to

"

This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
The number of decimal places is 1.
Make sure to perform FB tuning after the wiring for output is done. If FB tuning is not
executed, an error may occur in the FB measured value.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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Auto tuning

□□□
□□

PID auto tuning

Operation screen (program operation)
Starts/checks/forcibly terminates PID auto tuning.
The result of PID auto tuning is stored in the following parameters automatically.
 Executing PID (MODE0)
 PID, 8 types (MODE3)
* Of the 8 types, only the numbers for "Execution No. selection for program
operation (MODE2)" of the program step currently being executed will be
updated.
The result of PID auto tuning for the output 2 is stored in the following parameter
automatically.
Output 2 PID (MODE7)
Auto tuning not executed
Auto tuning not executed

"□□
"
"

"
" PID auto tuning for the output 1 started
" PID auto tuning for the output 2 started

"

" FB tuning started. (Refer to FB auto tuning)

"□□

" PID auto tuning forced to terminate

"

" Auto tuning in execution

* This display is available for the specification with 2 outputs
PID auto tuning in execution
PID auto tuning status display
Step 1 to 4

to

"

" * Step 1 may be omitted depending on the forward/reverse
deviation at the start of auto tuning.

Set PID auto tuning by using the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
PID auto tuning cannot start when "MANUAL output" is selected at AUTO/MANUAL
output switch (operation screen).
PID auto tuning cannot start when "Program operation RESET" is selected at
"Program drive (operation screen)".
PID auto tuning will be forced to terminate when the power is turned OFF during the
execution of PID auto tuning. PID value will not be calculated automatically.
If a measured value error (±over range) occurs during PID auto tuning, a PV
abnormal output may be made, preventing normal completion of the PID auto
tuning.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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FB tuning

□□□
□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Operation screen (program operation)
Starts/checks/forcibly terminates FB auto tuning.
The result of FB tuning is stored in the following parameters automatically.
 Feedback zero (MODE6)
 Feedback span (MODE6)
Auto tuning not executed
Auto tuning not executed

"□□
"
"

"
" PID auto tuning for 1 output started. (Refer to PID auto tuning)
" FB tuning started

"□□

" FB tuning forced to terminate

FB tuning in execution
FB tuning execution status display

□ " FB tuning at zero side
□ " FB tuning at span side

"□
"□

This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Set FB tuning by using the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
This can be executed in the program operation RESET status only.
FB tuning cannot start when "MANUAL output" is selected at "AUTO/MANUAL
output switch (operation screen)".
FB tuning will be forced to terminate when the power is turned OFF during the
execution of FB tuning. FB zero/span value will not be calculated automatically.
If a measured value error (± over-range) occurs during FB tuning, normal completion
of the FB tuning may not be performed.
* Make sure to execute FB tuning immediately after initial power-ON and parameter
initialization.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Program operation

□□□□

Remaining number of
pattern repeat

Displays the remaining number of pattern repeat.

"□□□□ " No pattern repeat
"□□□□ " Pattern repeat number [times]
to

"□

1 to 9999 times

"

Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is unavailable.
When the program operation is switched from RESET to RUN, the number will be
initialized to the setting value of "Pattern repeat (MODE2)".
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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Pattern No. selection

Operation screen (program operation)
Displays/sets the pattern No. for program operation start.

"□□

□□

" Pattern No. 1 to 4

to

"□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

(Displays only the pattern No. with "Number of steps (MODE2)"

" set to non-zero value)

Setting/changing is available in the program operation RESET status only.
Setting/changing is unavailable while the program operation is running
(RUN/STOP/END).
A pattern No. with the MODE2 number of steps set to non-zero value will be
displayed. If the number of steps of all pattern No. is 0, only the pattern No. 1 is
available for selection.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
Program drive

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Displays/sets the program drive.

"
"□□
"□
"□□
"□□

"
"
"
"
"

Program operation RESET
Program operation RUN
Program operation STOP
Program operation ADVANCE
Program operation END

Setting/changing using the [] or [] key is restricted as follows depending on the
program drive status.
Program drive status
Switchable program drive
Program operation RESET
RUN
Program operation RUN
RESET/STOP/ADVANCE
Program operation STOP
RESET/RUN/ADVANCE
Program operation END
RESET
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
[AUTO/MANUAL output switch]
Press and hold the [>] key to switch the output between AUTO and MANUAL.
When switch to the MANUAL output, it will be switched to the PV/OUT1 (operation
screen) automatically.
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4-3-3

Operation screen (program operation)

Program operation method

The program operation can be executed using any of the following means.
 Parameters on the program operation screen  External signal input  Communication

Operation

Description

RESET

 RESET (cancelled) status of program operation.
 This is enabled in the RUN, STOP or END status.
 While in the RESET status, the program operation is not executed and the output
value is 0%, and neither alarm event judgment nor control calculation is
performed.
 When the step No. is advanced, a RESET operation will return the step No. to
"00".

RUN






STOP

 STOP status of program operation.
 This is enabled in the RUN status.
 When the status is switched from RUN to STOP, the program pattern (SV and
time) is stopped and the control operation is continued with the SV at the time of
stop (keep operation is performed).
 The elapsed time and remaining time will not be affected since the time during a
stop period is not counted.

ADV

 ADVANCE of a step.
 This is enabled in the RUN or STOP status.
 When ADV operation is performed in the RUN status, the program operation will
be continued from the beginning of the advanced step. When ADV operation is
performed in the STOP status, the program operation will be stopped at the
beginning of the advanced step.
 A single ADV operation advances one step. To advance multiple steps, perform
ADV operation as many times as required.

END

 Displayed at END of program operation.
 It is enabled at RESET status.
 When you want to start the program operation from the step 00. It cannot be
started from the END status.

RUN status of program operation.
This is enabled in the RESET or STOP status.
Control operation is executed according to the program pattern.
When the status is switched from RESET to RUN, the program operation will be
started.
 When the status is switched from STOP to RUN, the program operation will be
resumed.
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Operation screen (program operation)

4-4 AUTO/MANUAL output operation
Switching between AUTO and MANUAL outputs can be done by any of the followings.
 Press and hold the
key (with the operation screen displayed)
 Parameters on the operation screen
 External signal input
 Communication
For the specification with 2 outputs, the output 1 and output 2 will changed simultaneously.

Operation type

Description

Automatic output  Control calculation is performed based on the measured value (PV) and setting
operation
value (SV) of the selected execution No. and the calculated value is output.
(AUTO)
 Normal control operation is performed by AUTO output operation.
Manual output  A fixed value is output regardless of the measured value (PV) or the setting value
operation
(SV).
(MANUAL)
 Switching between AUTO and MANUAL output operations can be done by
external signal input in some specifications.
 Key operation on the operation screen and "AUTO/MANUAL output switch" of
"External input (MODEd)" is executed at every operation, therefore, the AUTO
output operation can be enabled by key operation even when the MANUAL
output is ON (conduction state).
 Set the output value using the [] or [] key. The output range is limited by
"Executing output limiter (MODE0)" and "Output limiter for output 2 (MODE7)".
 When the output operation is switched from MANUAL to AUTO, the output value
is moved with the balance less bump less operation.
 When you switch to the manual output operation by pressing and holding the
key, it will be switched to PV/OUT1 (operation screen) automatically.

 In switching the output operation type, the preset manual operation by external
signal input (DI) will be given first priority.
 The following shows how the output operation type is switched by "External input
(MODEd)".

Reference

Automatic output
operation
Manual output
operation

Automatic output
operation
Manual output
operation

DI "Preset manual" ON
Preset manual operation

DI "Preset manual" OFF
Automatic output operation

Preset manual operation

Automatic output operation

DI "READY/RUN switch" OFF
DI "READY/RUN switch" ON
Preset manual operation
Automatic output operation
Manual output operation
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Operation screen (program operation)

4-5 Cautions for operation
4-5-1

Setting/changing a parameter during operation

Setting/changing a parameter during operation is available except on some setting screens. Please pay
attention to set/change a parameter during control operation since some parameters may negatively affect
the control.

4-5-2

Cautions for SV slope operation

SV changes over time while SV slope operation is performed using SV rate of change. Since the SV
during the operation is displayed with up to 5 digits, the accurate executing SV including decimal point
cannot be displayed. Hence, an error up to ± 1 digit occurs on the display; however, control calculation is
performed using the accurate SV in the internal process.
Note that the time accuracy for this SV slope operation is not as high as that of a clock.

! Caution

Please pay attention to set/change a parameter during operation.
Some parameters may negatively affect the control.
Use a high quality, stable power supply. If not, the instrument may
suffer an adverse effect or malfunction unexpectedly by the
influence of noise or momentary power failure.
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5 Setting operations
5-1 Basics of setting
5-1-1

Setting screen display

The setting screens are grouped by MODE. See "9-3 Parameter directory list" to find the location of
desired setting screen. The following figure shows the screen transition of the operation screen, MODE
screen and setting screen.
Press and hold the
key to switch between the operation screen and the MODE screen.
Use the
/
key to select the MODE screen.
Use the
and
keys to select the setting screen from the MODE initial screen.

The operation screen changes in a circular pattern.

The operation screen makes transition in a circular pattern.

Press
and hold
Press
and hold

Press
and hold

The MODE screen changes in a circular pattern.

The setting screen changes in a circular pattern.

Press
and hold

The setting screen changes in a circular pattern.

Press
and hold

Press
and hold
Press
and hold
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5-1-2

Basic operations on the setting screen

1.

Power ON

2.

Refer to the parameter directory list

3.

Switch to the MODE screen from the operation screen

4.

Select the MODE screen

See "9-3Parameter directory list

Press and hold the

Press the

/

key.

key.

Select the setting screen

5.

The setting item switches by pressing the
(in the forward direction).

key (in the reverse direction) or

key

Set/select the setting value

6.

Set or change a numeric value using the
key (move the digit),
the value) or
key (increase the value).
Set or change a data selection setting using the
/
key.

7.

Register the set contents
Press the

key to register the set contents.

Switch to the operation screen from the setting screen

8.

Press and hold the
Press and hold the

key to switch to the MODE initial screen.
key again to switch to the operation screen.
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 Release key lock
You cannot set/change a parameter when the key lock is enabled. At a registration
of set contents, the PV display screen shows "
" and a measured value
(PV) alternately. See the section 5-14 to disable the key lock.
 Digits for setting numeric values
Carrying, borrowing and minus operations are performed automatically.
Pressing the
key at "09" makes "10".
Pressing the
key at "10" makes "09".
Reference Pressing the
key at "_ 0" makes "-1000".
 Cursor move
Pressing the
key moves the cursor to a digit to right available for
setting/changing.
 Automatic recovery from the setting screen
When approximately 3 minutes have passed without key operation during a setting
or checking process, the screen will switch to the operation screen.

5-1-3

How to operate parameter setting

The following shows how to set a value for event 1 of group 1.

- Setting procedure -

(1) Press and hold the

key on the operation screen to display the MODE0 initial setting

screen.

(2) Press the

key to display the MODE3 initial screen.
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(3) Press the

key to display the group No. 1 (select the group No. using the

(4) Display the event 1 setting screen using the

(5) Pressing the

/

key).

key.

key brings a cursor under the fifth digit of setting value.

(6) Set or change the event value using the

and

/
keys (increase or decrease the
value by the up/down key and move the digit by the right key). The dot at the first digit of setting
value blinks during the setting/changing process.

(7) Press the

key to register the setting value (the dot at the first digit of setting value turns off).

(8) To return to the operation screen, press and hold the
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 Cancelling a parameter setting
To cancel a parameter setting/changing in the middle of the process (the dot at the first digit of setting
value is blinking), press the

key. After cancelling, the dot turns off and the previous setting value is

displayed.

5-1-4
1.

Precautions for setting
Observe the setting range

 Note that the parameters that require numeric value setting have the allowable range for setting.
For example, executing SV/SV at RESET/start SV/SV for program operation/SV for constant
value operation (8 types) are limited by "SV limiter (MODE5)".

2.

Setting/changing a parameter may cause set contents on another screen to
change

 When a critical parameter is set/changed, the decimal point position or setting range of the items
on the related setting screens may be changed automatically or initialization may be executed.
For example, when "Input type (MODE5)", "Measuring range lower/upper limit (MODE5)", "Linear
scale zero/span (MODE5)", "Event mode (MODE4)" or "Transmission type (MODEb)" is changed,
the set contents on the related setting screens may also be changed.
 When you set/change these critical parameters, re-check the set contents on the other setting
screens.

3.

In case of setting the time "0:00" for a program pattern

 For program pattern setting (MODE2), "0:00" can be set as step time to change SV to the next
step instantly (in a stepwise manner). It is possible to set "0:00" for consecutive steps; however,
do not run the program pattern with such setting for multiple consecutive steps.
 For the step with step time "0:00", only the set SV is changed instantly.
Therefore, the calculation processes (PID, alarm event, sensor correction, etc.) for each step are
not performed. However, the set contents of those processes are valid on the step with step time
"0:00".
For example, when you set the step time to "0:00" and the program operation execution No.
(MODE2) to No. 4 for the step No. 03, and set the program operation execution No. to No. 0 for
the step No. 04 (the step following step No. 03), the step No. 04 will be operated using the
program operation execution No. 4.
 "0:00" is not set as STEP1 and end step.
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MODE 0

5-2 MODE0 [Executing parameter]
5-2-1

Setting overview

MODE0 allows you to set/change parameters during operation.
The set contents of MODE0 executing parameters are synchronized with MODE2 and MODE3
parameters of the same type.

5-2-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

□□

MODE0 initial screen
(executing parameter)

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

SV

□□□
□□□

Function
MODE0 (executing parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEt screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE1 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Executing SV

Sets/changes an executing SV.

"

" Target value during execution
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

The decimal point position follows the SV decimal point position.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the executing SV. The setting range is limited
by "SV limiter (MODE5)".
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
[Constant value operation]
When the parameter is set/changed, the alarm event standby and keep operation
will be reset.
[Program operation]
The alarm event standby and keep operation will not be reset even when the
parameter is set/changed.
Time

□

Executing step time

Sets/changes a time necessary for execution.

"□□

□□

" Time necessary for execution
* The unit can be set at "Program operation time unit (MODE2)".

to

" For the case of [Hour : Minute], the setting range is 0 hour 00

"

minute to 999 hours 59 minutes.
For the case of [Minute : Second], the setting range is 0 minute
00 second to 999 minutes 59 seconds.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

This display is available for the specification with program function.
The display appears when program operation is selected for "Program/constant
value operation switch (MODE2)".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the executing step time.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Synchronized with the setting of "Step time (MODE2)". It will be changed
simultaneously with setting/changing of the parameter.
When the parameter is set/changed during program operation, the elapsed step time
will not be changed and the remaining step time will be re-calculated.
Step remaining time = Executing step time − Elapsed step time right before change
When the executing step time is set to a smaller value than the elapsed step time
during program operation, the process moves to the next step No. instantly.
Event

Executing event 1

Sets/changes an executing event value.

"

" Executing event value
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

The decimal point follows the setting of "Event mode (MODE4)".
Absolute value alarm: SV decimal point
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Executing event 2

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Executing event 3

MODE 0
Deviation alarm: SV decimal point
Absolute value deviation alarm: SV decimal point
Setting value alarm: SV decimal point
Output value alarm: 1 digit
Heater disconnection alarm: 1 digit
Timer alarm: None
FAIL alarm: None
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the executing event 1 to 4.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
[Constant value operation]
When the parameter is set/changed, the alarm event standby and keep operation
will be reset.
When "Alarm action at READY (MODE1)" is "
", alarm event judgment is not
performed in the READY status.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Executing event 4

[Program operation]
The alarm event standby and keep operation will not be reset even when the
parameter is set/changed.
Alarm event judgment is not performed in the program operation RESET status.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

PID

□
□□□

Executing P

Sets/changes an executing P constant (proportional band).

"□□□
"□□□

" Two-position control
" PID control Executing P constant [%]

to

"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the executing P.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The setting allows you to select control calculation from PID control and two-position
control.
P control is enabled when P ≠ 0 and I = D = 0.
[Program operation]
Control calculation is not performed in the program operation RESET status.
Executing I

□
□□□

Sets/changes an executing I constant (integral time).

"□□□□ " ∞ (infinity)
"□□□□ " Executing I constant [sec]
to

"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the executing I.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Executing I is ∞ when it is "0".
[Program operation]
Control calculation is not performed in the program operation RESET status.
Executing D

□
□□□

Sets/changes an executing D constant (derivative time).

"□□□□ " Calculation OFF
"□□□□ " Executing D constant [sec]
to

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the executing D.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Executing D is disabled when it is "0".
[Program operation]
Control calculation is not performed in the program operation RESET status.
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Output

□□□

MODE 0

Executing output limiter Sets/changes the lower limit of executing output limiter.
lower limit
"□□
" Lower limit of executing output limiter [%]
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the lower limit of executing output limiter.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
[Program operation]
When AUTO is selected at AUTO/MANUAL switch (operation screen) in the program
operation RESET status, the output limiter is not activated and the output is fixed to
0%.
Executing output limiter Sets/changes the upper limit of executing output limiter.
upper limit
"□□□
" Upper limit of executing output limiter [%]
to

□

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the upper limit of executing output limiter.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
[Program operation]
When AUTO is selected at AUTO/MANUAL switch (operation screen) in the program
operation RESET status, the output limiter is not activated and the output is fixed to
0%.
Deviation

□□□

Executing guaranty
soak

Sets/changes an executing guaranty soak.

"□□□
"□□□

" Function OFF Guaranty soak does not function.
" Executing guaranty soak [°C]

to
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

"

This display is available for the specification with program function.
The display appears when program operation is selected for "Program/constant
value operation switching (MODE2)".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the executing guaranty soak.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The decimal point position follows the SV decimal point position.
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5-2-3

MODE 0

Changing an executing step

When an executing SV and step time are changed during program operation, the changes will be
reflected in the executing step. Since it is synchronized with the set contents of MODE2 program pattern,
the step settings will also be reflected in the next operation.

SV changed

Step time changed

The following is an example of changing
the step n SV.
In this example, constant value operation
(SV keep status) is performed in the step
n+1 before the change, but it is not
performed in the step n+1 after the
change.

Reference

The following is an example of extending
step time by T1 in the middle of the step n.

The subsequent steps are executed with a
delay of T1 and thus the overall operation
is shifted.
SV

SV
Execution pattern after change

Change point

Change point
Original
pattern
Step n

5-2-4

Time

Step n+1

Step n

Step n+1

Step n+2

Time

Output limiter

This function allows you to set the lower/upper limit of output within the range of -5 to 105%. All of the
control output values are limited by the set operation range.

Upper
limit

Lower
limit

Proportional band
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MODE 1

5-3 MODE1 [Constant value operation parameter]
5-3-1

Setting overview

MODE1 provides the constant value operation related settings.
Constant value operation is performed using a constant setting value (SV).

5-3-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

MODE1 initial screen
(Constant value
operation parameter)

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

SV rate of change

□□□

Function
MODE1 (constant value operation parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE0 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE2 or MODE3 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

SV rate of change for
rise

When "Executing SV (MODE0)" or "Execution No. selection for constant value
operation (operation screen)" is changed during constant value operation, SV
slopes upward depending on the set rate of change.

"□□□
"□□□

" Function OFF
" SV rate of change/SV rate of change per time unit: Rise [°C]

to

"

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the SV rate of change for rise.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
SV rate of change for
fall

□□□

When "Executing SV (MODE0)" or "Execution No. selection for constant value
operation (operation screen)" is changed during constant value operation, SV
slopes downward depending on the set rate of change.

"□□□
"□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" Function OFF
" SV rate of change/SV rate of change per time unit: Fall [°C]

to

"

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the SV rate of change for fall.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
SV rate of change time Sets a time unit for SV rate of change.
unit
"□□
" Second

□
□□

"□□
"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the time unit for SV rate of change.
PV start

□□□

" Minute
" Hour

Constant value
operation PV start

Sets whether or not to use PV start for constant value operation.

"□□□
"□□□

" SV start (PV start not used)
" PV start

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the Constant value operation PV start.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Alarm

□□

Alarm action at READY Sets whether or not to perform calculation for alarm event in the READY status.

"□□
"□□□

" No calculation performed for alarm event in READY status
" Calculation performed for alarm event in READY status

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the alarm action at the READY status.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
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5-3-3

MODE 1

SV rate of change

This function is used to apply an SV change gradually, not immediately.
Rise and fall settings are available for SV rate of change. Use the SV rate of change rise setting for
upward operation, and the SV rate of change fall setting for downward operation.
Also, the SV rate of change time unit is used to set the time axis for SV rate of change.
The SV rate of change settings works in the following situations.

In changing the execution No. selection for constant value operation (changing SV for constant value
operation) or executing SV

In switching from remote SV to local SV
* The SV rate of change settings are disabled in switching from local SV to remote SV.

In changing the execution No. selection for constant value operation, SV changes
from SV2 to SV1 according to the setting of SV rate of change.
SV rate of change setting for fall

Reference
Time
Execution No. switched to another No.
for constant value operation

5-3-4

Constant value operation PV start

At the start of constant value operation or SV change, the operation starts with PV and it changes to the
set SV according to the SV rate of change.
Constant value operation PV start works in the following situations.

On power ON

In switching from MANUAL to AUTO output

In switching from READY to RUN

In switching from the status other than program operation RESET to constant value operation RUN
status for the specification with program function

On power ON
For PV start
On power ON, the operation starts with
PV and it changes to the set SV
according to the setting of SV rate of
change.

SV rate of change setting for rise

Time
Power ON

Reference
For SV start
On power ON, the operation starts with
SV.

Time
Power ON
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MODE 2

5-4 MODE2 [Program parameter]
5-4-1

Setting overview

MODE2 provides the pattern related settings for program operation. The display is available only for the
specification with program function.
Program operation changes a target value with time according to the preset program pattern.
A program pattern consists of multiple steps, and it can be created by setting a target value and time
necessary for each step.
You can register a program of up to 4 patterns x 12 steps.
There are three set contents as listed below.

Basic settings and edit function of program operation

Action at start/end of program pattern

Step-by-step target value, time necessary and assignment of group parameter

5-4-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

MODE2 initial screen
(Program parameter)

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Common setting for pattern

□

Function
MODE2 (program parameter) initial screen
This display is available for the specification with program function.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE1 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE3 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Pattern setting

Displays or selects an arbitrary pattern No./step No.

"□

" Select a pattern No. and step No. of the parameter group
displayed when the [SEL] key is pressed.

to

"□

"

Use the [] or [] key to select an arbitrary pattern No./step No. screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern No. 4/end step No. screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern No. 1/step No. 0 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
Step No. is displayed up to the number of steps + 1.
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□□□

Program/
constant value
operation switch

MODE 2
Switches the operation between program operation and constant value operation.

"□□

" Operation screen switches to the constant value operation

"□□□

"

screen to perform constant value operation.
Operation screen switches to the program operation screen to
perform program operation.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Use the [] or [] and [ENT] keys to make a switch between the program and
constant value operations.
[Actions taken when a switch to constant value operation is made]
When a switch to constant value operation is made in the program operation RESET
status, "RUN/READY switch (operation screen)" is set to READY.
When a switch to constant value operation is made in the status other than program
operation RESET, "RUN/READY switch (operation screen)" is set to RUN. Also,
"Constant value operation PV start (MODE1)" becomes effective.
"Execution No. selection for program operation (MODE2)" changes to "Execution
No. selection for constant value operation (operation screen)".
The program operation status changes to the RESET status.
[Actions taken when a switch to program operation is made]
When a switch to program operation is made while "RUN/READY switch (operation
screen)" is set to READY, the program operation RESET status is entered.
When a switch to program operation is made while "RUN/READY switch (operation
screen)" is set to RUN, the program operation RUN status is entered.

□
□□ □

Program operation
time unit

"□□ □ " [Hour : Minute] is used for step time.
"□□ □ " [Minute : Second] is used for step time.
Use the [] or [] and [ENT] keys to set the program operation time unit.
When the time unit is set/changed during program operation (RUN/STOP/END), the
program operation RESET status is entered.
Check each step time after setting the step time unit. The unit of "Step time
(MODE2)" will not be changed automatically even when the program operation time
unit is changed.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

SV in RESET

□□□

Selects a unit for each step time necessary.

Sets SV in the program operation RESET status.

"
"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" SV in program operation RESET
* The setting range is limited by "SV limiter (MODE5)".

to

"

Use the [] or [] and [ENT] keys to set the SV in RESET.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
SV in RESET will not affect the control calculation.
When "SV transmission" is selected for "Transmission type (MODEa and MODEb)"
of digital/analog remote, the transmission value during program operation RESET
can be set/changed.
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Pattern repeat

□□□□

MODE 2
Set this to operate a whole pattern (from the step No. 00 to the end step No.)
repeatedly. (Example 1)
Number of pattern execution = Pattern repeat count + 1

"□□□□ " No pattern repeat
"□□□□ " Pattern repeat count

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

to

"□

"

Use the [] or [] and [ENT] keys to set the pattern repeat.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
When a pattern link has been set, a whole pattern including the pattern link will be
repeated. (Example 2)
When an infinite loop has been created in a pattern link, the pattern repeat will be
disabled. (Example 3)
(Example 1) When "3" is set, an initial program operation + repeated operation for
three times, i.e., the operation will be executed four times.
(Example 2) Operation with pattern 1 (linked to pattern 2), pattern 2 (no pattern
link), pattern repeat 2
[RUN] -> pattern 1 -> pattern 2 -> pattern 1 -> pattern 2 -> pattern 1 -> pattern 2 ->
[END]
(0)

(once)

(twice)

(Example 3) Operation with pattern 1 (linked to pattern 2), pattern 2 (linked to
pattern 1), pattern repeat 0 (pattern link is not required in this case)
[RUN] -> pattern 1 -> pattern 2 -> pattern 1 -> pattern 2 -> pattern 1 -> pattern 2 -> ...
(0)

Operation screen time
display

(twice)

(infinitely)

Selects the type for PV/step time progress display on the operation screen.

"□
"

□

(once)

" Step elapsed time
" Step remaining time

Use the [] or [] and [ENT] keys to set the time display on the operation screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Pattern clear

□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Clears (initializes) the pattern information (SV in step, time, and program operation
execution No.).

"□□

" No pattern clear

"□
"□
"□
"□
"□□

"
"
"
"
"

Pattern clear completed
Initialize pattern No. 1
Initialize pattern No. 2
Initialize pattern No. 3
Initialize pattern No. 4
Initialize all patterns

Use the [] or [] and [ENT] keys to set the pattern clear.
At the end of pattern clear, "
" will be displayed.
The following parameters in a pattern will be initialized.
Step
Parameter type
Default
Number of steps
0
Start step
Program operation PV start
SV (SV start)
Start SV
0.0
SV for program operation
0.0
Step time
0:00
Middle step
Execution No. 1 (step No. 1)
Execution No. selection for
Execution No. 0 (other than
program operation
step No. 1)
Output 1 at END
CONTROL
End step
Output 2 at END
CONTROL
Linked pattern No.
OFF
Pattern settings (program/constant value operation switch, program operation time
unit, SV in RESET, pattern repeat and operation screen time display) will not be
initialized.
Pattern copy

□
□□

Copies the pattern information (SV in step, time, and execution No.).

"□□
" No pattern copy (pattern copy ended)
"XX YY" Copy the pattern No. XX (source) to the pattern No. YY
(destination).

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [] or [] and [ENT] keys to set the pattern copy.
At the end of pattern copy, "□□
" will be displayed.
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▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Start step setting

□

Pattern No./
Start step No.

MODE 2
Displays or selects an arbitrary pattern No./step No.

"□

" Select a pattern No. and step No. of the parameter group
to

"□

displayed when the [SEL] key is pressed.

"

Use the [] or [] key to select an arbitrary pattern No./step No. screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern setting screen or pattern No./end step No.
screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern No./middle step No. or pattern No./end step
No. screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
Step No. is displayed up to the number of steps + 1.
Number of steps

□
□□□□

Sets the number of steps within a program pattern.
The number of steps can be set for each pattern.

"１１１１ " No step
"１１１１ "

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

* No step exists in a program pattern. Operation cannot be
started.
Sets the number of steps in a program pattern.

to

"１１１

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the number of steps.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The SV for program operation, step time, and execution No. selection at program
operation will not be initialized even when the number of steps is set/changed.
Program operation
PV start

Sets the start method for program operation.

"１１１
"１１１

□□□

" "Start SV (MODE2)" is used immediately after pattern start.
" Program pattern is progressed to the PV immediately after
pattern start (PV start) before starting operation. If the SV that
matches the PV cannot be found within the pattern, SV start is
used to start operation.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the program operation PV start.
When PV start is set on a pattern immediately after pattern repeat or pattern link, a
repeated and linked pattern will be started with PV start.
SV search at PV start will not be performed for a linked pattern.
Start SV

□□□

Sets an SV immediately after starting program operation. Start SV will be disabled
when PV start is selected for operation start.

"

" Target value immediately after operation start
to

"

* The setting range is limited by "SV limiter (MODE5)".

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the Start SV.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Middle step setting

□

Pattern No./
middle step No.

Displays or selects an arbitrary pattern No./step No.

"□

" Select a pattern No. and step No. of the parameter group
to

"□

displayed when the [SEL] key is pressed.

"

Use the [] or [] key to select an arbitrary pattern No./step No. screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern No./start step No. screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern No./middle step No. or pattern No./end step
No. screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
Step No. is displayed up to the number of steps + 1.

□□□
□□□

SV for program
operation

Sets a step SV.

"
"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" Attainment target value of step
to

* The setting range is limited by "SV limiter (MODE5)".

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the SV for program operation.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
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Step time

□

MODE 2
Sets a step time necessary.

"□□

□□

" Time necessary of step

to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the step time.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
"Program operation time unit (MODE2)" needs to be set before setting the step time.
The time unit can be set at "Program operation time unit (MODE2)".
Execution No. selection Specify the parameter to be used in a step by execution No. The following
for program operation parameters can be selected by setting an execution No.
 Event 1, Event 2, Event 3, Event 4
 PID
 Output limiter L, Output limiter H
 Guaranty soak

□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□□
"□□

" Same execution parameter No. as the last step No.
" Execution parameter No. 1

to

"□□

to

" Execution parameter No. 8

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the execution No. selection for program
operation.
When 0 is set, the execution No. used in the last step No. will be inherited. This is
effective on the step 0 immediately after pattern link or pattern repeat.
End step setting

□

Pattern No./
end step No.

Displays or selects an arbitrary pattern No./step No.

"□

" Displays the setting screen of step No. 00 of pattern No. 1
to

"□

displayed when the [SEL] key is pressed.

" Displays the setting screen of step No. 13 of pattern No. 4
displayed when the [SEL] key is pressed.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Use the [] or [] key to select an arbitrary pattern No./step No. screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern No./middle step No. or pattern No./start
step No. screen.
Pressing the [] key displays the pattern No./start step No. or pattern setting screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
Step No. is displayed up to the number of steps + 1.
Output 1 at END

□
□

Sets the output 1 in the program operation END status.

"□
"□□

" Constant value control performed with the displayed SV
" Fixed value output [%]

to

"□

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output 1 at END.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
This does not function in a pattern to which a pattern link is set.
For the case the pattern repeat has been set, this function works after the repeat
operation finishes.
The order of priority for output parameters are shown below.
Preset manual output by external signal input
MANUAL output
RESET output (0%)
PV abnormal output
END output
AUTO output
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Output 2 at END

MODE 2
Sets the output 2 in the program operation END status.

"□
"□□

□

" Constant value control performed with the displayed SV
" Fixed value output [%]

to

"□

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
This display is available for the specification with 2 outputs.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output 2 at END.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
This does not function in a pattern to which a pattern link is set.
For the case the pattern repeat has been set, this function is executed after the
repeat operation finishes.
The order of priority for output parameters are shown below.
Preset manual output by external signal input
MANUAL output
RESET output (fixed to 0%)
PV abnormal output (fixed to 0%)
END output
AUTO output
Linked pattern No.

□
□□

Priority
↓ (Low)

A pattern No. can be linked (connected) to another pattern No. You can create an
endless program by linking to the pattern No. that starts operation.

"
"

" No pattern link (connection)
" Linked (connected) to pattern No. 1
to

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

↑ (High)

"

to

" Linked (connected) to pattern No. 4

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the linked pattern No.
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5-4-3

MODE 2

Program pattern setting

Up to four patterns can be set, allowing you to select a desired pattern during operation.

1.

Example of program pattern setting

400
300

SV [℃]

200
100
0
0

60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600 660

Pattern
elapsed time[分]
[min]
パターン経過時間

Pattern
No.
Step No.
Number of
steps
PV start
SV [°C]
Time [H:M]
Execution
No.
END
output
Pattern
link

1
00

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

12
SV
0 100 100 150 150 200 200 250 250 300 300 200 200
1:00 2:00 0:30 0:30 0:30 0:30 0:30 0:30 0:30 1:00 0:00 3:30
No.1 No.0 No.2 No.0 No.0 No.3 No.0 No.0 No.0 No.4 No.0 No.8
0.0
OFF

- Setting procedure -

(1) Press and hold the

key on the operation screen to display the MODE0 initial setting

screen.
Press the

(2)
keys to display the MODE2 initial screen and then press the
key.
(3) On the pattern setting screen, select the pattern No. "1" and step No. "00" by pressing the
keys, and then press the

key.

(4) Set the start step. On the number of steps screen, set "12" using the

and

keys
and then press the
key to register it. Press the
key again to go to the next screen.
(5) On the program operation PV start screen, set "SV" using the
keys and then press
the
key to register it. Press the
key again to go to the next screen.
and
(6) On the start SV screen, set "0" using the
keys and then press the
key to register it. Press the
key again to go to the next screen.
(7) Set the step No. 01. Press the
key. On the SV for program operation screen, set "100"
and
using the
keys and then press the
key to register it. Press the
key again to go to the next screen.
and
(8) On the step time screen, set "1:00" using the
keys and then press the
key to register it. Press the
key again to go to the next screen.
(9) On the execution No. selection for program operation screen, set "No. 1" using the
keys and then press the
key to register it. Press the
key again to go to the next
screen.
(10)Set the step No. 02 to step No. 12 in the same manner.
(11)Set the end step. Press the
key. On the output 1 at END screen, set "0.0" and press the
key to register it. Press the
key again to go to the next screen.
* For the specification with 2 outputs, the output 2 at END screen will be displayed.
(12)On the linked pattern No. screen, set "OFF" using the
keys and then press the
key to register it.
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2.

MODE 2

Step type and setting example
Rise

Keep

Measured
value

Measured
value

Attainment target
(SV)

Fall
Measured
value

Attainment target (SV) of
previous step
Attainment target
(SV)

Attainment target
(SV)

1h 30min

Target value: 500

2h

Time

Time: 1:30

Target value: 500

1h 30min

Time

Time: 2:00

Target value: 100

Time

Time: 1:30

* SV setting for keep
Set the SV of step n the same way as the step n-1 to have a keep operation step.

 Deleting/adding a step
The number of steps is set/changed on the number of steps screen of the start step
setting for each pattern. A step is deleted from or added to the back of the steps in a
pattern. The end step will be kept registered.
<Example of adding a step>
Pattern 1
Step 0
SV=0.0
SV start

Add a step!

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

SV =10.0
TIME=1:01
No.SEL=No.1

SV=20.0
TIME=2:02
No.SEL=No.2

SV=30.0
TIME=3:03
No.SEL=No.3

SV=40.0
TIME=4:04
No.SEL=No.4

In this example case, when the number of steps of [Start step setting (Step No.
0) parameter] is changed 3 to 4, adding a step in the end of the pattern.
Set each parameter of the added step No.
<Example of deleting a step>

Reference

Pattern 1
Step 0
SV=0.0
SV start

Delet a step!

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

SV =10.0
TIME=1:01
No.SEL=No.1

SV=20.0
TIME=2:02
No.SEL=No.2

SV=30.0
TIME=3:03
No.SEL=No.3

SV=40.0
TIME=4:04
No.SEL=No.4

In this example case, when the number of steps of [Start step setting (step No.
0) parameter] is changed 4 to 3, deleting a step in the end of the pattern.
* Middle step cannot be added and deleted.
 About step 13
Numbers available for organizing steps are from No. 01 to 12. Step 13 is dedicated
for connection (linkage) when steps are used up to 12.
 Setting/changing during operation
Steps can be set/changed during operation. The contents of a step during operation
can be set/changed in MODE0 (see the section 5-2). When "Number of steps
(MODE2)" is changed, the change will not be reflected while the operation is in
progress.
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5-4-4

MODE 2

Selecting the start method for program operation

You can select either SV start or PV start for the start point of operation. SV setting is available with PV
start selected.
With SV start selected, operation starts with a start SV and heads toward a target value regardless of
measured value (PV).
With PV start selected, a program is started with a current measured value (PV).
With PV start selected, when a point that matches a current PV is found within the program pattern range
at the start of program (RUN), the program will be started from the point.
If the SV that matches the PV cannot be found at the start of program, PV start will be disabled and the
operation will start with SV start.
When patterns are connected by pattern link, a search for SV that matches PV is conducted on the
operation start pattern only. It will not be conducted on a linked pattern.

When PV=SV point exists in operation
start pattern
Pattern 1

When PV=SV point does not exist in
operation start pattern

Pattern 2

Pattern 1

Pattern 2

PV

Reference

PV

Pattern link

Operation start
Start point

Pattern link

Start point

Operation start

5-4-5

Execution No. selection for program operation

8 parameters including PID, event, and output limiter can be set as a group parameter beforehand.
A program operation execution No. can be selected for each step of program pattern.
Group parameters can be registered in MODE3.
All of the MODE3 group parameter execution numbers from No. 1 to 8 have been set to general values by
default, therefore, control can be performed without setting these parameters.

5-4-6

Program pattern link (connection)

The pattern link function is used to connect multiple patterns to operate them as a single program pattern.
Since the maximum number of steps settable in a pattern is 12, this function is useful when you want to
add another step.
You can create an endless program by linking to the pattern that starts operation.

5-4-7

Pattern 1

Pattern 2

Fastforward
Pattern link

 When a linked pattern is PV start
PV start is effective. A search for SV that matches PV is
performed. When the matched point is found, the program
is fast forwarded.
Reference If PV does not exist within the pattern range, the program
is connected from SV.

Output at program end (output 1 and 2 at END)

Select whether to perform constant value control with the last SV or to output a fixed value at the end of a
program (END status).
The fixed value output will be limited by the setting of output limiter. The output limiter is set using the
MODE3 group parameter.
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MODE 3

5-5 MODE3 [Group parameter]
5-5-1

Setting overview

MODE3 provides the settings for main control parameters.
8 parameters are grouped as one, and you can register an execution No.
When constant value operation and each step of program pattern is performed, a group parameter can be
used.

5-5-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

MODE3 initial screen
(Group parameter)

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Group No.

□□

Function
MODE3 (group parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE2 or MODE1 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE4 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Group No.
(No. for 8 types)

Sets the group No. for parameters in MODE3.

"□□

" Parameter No. for 8 types

to

"□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [] or [] key to switch the group No.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
SV

□□□
□□□

"

SV for constant value
operation, 8 types

Sets the SV for constant value operation for 8 types.

"

" SV for constant value operation
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

* The setting range is limited by "SV limiter (MODE5)".

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the SV for constant value operation for 8
types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".
Event

Event 1 (8 types)

Set the event for 8 types.

"

" Event value
to

"

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Event 2 (8 types)

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the event 1 to 4 for 8 types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Event 3 (8 types)

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
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MODE 3

Event 4 (8 types)

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
PID

□
□□□

P (8 types)

Sets the P constant for 8 types.

"□□□
"□□□

" Two-position control
" P constant (PID control)

to

"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

0.1 to 999.9 [%]

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the P constant for 8 types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".
I (8 types)

□
□□□

Set the I constant for 8 types.

"□□□□ " ∞
"□□□□ " I constant (PID control)
to

"□

1 to 9999 [sec]

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the I constant for 8 types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".
D (8 types)

□
□□□

Sets the D constant for 8 types.

"□□□□ " Function OFF
"□□□□ " D constant (PID control)
to

"□

1 to 9999 [sec]

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the D constant for 8 types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Sets the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".
Output

□□□

Output limiter lower limit Sets the lower limit of output limiter for 8 types.
(8 types)
"□□
" -5.0 to 100.0 [%]
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output limiter lower limit for 8 types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".
Output limiter upper
limit (8 types)

Sets the upper limit of output limiter for 8 types.

"□□□

□

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output limiter upper limit for 8 types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".
Deviation

□□□

" 0.0 to 105.0 [%]

to

Guaranty soak (8 types) Sets the guaranty soak for 8 types.

"□□□
"□□□

" Function OFF
" 0.1 to 3000.0 [%]

to

"

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
This display is available for the specification with program function.
The display appears when program operation is selected for "Program/constant
value operation switch (MODE2)".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the guaranty soak for 8 types.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The decimal point position follows the SV decimal point position.
Set the numbers for 8 types at "Group No. (MODE3)".
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5-5-3

MODE 3

Setting 8 parameters for each group

8 sets of the control related main parameters including SV for constant value operation can be set on this
instrument. They are registered as group No. 1 to 8. You can just select a group No. that contains desired
parameters and start operation immediately.
Settable parameters are listed below.

SV for constant value operation (8 types)

Event 1 to 4 (8 types)

PID (8 types)

Output limiter (8 types)

Guaranty soak (8 types)
Note that a change made in the input type, unit, measuring range, linear scale, alarm event type, etc. may
change the setting range automatically.

 Setting 8 types of event
Set an event value. The event modes of event 1 to event 4 can be set individually, but the setting is
common in 8 types. Event mode can be set in MODE4.

 Setting 8 types of PID
Adjust manually beforehand to set the PID constant for 8 types. Auto tuning can also be executed (see the
section 6-5).
See the section 6-6 for PID control.

 Setting output limiter
Set the operation range (higher/lower limit) of output signal. The output limiter functions in conjunction with
PID in the same group. Also, it is effective in auto tuning and manual output operation.
This function is used to protect the load or improve controllability.

 Setting guaranty soak
This function is used to stop timing and perform constant value operation if a measured value (PV) is out
of the guaranty soak setting range for a setting value (SV) at the time of proceeding to the next step in
program operation. The next step will be taken when PV falls within the setting range.
Guaranty soak period
PV value > SV value + guaranty soak setting value
PV value < SV value - guaranty soak setting value

Guaranty
soak setting
range

Constant value
Next step time
operation
(guaranty soak active)

 If a set value is small, it may be passed before the next loading, preventing the
guaranty soak from functioning.

Reference  When the guaranty soak is active, a program stops at the last step and the step No.
blinks.
It is possible to proceed to the next step using program operation ADVANCE, but
the next step will be entered automatically when a deviation value is met.
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MODE 4

5-6 MODE4 [Event parameter]
5-6-1

Setting overview

MODE4 provides the event related settings. Events operate regardless of the operation screen.
Event No.1 to No.9 can be set with or without output terminal.

5-6-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

MODE4 initial screen
(Event parameter)

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Event No.

□□

Function
MODE4 (event parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE3 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE5 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Event No.

Sets the event No.

"□□

" Event No. 1 to 9

to

"□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [] or [] key to switch the event No.
No parameter is set/changed by the [ENT] key.
Event

□
□□

"

Event mode
(Event No. 1 to No. 9)

Sets the event mode.

"□□

" No event set

"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"□
"
"
"□

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"□
"
"□□
"□
"□
"□
"
□

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

to

"
"□
"□
"□□
"
"□□
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Alarm event
Absolute value upper limit alarm
Absolute value lower limit alarm
Deviation upper limit alarm
Deviation lower limit alarm
Absolute value deviation upper limit alarm
Absolute value deviation lower limit alarm
Setting value upper limit alarm
Setting value lower limit alarm
Output value upper limit alarm
Output value lower limit alarm
Heater upper limit alarm (Heater overcurrent alarm)
Heater lower limit alarm (Heater disconnection alarm)
Timer 1 alarm
Timer 2 alarm
FAIL alarm
Status event
Constant value operation in RUN status
Preset manual status
Remote input status
SV rising status
SV falling status
Step switch status in program operation
Step 1 status in program operation
to
Step 12 status in program operation
RUN status in program operation
STOP status in program operation
ADVANCE status in program operation
RESET status in program operation
END status in program operation
SV keep status in program operation

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the event mode.
Set the event No. at "Event No. (MODE4)".
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□
□□

Event extension
function
(Event No. 1 to No. 4)

MODE 4
Sets the event extension function.
The function becomes effective when the event mode is alarm event (excluding
heater disconnection alarm/timer alarm/FAIL alarm).

"□□
"□
"□
"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"
"
"
"

No extension function (normal alarm)
Event standby
Event keep
Event standby/keep

The display appears only when "Event No. (MODE4)" is set to "
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the event extension function.
Set the event No. at "Event No. (MODE4)".
Event dead band
(Event No. 1 to No. 4)

□□

" to

Sets the event dead band.
The function becomes effective when the event mode is alarm event (excluding
timer alarm and FAIL alarm).

"□□

" 0.00 to 200.00 [%]

to

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

The display appears only when "Event No. (MODE4)" is set to "
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the event dead band.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the event No. at "Event No. (MODE4)".
Event output phase
(Event No. 1 to No. 9)

" to

Sets the event output phase.

"
"

" Normal output phase
"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Output OFF while event OFF
Output ON while event ON
Reverse output phase
Output ON while event OFF
Output OFF while event ON

This display is available for the specification with event output.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the event output phase.
Set the event No. at "Event No. (MODE4)".
"Reverse output phase" does not function while the instrument is turned OFF or
start-up screen is displayed.

5-6-3

Event mode

In addition to the alarm event output such as higher/lower limit alarm, output can be made when the timer
function or instrument is in abnormal condition, or depending on the operating condition. Assign the events
to the event output terminals.
When "Event No. (MODE4)" is set to No. 1 to 4, assignment is available for both the alarm and status
events.
When event No. 5 to 9 is set, assignment is only available for status event.
See the section 6-3 for the alarm event type and 6-4 for the status event.

5-6-4

Event extension function

The event extension function can be set when "Event No. (MODE4)" is set to No. 1 to 4, and "Event mode
(MODE4)" is set to alarm event (excluding heater disconnection alarm/timer alarm/FAIL alarm).

 Event standby
The event standby operation does not make an immediate output in an event activation status. Once out
of the event activation range, the event output becomes effective.
The event standby operation is performed in the following situations.

Constant value operation
On power ON, when changing alarm value in executing SV value, switching execution No. selection
for constant value operation, alarm status and READY to RUN.

Program operation
In changing switching RESET to RUN and executing ADVANCE.
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MODE 4

Example) Event output with event extension function "Event standby" set for absolute
value lower limit alarm

Reference

Event dead-band (db)

Event value

Power ON

Event output range with "Event
standby" set
Normal event output range
Event activation range

Activated Cleared

 Event keep
The event keep function is used to keep event output (event output ON) once the event activation status is
entered, until an event release command (key operation/external signal input) is received.

Upper limit alarm
setting value

EV lamp

Event deadband (db)

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

Event keep
Release
command

5-6-5

Release
command

Event deadband

The event deadband can be set when "Event No. (MODE4)" is set to No. 1 to 4, and "Event mode
(MODE4)" is set to alarm event (excluding timer alarm and FAIL alarm).
When this function is enabled, an event is activated at an event value and cleared at or below an event
value (normal range side). The difference between these values is set as deadband.

Upper limit alarm
setting value

Event deadband

Alarm
activation zone

Activated

5-6-6

Cleared

Event output phase

The event output relay is normally open (OFF in normal state). It turns ON at an event activation. The
event output phase allows you to reverse the relay operation.
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MODE 5

5-7 MODE5 [Input parameter]
5-7-1

Setting overview

MODE5 provides the input (measurement) related settings. Configures the settings related to the input
type, measuring range, condition, and scale.

5-7-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

MODE5 initial screen
(Input parameter)

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Input

□□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Function
MODE5 (input parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE4 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE6 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Input type

Sets the input type.

"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"□□□
"
"
"
"□
"□

□"
□"
□"
□"
"
"
□"
□"
□"
□"
□"
"
"
"
"
"

"□
"
"
"
"□□ □ "
"□ □ "
"□
"□
"
"
"□

□
□
□
□

"
"
"
"
"

Thermocouple
Thermocouple B
Measuring range
Thermocouple R
Thermocouple S
Thermocouple N
Thermocouple K
Thermocouple K
Thermocouple E
Thermocouple J
Thermocouple T
Thermocouple U
Thermocouple L
Thermocouple W-WRe5-26
Thermocouple W-WRe26
Thermocouple Platinel II
Thermocouple PtRh40-20
Thermocouple Au-Pt
Current/Voltage
±20mV
Measuring range
±100mV
±5V
±10V
Resistance thermometer
Pt 100
Measuring range:
Pt0100
JPt 100
JPt 100
Pt 50

0.0 to 1820.0 °C
0.0 to 1760.0 °C
0.0 to 1760.0 °C
-0.0 to 1300.0 °C
-200.0 to 1370.0 °C
-200.0 to - 500.0 °C
-200.0 to - 900.0 °C
-200.0 to 1200.0 °C
-200.0 to - 400.0 °C
-200.0 to - 400.0 °C
-200.0 to -900.0 °C
0.0 to 2310.0 °C
0.0 to 2310.0 °C
0.0 to 1390.0 °C
0.0 to 1880.0 °C
0.0 to 1000.0 °C
--20.00 to- 20.00mV
-100.0 to 100.0mV
--5.000 to 5.000V
-10.000 to 10.000V
-200.0 to - 850.0°C
-200.0 to -200.0°C
-200.0 to - 649.0°C
-200.0 to - 200.0°C
-200.0 to - 649.0°C

 Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the input type.
 When the input type is changed, the following parameters will be initialized for each
input type.
 Measuring range lower/upper limit (MODE5)
 Unit (MODE5)
 Linear scale zero/span (MODE5)
 SV limiter lower/upper limit (MODE5)
 Display decimal point (MODE5)
 Transmission scale zero/span (MODEb)
* When "Transmission type (MODEb)" is PV or SV
 Remote scale zero/span (MODEc)
 PV decimal point
 SV decimal point
 Event decimal point
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Unit

□

Checks the unit.

"□□□
" ºC
"□□□
" mV
"□□□□ " V

□□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

No parameter is set/changed by the [], [] and [ENT] keys.
Measuring range

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

MODE 5

Measuring range lower Sets the lower limit of measuring range.
limit
"
" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to
* The unit can be ºC, V or mV.

"

"

Setting range differs depending on the input type.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the lower limit of measuring range.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
In the range of lower limit < upper limit can be set.
Measuring range upper Sets the upper limit of measuring range.
limit
"
-1999.9 to 3000.0
to
* The unit can be °C, V or mV.

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Linear scale

□

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the upper limit of measuring range.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
In the range of lower limit < upper limit can be set.
Linear scale decimal
point
(Linear input)

Sets the decimal point for linear scale.

"□
"□

" No decimal point
" 1 to 4 digits after decimal point
to

"□

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
The display appears when the input type is linear input (mV, V).
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the decimal point for linear scale.
Linear scale zero
(Linear input)

Sets the linear scale zero.

"

□□□

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

The display appears when the input type is linear input (mV, V).
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the linear scale zero.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The setting can be either zero < span or zero > span.
Linear scale span
(Linear input)

Sets the linear scale span.

"

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

The display appears when the input type is linear input (mV, V).
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the linear scale span.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The setting can be either zero < span or zero > span.
Input correction/filter

□□

Sensor correction

Sets the sensor correction.

"

" -199.99 to 200.00
to

"

The unit can be °C, V or mV.

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the sensor correction.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Digital filter

□□□

"

Sets the digital filter.

"□□□
"□□□

" Function OFF
" 0.1 to 99.9 [sec]

to

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□□

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the digital filter.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
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□

MODE 5

SV limiter lower limit

Sets the lower limit of SV limiter.

"

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

The unit can be °C, V or mV.

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the lower limit of SV limiter.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
SV limiter upper limit

□

Sets the upper limit of SV limiter.

"

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the upper limit of SV limiter.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Display

□

The unit can be °C, V or mV.

"

Display decimal point

Sets the decimal point for display.

"□
"□

" No decimal point
" 1 to 4 digits after decimal point
to

"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the decimal point for display.

5-7-3

Input type, measuring range, and linear scale

The lower/upper limit can be set within the measuring range of selected input type.
The width (between the measuring range higher and lower limits) will be 100% of the proportional band.
For the case of temperature input, the measuring range should be set within the temperature range
controlled in actual operation (values smaller than the upper limit can be set for lower limit.).
For the case of linear input (mV, V), the measuring range should be set within the DC voltage/DC current
signal range. Actual controlling range is set by linear scale setting (either zero < span, or zero > span).
The following is example of setting the input type, DC voltage signal range and linear scale range to ±5V, 1
to 3V and 0.0 to 50.0 respectively.
Input type

Measuring range
(Lower limit)

(Upper limit)
Linear scale

(Zero)

(Span)
Linear scale decimal point

To use the ±5V signal directly, set the measuring range lower limit to -5.000, measuring range upper limit
to 5.000, linear scale decimal point to DOT3, linear scale zero to -5.000 and linear scale span to 5.000.

! Caution

Changing the input type may cause the decimal point position of
SV or event value of preset program pattern to be changed
automatically.
Make sure to set/change SV and event value as well.
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5-7-4

MODE 5

Input correction

Sets the sensor correction and digital filter.

 Sensor correction
Adds a correction value to measured value (PV) and uses the result for the instrument display or control.
This function provides a fine adjustment for the case a variation of measured value is observed between
the instrument and other instruments.

 Digital filter
Reduces variation in measured value (PV) caused by noise, etc. to make it smooth. A first-order lag
operation is performed on measured value to set the time (time constant) to be approximately 63%. The
larger the time constant, the more effective the noise removal performance; however, input response
becomes slow if the time constant is too large.

Time
Time constant (0.1 to 99.9sec, 0.0 = OFF)

5-7-5

SV limiter

SV limiter is used to limit the SV operation range (lower/upper limit). It is functions in program operation
and constant value operation. SV limiter does not function in remote operation.
Setting/changing of SV in MODE0, MODE2 or MODE3 should be done within the setting range of SV
limiter.
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MODE 6

5-8 MODE6 [Control parameter]
5-8-1

Setting overview

MODE6 is provided the output related settings. A condition or limit can be added to the output.

5-8-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

□

MODE6 initial screen
(Control parameter)

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
Pulse output

□□□

Pulse cycle

to

"□□

"

The display appears when the output 1 uses ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse output
type.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the pulse cycle.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
ON-OFF servo/feedback input

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Sets the pulse cycle.

"□□□□ " 1 to 180 [sec]

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□□□

Function
MODE6 (control parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE5 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE7, MODEa, MODEb, MODEc,
MODEd or MODEt screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Feedback zero

Sets the feedback zero.

"□□

" -5.0 to 104.9 [%]

to

"□

"

This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the FB zero.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Values smaller than the span value can be set for the zero value.
* Fine adjust the setting range of FB zero/span using this parameter after performing
FB tuning (operation screen).
Feedback span

Sets the feedback span.

"□□

□

" -4.9 to 105.0 [%]

to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the FB span.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Values smaller than the span value can be set for the zero value.
* Fine adjust the setting range of FB zero/span using this parameter after
performing FB tuning (operation screen).
Feedback dead band

□
□□□

Sets the feedback dead band.

"□□□
"□□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" 1.0 to 20.0 [%]

to

"

This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the FB dead band.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
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Dead band

□□□
□□□

PID dead band /
output dead band

MODE 6
Sets the PID dead band [PID control]/output dead band [two-position control].

"□□□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□□□

" Function OFF [PID control]

"

* For the case of two-position control (P = 0.0%), operation is
performed with the output dead band 0.1% even if 0.0% is
set.
0.1 to 9.9 [%]

to

"□□□

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the PID dead band/output dead band.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The minimum value in two-position control (P = 0.0%) is 0.1%.
[PID dead band (PID control) operation]
・If Deviation ≦ (−PID dead band)
Deviation for PIDcontrol calculation [%] = Deviation [%] + PID dead band [%]
・If Absolute value of deviation < 𝑃𝐼𝐷 𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑
Deviation forPID control calculation [%] = 0 [%]
{

・If Deviation ≧ PID dead band
Deviation for PID control calculation[%] = Deviation [%] − PID dead band [%]

[Output dead band (two-position control) operation]
Output dead band[%]
, Output value of 0.0%
2
Output dead band[%]
・If Deviation[%] > +
, Output value of 100.0%
2
{・Else ( out of output dead band), no update of output value
・If Deviation[%] < −

* When a deviation is within the output dead band immediately after start-up, the
output will be 0.0%.
Heating/cooling

Control operation

Preset

Output preset

"
"

Sets the output preset.

"

" -100.0 to 100.0 [%]
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" Heating control
" Cooling control

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the control operation.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□□

Sets the control operation.

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output preset.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
[PID control]
Sets the output value immediately after starting control calculation. This output value
is output when control calculation is started in the PV = SV state such as PV start.
[P control]
Sets the output value for the case of PV = SV.
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▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Output variation limiter

□

MODE 6

Output variation limiter Sets the output variation limiter for fall.
for fall
"
" Function OFF（-100.0%）
" □
" -99.9 to -0.1 [%]
to

" □□

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output variation limiter for fall.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The maximum output variation in the downward direction is suppressed at every
control calculation (every 100msec).
(Example) Output value with the variation limiter set to "-10.0%"
Control calculation result:
100.0% → (100msec) → 80.0% → (100msec) → 60.0% →...
Output value: 100.0% → (100msec) → 90.0% → (100msec) → 80.0% →...
[Operating condition of output variation limiter]
 AUTO output (operation screen)
 PID auto tuning (operation screen)
 END output (MODE2) [specification with program function]
 Preset manual (MODE6)/output 2 preset manual (MODE7)
[Non-operating condition of output variation limiter]
 Manual output (operation screen)
 Two-position control (MODE0 P = 0)
 PV abnormal output (MODE6)
 FB tuning (operation screen) [ON-OFF servo output type]
 Program operation RESET 0% output [specification with program function]
Output variation limiter Sets the output variation limiter for rise.
for rise
"□□□
" 0.1 to 99.9 [%]
to

□
□

"□□
"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"
" Function OFF（100.0%）

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output variation limiter for rise.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The maximum output variation in the upward direction is suppressed at every control
calculation (every 100msec).
(Example) Output value with the variation limiter set to "10.0%"
Control calculation result:
0.0% -> (100msec) -> 20.0% -> (100msec) -> 40.0% ->...
Output value: 0.0% -> (100msec) -> 10.0% -> (100msec) -> 20.0% ->...
[Operating condition of output variation limiter]
 AUTO output (operation screen)
 PID auto tuning (operation screen)
 END output (MODE2) [specification with program function]
 Preset manual (MODE6)/output 2 preset manual (MODE7)
[Non-operating condition of output variation limiter]
 Manual output (operation screen)
 Two-position control (MODE0 P = 0)
 PV abnormal output (MODE6)
 FB tuning (operation screen) [ON-OFF servo output type]
 Program operation RESET 0% output [specification with program function]
Output

□□□

PV abnormal output

Sets the PV abnormal output.

"□□
"□

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

" -5.0 to 105.0 [%]
to

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the PV abnormal output.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Set the output 1 value while the PV (operation screen) shows under-range state
"
" or over-range state "
".
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Preset manual

Sets the preset manual.

"□□

□□□

" -5.0 to 105.0 [%]

to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the preset manual.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Start-up

Operation on power ON Set the operation on power ON.

"

" Starts up in the READY status/program operation RESET

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

"

status.
[Constant value operation]
Starts up in the READY status.
[Program operation]
Starts up in the program operation RESET status.
Starts up with the operation performed right before the previous
power-OFF.
[Constant value operation]
Starts up with the last operation of previous time
(RUN/READY).
[Program operation]
Starts up with the last operation of previous time
(RESET/RUN/STOP/END).

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the operation on power ON.
Control

□□

Control algorithm

Sets the PID control algorithm.

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

" Position PID control

"

Calculates the current operation amount based on the
deviation. This algorithm is effective against steady noise. It
may not be suitable for the control target with fast response.
Velocity PID control
Calculates the variation in operation amount based on the
deviation, and adds it to the previous output value. This
algorithm is suitable for the control target with fast response. It
may not be effective against steady noise.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the control algorithm.
Changing the control algorithm during operation may disturb control.

5-8-3

Pulse cycle

For the ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse output type, the output value [%] is determined by the time ratio of
voltage pulse output ON/OFF. A pulse cycle means a cycle of switching the voltage pulse output between
ON and OFF. Setting a small value for the pulse cycle improves controllability; however, it shortens the
relay life.
Output 50%

Time
Pulse cycle

5-8-4

Pulse cycle

Feedback input

This function can be used for the ON-OFF servo output type only. Set the feedback zero to the output
value [%] that causes the actuator (control motor, etc.) to be fully closed, and set the feedback span to the
output value that causes the actuator to be fully open. The feedback dead band is a relay output dead
band in switching between OPEN and CLOSE sides.
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5-8-5

MODE 6

PID dead band/output dead band

For the case of PID control, disturbance of control by steady noise is reduced when the deviation
(difference between PV and SV) is small.
If a set dead band is too large, a residual deviation (offset) may occur more frequently.
For the case of two-position control, there are only two status outputs available: ON and OFF. Therefore,
setting a small value for the dead band causes the ON/OFF output to be repeated and shortens the relay
life.
Dead band

Output

5-8-6

Control action

There are two types of control action: heating control (Reverse) and cooling control (Direct).
The heating control operation decreases the output value [%] when the measured value (PV) is smaller than
the setting value (SV) (large deviation).
The cooling control operation increases the output value [%] when the measured value (PV) is larger than the
setting value (SV) (small deviation).
Output 100%

5-8-7

Heating
control

Cooling
control

Output variation limiter

This function is used to prevent rapid variation in output. It is useful in preventing the control target or
operating part from being exposed to rapid variation. The output variation (in rising/falling) is limited at
every control calculation interval (approx. 0.1 seconds).
For example, when an output variation of 50% is obtained by the control calculation while the output
variation limiter is set to 5%, the time required to reach the 50% variation is: approx. 0.1 seconds x 50 / 5 =
approx. 1.0 second.
This function is disabled in manual output (including the state immediately after switching from MANUAL
to AUTO) and PV abnormal output.
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5-8-8

MODE 6

Fixed output setting

The output range is limited by the setting of "Output limiter (MODE0 and MODE3)".

 Output preset
In P control operation, the control calculation output will be 50% when the deviation is zero (PV = SV).
This output value can be set arbitrarily. This function can be used as a kind of manual reset.
Note that changing the output preset value during operation may cause rapid variation in output.

 PV abnormal output
Sets the output value at the occurrence of measured value (PV) over-range, burnout, and internal data
error.
For the specification with 2output, the output 2 will be 0% under all conditions.

 Preset manual
This function is used to set the output value at the READY status (constant value operation) beforehand.
The output value can also be set by "External input (MODEd)".

5-8-9

Control algorithm

The control algorithm may not be suitable for some control targets. The instrument has two types of
control algorithm.

 Position PID control
The position PID control uses the PID calculation method that calculates the operation amount from the
deviation (difference between SV and PV). This method is effective for a control target with relatively slow
response.

 Velocity PID control
The velocity PID control uses the PID calculation method that calculates the variation in operation amount
from the deviation (difference between SV and PV). This method is effective for a control target with
relatively fast response.
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5-9 MODE7 [Output 2 parameter]
5-9-1

Setting overview

MODE7 provides the output 2 related settings. The display is available only for the specification with 2
output. Two different outputs are made from individual terminals for one SV. The PID constant, output
limiter, control action, etc. can also be set for the output 2. Read the following description as well as the
description of those items for the output 1.

5-9-2

Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Output 2 PID

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Output 2 control system Sets the output 2 control system.

"□□
"

" PID control calculation
" Split control calculation

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output 2 control system.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□
□□□

Function
MODE7 (output 2 parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE6 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEa, MODEb, MODEc, MODEd or
MODEt screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

Control

□
□□

MODE7 initial screen
(Output 2 parameter)

Output 2 P
Sets the P constant for the output 2.
(PID control calculation)
"□□□
" Two-position control

"□□□

" Output 2 P constant [%]

to

"□

PID control

"

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the P constant for the output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

□
□□□

Output 2 I
Sets the I constant for the output 2.
(PID control calculation)
"□□□□ " 

"□□□□ " Output 2 I constant [sec]
to

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□

"

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the I constant for the output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

□
□□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Output 2 D
Sets the D constant for the output 2.
(PID control calculation)
"□□□□ " Calculation OFF
"□□□□ " Output 2 D constant [sec]
to

"□

"

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the D constant for the output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
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Gap

□
□□□

MODE 7

Output 2 gap
Sets the gap for the output 2.
(PID control calculation)
"
" -100.0 to 100.0 [%]
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the gap for the output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Dead band

□□□
□□□

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Output 2
Sets the PID dead band [PID control]/output dead band [two-position control] for the
PID dead band/
output 2.
output deadband
(PID control calculation)
"□□□
" Function OFF [PID control]
* For the case of two-position control (P = 0.0%), operation is
performed with the output dead band 0.1% even if 0.0% is
set.
"□□□
" 0.1 to 9.9 [%]
to

"□□□

"

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the PID dead band/output dead band for the
output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
The minimum value in two-position control (P = 0.0%) is 0.1%.
Heating/cooling

Output 2
Sets the control action for the output 2.
control action
(PID control calculation)
"
" Heating control

Preset

Output 2
output preset

"

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the control action for the output 2.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□□□

" Cooling control

Sets the output preset for the output 2.

"

" -100.0 to 100.0 [%]
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output preset for the output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
[PID control]
Sets the output value immediately after starting control calculation. This output value
is output when control calculation is started in the PV = SV state such as PV start.
[P control]
Sets the output value for the case of PV = SV.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□

Split calculation

□□□

Split Direct
Sets the split Direct.
(split control calculation)
"□□□
" 0.0 to 60.0 [%]
to

"□□

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the split Direct.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Split Reverse
Sets the split Reverse.
(split control calculation)
"□□
" 40.0 to 100.0 [%]
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

"

The display appears only when "Output 2 control system (MODE7)" is set to
"
".
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the split Reverse.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
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Pulse output

□□□

Output 2
pulse cycle

to

"□□

"

The display appears when the output 2 uses ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive pulse output
type.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the pulse cycle.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Output limiter for output 2

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Sets the pulse cycle for the output 2.

"□□□□ " 1 to 180 [sec]

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□□□

MODE 7

Output 2
Sets the lower limit of output limiter for the output 2.
output limiter lower limit
"□□
" -5.0 to 100.0 [%]
to

"□

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the lower limit of output limiter for the output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Output 2
Sets the upper limit of output limiter for the output 2.
output limiter upper limit
"□□□
" 0.0 to 105.0 [%]
to

□

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the upper limit of output limiter for the output 2.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Output 2 variation limiter

□

"

□
□

Output 2
variation limiter for fall

Sets the output 2 variation limiter for fall.

"

" -100.0 to -0.1 [%]
to

"□□

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output 2 variation limiter for fall.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Output 2
Sets the output 2 variation limiter for rise.
variation limiter for rise
"□□□
" 0.1 to 100.0 [%]
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output 2 variation limiter for rise.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Output

□□□

Output 2
preset manual

Sets the output 2 preset manual.

"□□

" -5.0 to 105.0 [%]

to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

5-9-3

"

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the output 2 preset manual.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

Output 2 control system

The output 2 control system of this instrument is intended for the heating/cooling control, and two types of
control calculation: PID and split are available. Understand each of the control calculation method and
select the appropriate one. See the section 6-8 for details.
The required items for PID control calculation setting are "Output 2 PID", "Output 2 PID dead band",
"Output 2 gap", "Output 2 control action" and "Output 2 output preset".
The required items for split control calculation setting are "split Direct" and "split Reverse".
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5-10 MODEa [Communication parameter]
5-10-1 Setting overview
MODEa provides the communication related settings. The display is available only for the specification
with communication interface.
This section describes the settings only. Read the separate instruction manual "Communication Interface"
for general instructions for handling.

5-10-2 Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

□□

MODEa initial screen
(Communication
parameter)

[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□

Communication setting

□□

Function
MODEa (communication parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE7 or MODE6 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEb or MODEc screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Communication
protocol

Sets the communication protocol.

"□□
"
"

" MODBUS RTU protocol
" MODBUS ASCII protocol
" Private protocol

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the communication protocol.
Communication
function

Sets the communication function.

"□□
"
"

□□

" Host communication
" Digital transmission
" Digital remote input
* Enabled only in constant value operation ("Program/constant
value operation switch" set to "OFF")

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the communication function.
Instrument No.

Sets the instrument No.

"□□□□ " Instrument No. 1 to 99

□□□□

to

"□□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□
□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the instrument No.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Communication
transmission rate

Sets the communication transmission rate.

"□
"□
"
"

"
"
"
"

4800bps
9600bps
19200bps
38400bps

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the communication transmission rate.
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Communication
character

□

MODE a
Sets the communication character.

"□□
"□□
"□□
"□□
"□□
"□□
"□□
"□□
"□□
"□□

□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

7-bit/even parity/stop bit 1
7-bit/even parity/stop bit 2
7-bit/odd parity/stop bit 1
7-bit/odd parity/stop bit 2
8-bit/no parity/stop bit 1
8-bit/no parity/stop bit 2
8-bit/even parity/stop bit 1
8-bit/even parity/stop bit 2
8-bit/odd parity/stop bit 1
8-bit/odd parity/stop bit 2

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the communication character.
For MODBUS RTU communication protocol, only 8-bit settings are available.
For Private communication protocol, only 7-bit/even parity/stop bit 1 setting is
available.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Digital transmission

□□□

Digital transmission
type

Sets the digital transmission type.

"□□□

" Digital PV transmission: Transmits the measured value (PV) on

"□□□

" Digital SV transmission: Transmits the setting value (SV) on the

"□□□

" Digital output 1 transmission:

"□□

" Digital output 2 transmission:

the operation screen digitally.
operation screen digitally.
Transmits the output 1 value on the operation screen digitally.

"□□

"

Transmit the output 2 value on the operation screen digitally.
* The display appears when the adjustment output 2 type is set
to other than "None".
Digital FB transmission: Transmits the measured value (FB) on
the operation screen digitally.
* The display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the digital transmission type.
Digital transmission
interval

□

Sets the digital transmission interval.

"

" Performs digital transmission on a 100msec interval.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

"

" □

"

* Do not set this item when you use the product which does not
have the "Digital transmission interval" parameter in the sub
device (receiver). Commands may not be received because
of fast interval.
Performs digital transmission on a 200msec interval.
* Do not set this item when you use the product which does not
have the "Digital transmission interval" parameter in the sub
device (receiver). Commands may not be received because
of fast interval.
Performs digital transmission on a 1sec interval.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the digital transmission interval.
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MODE b

5-11 MODEb [Transmission output parameter]
5-11-1 Setting overview
MODEb provides the settings related to the transmission signal output. The display is available only for
the specification with transmission signal output.
The measured value, setting value, output value, output 2 value (only for the specification with 2 outputs),
and FB measured value are converted into 4 to 20mA, 0 to 1V, or 0 to 10V signal to output. See the
section 6-9 for details.

5-11-2 Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

MODEb initial screen
(Transmission output
parameter)

Transmission

Transmission type

[Switch to operation initial screen]
 Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□□□

Function
MODEb (transmission output parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEa, MODE7 or MODE6 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEc, MODEd or MODEt screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Sets the transmission type.

"□□□

" PV transmission signal output: Transmits the measured value

"□□□

" SV transmission signal output: Transmits the setting value (SV)

"□□□

" Output 1 transmission signal output: Transmits the output 1

"□□

" Output 2 transmission signal output: Transmits the output 2

(PV) on the operation screen.
on the operation screen.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

value on the operation screen.

"□□

"

value on the operation screen.
* The display appears when the adjustment output 2 type is set
to other than "None".
Digital FB transmission: Transmits the measured value (FB) on
the operation screen digitally.
* The display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the transmission type.
Transmission scale

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Transmission scale
zero

Sets the transmission scale zero.

"

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the transmission scale zero.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Transmission scale
span

Sets the transmission scale span.

"

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the transmission scale span.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
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5-11-3 Transmission scale
This function is used to set the scale for transmission signal output (analog signal).
Set the transmission signal output range so that the transmission output ranges from 0% (transmission
scale zero) to 100% (transmission scale span).
(Lower limit)

Measuring
range

(Upper limit)

Transmission scale range
Transmission signal output
range

To recorder
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MODE c

5-12 MODEc [Remote input parameter]
5-12-1 Setting overview
MODEc provides the remote input related settings. The display is available only for the specification with
communication interface or remote signal input.
The external signal input enables switching between remote and local, and SV setting in the remote
operation.
Also, the instrument can be used as the second controller in a cascade control loop by setting the cascade
input.
See the section 6-10 for details.

5-12-2 Setting item screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

MODEc initial screen
(Remote input
parameter)

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Function
MODEc (remote input parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEb, MODEa, MODE7 or MODE6
screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEd or MODEt screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

R/L switch

Remote/local switch

Sets the remote/local switch.

"
"

" Local SV operation
" Remote SV operation
* Available only in constant value operation ("Program/constant
value operation switch" set to "OFF")

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to make a switch between the remote and local
operations.
Correction/filter

□
□□

Remote SV shift

Sets the remote SV shift.

"

" -199.99 to 200.00
to

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the remote SV shift.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Remote filter

Sets the remote filter.

"□□□

□□□

"□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the remote filter.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.
Tracking

□□

" 0.0 to 99.9 [sec]

to

Tracking at switch to
local

Sets the tracking in switching to local.

"□□
"□□□

" Function OFF
" Tracking function ON

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the tracking in switching to local.
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Remote scale

Remote scale zero

MODE c
Sets the remote scale zero.

"

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"

"

The display appears for the specification with remote signal input.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the remote scale zero.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Remote scale span

Sets the remote scale span.

"

" -1999.9 to 3000.0
to

"

The display appears for the specification with remote signal input.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the remote scale span.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Cascade input

□□

"

Cascade input γ

Sets the cascade input γ.

"□□

" 0.00 to 1.00

to

"□□

"

The display appears for the specification with remote signal input.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the cascade input γ.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Cascade input β

Sets the cascade input β.

"□

□□□

" -99.9 to 100.0
to

"□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"

The display appears for the specification with remote signal input.
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the cascade input β.
Use the [>] key to move the cursor to the right digit.

5-12-3 Remote/local switch
Specify whether to set SV externally (remote) or by the keys on the main unit (local).
Switching between remote and local is executed as follows.

Key operation

R/L external signal switch

Execution

Remote
Remote
Local
Local

ON
OFF
ON
OFF

Remote
Local
Local
Local

 With the remote operation selected, the executing SV can be set by external signal.
For example, when local operation is performed with the group No. 2 "SV for
constant value operation (MODE3)" and the operation mode is switched to remote,
only the group No. 2 SV can be set/changed by external signal.
 Auto tuning cannot be started in the remote operation.
 For the case "SV rate of change (MODE1)" is set
The SV rate of change is disabled in switching from the local to remote operation or
Reference during the remote operation.
It works in switching from the remote to local operation.
 When the SV in the program operation RESET status is received in analog remote
to perform remote operation, the instrument (specification with program function)
acting as a main device can put control in the RESET status (output fixed to 0.0%).
However, since control is continued in analog remote on the sub device, the output
more than 0.0% may be made depending on the variation in measurement input or
PID and other settings.
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MODE c

5-12-4 Correcting remote SV input
Set the remote SV shift and remote filter.

 Remote SV shift
This function is used to correct the SV of remote signal input. The SV is shifted by the setting value
according to the remote signal input (parallel shift).
This can be used as zero adjustment on the software.
Remote signal
input
Remote shift setting

(Zero)

Remote scale range

(Span)

 Remote filter
This is a software filter function that provides the same effect as CR circuit filter by performing a first-order
lag operation on the remote signal input SV. See the section 0 "Digital filter".

5-12-5 Tracking
The tracking function makes the local SV track the remote SV when the operation mode is switched from
remote to local. This is effective in preventing rapid variation in measured value (PV).
Tracking ON

Tracking OFF

Remote
operation SV

Remote
operation SV
Tracking

Local
operation SV

Time
Switch from remote to local operation

Local
operation SV

Time
Switch from remote to local operation

5-12-6 Remote scale
This function is used to set the scale for remote signal input (analog signal).
Set the remote signal input range so that the remote input ranges from 0% (remote scale zero) to 100%
(remote scale span).
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MODE d

5-13 MODEd [External input parameter]
5-13-1 Setting overview
MODEd provides the settings related to the external signal input. The display is available only for the
specification with external signal input.
External input is enabled by setting a function available for assignment to the external no voltage contact
input number.
See the section 6-11 for details.

5-13-2 Setting item screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

□□□

MODEd initial screen
(External input
parameter)

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

MODEd (external input parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEc, MODEb, MODE7 or MODE6
screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEt screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.
[Switch to operation initial screen]
Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.

External input

□□
□□

Function

External input 1

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Sets the external input 1.

"□□
"
"
"
"
"
"
"□
"□
"□
"□

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Function OFF. No external signal input assigned.
[Constant value operation] RUN/READY switch
AUTO/MANUAL output switch
Preset manual
Timer 1
Timer 2
Alarm event reset
Execution No. selection 1 for constant value operation (Bit0)
Execution No. selection 2 for constant value operation (Bit1)
Execution No. selection 4 for constant value operation (Bit2)
Execution No. selection 8 for constant value operation (Bit3)

"
" □
" □
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Program/constant value operation switch
Program operation RUN/STOP
Program operation ADVANCE
Program operation RESET
Program pattern 1 (Bit0)
Program pattern 2 (Bit1)
Program pattern 4 (Bit2)

Program operation specifications

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the external input 1.
External input 2

Sets the external input 2.

□□
□□
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the external input 2.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
External input 3

Sets the external input 3.

□□
□□
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the external input 3.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
External input 4

Sets the external input 4.

□□
□□
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the external input 4.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
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External input 5

MODE d
Sets the external input 5.

□□
□□
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the external input 5.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
External input 6

Sets the external input 6.

□□
□□
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the external input 6.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
External input 7

Sets the external input 7.

□□
□□
Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the external input 7.
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
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MODE d

5-14 MODEt [System parameter]
5-14-1 Setting overview
MODEt provides the system related settings.

5-14-2 Setting screen and function
Setting item
Initial screen

□

MODEt initial screen
(System parameter)

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

[Switch to operation initial screen]
 Press and hold the [MODE] key to display the screen set on the MODEt operation
initial screen.
Model No.

□

Function
MODEt (system parameter) initial screen
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODEd, MODEc, MODEb, MODE7 or
MODE6 screen.
Pressing the [] key makes a switch to the MODE0 screen.
No parameter is set by the [ENT] key.

Model No. 1
(3)(4)(5)(6)

Check the model No. 1.

No parameter is set/changed by the [], [] and [ENT] keys.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Model No. 2
(7)(8)(9)(10)

□

Check the model No. 2.

No parameter is set/changed by the [], [] and [ENT] keys.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL
Model No. 3
(11)(12)(13)(14)

□

Check the model No. 3.

No parameter is set/changed by the [], [] and [ENT] keys.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

□□

Key operation

□

Key lock

Sets the key lock.

"□□
"

" Function OFF
" Changing the following operation parameters becomes

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□□

"

unavailable.
 "Execution No. selection for constant value operation" on the
operation screen
 "Pattern No. selection" on the operation screen
 "Program drive" on the operation screen
The [ENT] key used in changing the parameters will be locked
(disabled).
Changing all parameters (operation parameters included) by
key operation becomes unavailable.
The [ENT] key is used in changing all the parameters on the
operation screen and MODE0 to MODEt screen will be locked
(disabled). Switching between AUTO and MANUAL by pressing
and holding the [>] key on the operation screen will also be
blocked (disabled).
However, MODEt "Key lock" will not be locked.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the key lock.
" or "
".
 The key lock setting can be changed in "
" or "
" is set, external signal input and
 Even when "
communication can be set/changed at any time.
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□□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Operation screen

□

MODE d

Operation initial screen Sets the operation initial screen.

"
"□

" PV/SV display screen
" PV/step time display screen

"□□
"□

"
"

* This display is available for the specification with program
function.
PV/output 1 display screen
PV/output 2 display screen
* This display is available for the specification with 2 outputs.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the operation initial screen.
Operation screen SV
display

Sets the operation screen SV display.

"□□ □
"
"

" SV display
" Blank display
" Multi display
[Constant value operation]
RUN/READY status -> SV display ->...
* The RUN/READY status does not show the RUN status.
[Program operation]
Program operation status -> SV display ->...
* The program operation status does not show the program
operation RUN.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the SV display.
Bar display

□□
□□

Sets the bar display.

"
"□
"□

" No display
" Analog output display for the output 1
" Analog output display for the output 2.

"□□ □

" CT measured value display

* This display is available for the specification with 2 outputs.

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□□ □

"

"□

"

* This display is available for the ON-OFF pulse/SSR drive
pulse output type for the specification with heater
disconnection detection.
Feedback measured value display
* This display is available for the ON-OFF servo output type.
Program operation step elapsed/remaining time display
* This display is available for the specification with program
function.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the operation screen bar display.
Parameter

□□□

Parameter storing

Sets the parameter storing.

"□□

"

"□□□

"

▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

Turns OFF the automatic backup function of all parameters
except the MODEt "Parameter storing".
Automatic backup is performed for the following parameters.
 Parameters on the operation screen
 MODE0 to MODEt parameters
 Manual output value
 Program operation drive/program operation elapsed time

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to set the parameter storing.
The [] and [] keys can be operated only when "Program/constant value operation
switch (MODE2)" is set to "
" and "Program drive (operation screen)" is set to
"
".
Parameter initialization Initializes a parameter.

□
□□
▲SEL↑ ↓▼SEL

"□□
"□

" No initialization. Initialization ended.
" Initialization executed.

Use the [], [] and [ENT] keys to execute parameter initialization.
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6 Detailed description for main function
6-1 Measuring range
The instrument adopts universal input to allow settings of various input types.
Set the input type most appropriate for the sensor and scale range to be used in actual operation. For
thermocouple and resistance thermometer, check the applicable standard before setting the input type.
Pay attention to the resistance thermometer "Pt100" which has three applicable standards.
Input type

Measuring range (°C)

Thermocouple B

0.0 to 1820.0

R

Measuring range
20mV

±20.00mV

0.0 to 1760.0

100mV

±100.0mV

S

0.0 to 1760.0

5V

±5.000V

N

0.0 to 1300.0

10V

±10.000V

K1

DC voltage

-200.0 to 1370.0

Resistance

Pt100_1

-200.0 to

850.0

K2

-200.0 to

500.0

thermometer

Pt100_2

-200.0 to

200.0

E

-200.0 to

900.0

JPt100_1

-200.0 to

649.0

J

-200.0 to 1200.0

JPt100_2

-200.0 to

200.0

T

-200.0 to

400.0

Pt50

-200.0 to

649.0

U

-200.0 to

400.0

L

-200.0 to

900.0

W-WRe5-26

0.0 to 2310.0

W-WRe26

0.0 to 2310.0

Platinel II

0.0 to 1390.0

PtRh40-20

0.0 to 1880.0

Au-Pt

0.0 to 1000.0

* For inputting direct current 4 to 20mA, attach an external
shunt resistor 250Ω (selling separately).

Input type

Applicable standard

B, R, S, N, K, E, J, T

IEC584(1977,1982), JIS C 1602-1995, JIS C 1605-1995

U, L

DIN43710-1985

W-WRe26, Platinel II,

ASTM E1751

Thermo
couple

PtRh40-PtRh20, Au-Pt

Resistance
thermometer

Measuring range (°C)

WRe5-WRe26

ASTM E988

Pt100

IEC751(1995), JIS C 1604-1997

JPt100

JIS C 1604-1981, JIS C 1606-1986

Pt50

JIS C 1604-1981
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6-2 Linear scale
The default values of measuring range and linear scale are set as follows for the linear input (mV, V, mA).
Input type

Scale range

Measuring range (default)

Linear scale range (default)

20mV

-20.00 to 20.00mV

0.00 to 20.00mV

0.0 to 2000.0

100mV

-100.0 to 100.0mV

0.0 to 100.0mV

0.0 to 2000.0

5V

-5.000 to 5.000V

0.000 to 5.000V

0.0 to 2000.0

10V

-10.000 to 10.000V

0.000 to 10.000V

0.0 to 2000.0

- Setting procedure (1) Set the minimum and maximum values of the analog signal input from the sensor with
"Measuring range lower/upper limit (MODE5)".

(2) Check the control range (display range), and set the decimal point position and the scale
lower/upper limit with "Linear scale zero/span (MODE5)".
Example 1) Setting a control range of 0.00 to 100.00 for 0 to 20mV
 Measuring range ··· Lower limit: 0.00, upper limit: 20.00
 Linear scale ··········· Decimal point: DOT2, zero: 0.00, span: 100.00
Example 2) Setting a control range of 0.00 to 100.00 for 4 to 20mA (250Ω/external)
 Input type ··············· ±5V
 Measuring range ··· Lower limit: 1.000, upper limit: 5.000
 Linear scale ··········· Decimal point: DOT2, zero: 0.00, span: 100.00
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6-3 Alarm event type
The alarm event comes in a variety of types as shown below.

SV: Setting value
AL: Event value

Event output range with "Event standby" set
Normal event output range
Event activation range

MV: Output value
db: Event dead-band

Absolute value upper limit alarm
Upper limit alarm against a measured value (PV).
 Activation condition
AL < PV
 Keep condition
AL - db < PV ≤ AL

Event deadband (db)

 Reset condition
PV ≤ AL - db

Power-ON

Absolute value lower limit alarm
Lower limit alarm against a measured value (PV).
 Activation condition
AL > PV
 Keep condition
AL ≤ PV < AL + db

Event deadband (db)

 Reset condition
PV ≥ AL + db

Power-ON

Deviation upper limit alarm
Upper limit alarm against the difference between a setting value (SV) and measured value (PV).
 Activation condition
PV > SV + AL
 Keep condition
SV + AL - db < PV ≤ SV + AL

Event deadband (db)

Event value (AL)

 Reset condition
PV ≤ SV + AL - db

Power-ON

Deviation lower limit alarm
Lower limit alarm against the difference between a setting value (SV) and measured value (PV).
 Activation condition
PV < SV + AL
Event value (AL)

 Keep condition
SV + AL ≤ PV < SV + AL + db

Event deadband (db)

 Reset condition
PV > SV + AL + db
Power-ON
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SV: Setting value
AL: Event value

Event output range with "Event standby" set
Normal event output range
Event activation range

MV: Output value
db: Event dead-band

Absolute value deviation upper limit alarm
Event output when the difference between a setting value (SV) and measured value (PV) exceeds a
certain value. The difference is set by the event value (AL).
 Activation condition
PV > SV + AL
PV < SV - AL

Event dead-band (db)

 Keep condition
SV + AL – db ≤ PV ≤ SV + AL
SV – AL ≤ PV ≤ SV - AL + db

Event value (AL)
Event value (AL)
Event dead-band (db)

 Reset condition
PV < SV + AL - db
PV > SV - AL + db
Power-ON

Absolute value deviation lower limit alarm
Event output when the difference between a setting value (SV) and measured value (PV) falls
below a certain value. The difference is set by the event value (AL).
 Activation condition
SV - AL < PV < SV + AL

Event dead-band (db)

 Keep condition
SV + AL ≤ PV ≤ SV + AL + db
SV - AL - db ≤ PV ≤ SV - AL

Event value (AL)

 Reset condition
PV > SV + AL + db
PV < SV - AL - db

Event value (AL)
Event dead-band (db)

Power-ON
* When PV is out of the event output range on power
ON, the event output is made according to the
activation condition regardless of the standby setting
of event extension function.
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SV: Setting value
AL: Event value

Event output range with "Event standby" set
Normal event output range
Event activation range

MV: Output value
db: Event dead-band

Setting value upper limit alarm
Upper limit alarm against a setting value (SV).
 Activation condition
AL < SV
 Keep condition
AL - db < SV ≤ AL

Event dead-band (db)

 Reset condition
SV ≤ AL - db

Power-ON

Setting value lower limit alarm
Lower limit alarm against a setting value (SV).
 Activation condition
AL > SV
 Keep condition
AL ≤ SV < AL + db

Event dead-band (db)

 Reset condition
SV ≥ AL + db

Power-ON

Output value upper limit alarm
Upper limit alarm against an output value.
 Activation condition
AL < MV
 Keep condition
AL - db < MV ≤ AL

Event dead-band (db)

 Reset condition
MV ≤ AL - db

MV
Power-ON

Output value lower limit alarm
Lower limit alarm against an output value.
 Activation condition
AL > MV

MV

 Keep condition
AL ≤ MV < AL + db

Event dead-band (db)

 Reset condition
MV ≥ AL + db
Power-ON
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AL: Event value

Even output range
Event activation range

db: Event dead-band

Heater upper limit alarm (heater overcurrent alarm)
Event output when heater overcurrent occurs.
A current transformer (CT) is used to detect heater overcurrent.
 Activation condition
AL < CT
 Keep condition
AL - db < CT ≤ AL

Event dead-band (db)

CT
current

 Reset condition
CT ≤ AL - db

Heater lower limit alarm (heater disconnection alarm)
Event output when heater disconnection occurs.
A current transformer (CT) is used to detect heater disconnection.
 Activation condition
AL > CT

CT
current

 Keep condition
AL ≤ CT < AL + db

Event dead-band (db)

 Reset condition
CT ≥ AL + db

Timer alarm
Event output after a specified period of time.
Set the timer time and DI (external signal input).
 Activation condition
Produce an event output when a timer set time has
passed after DI ON (conduction state).

Timer set time

 Reset condition
DI is turned OFF (non-conduction state).

* "Timer 1" and "Timer 2" should be assigned to DI
with "External input (MODEd)" (see the section
5-13).

FAIL alarm
Event output when an error occurs in the
instrument.
 Activation condition
 A/D conversion error
 Calibration data error
 Over range, under range
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6-4 Status event
The status event comes in a variety of types as shown below.
For the event output specification, various status event types can be outputted. "0"

Function Name

Description

"□

"

 Status event at constant value operation RUN.
 Event ON at operation status is RUN and event OFF at operation status is
STOP.

"

"

 Event ON at preset manual status.

"□□

"

 Event ON at remote input status.

"□

"

 Event ON at executing SV is in rise status.

"□

"

 Event ON at executing SV is in fall status.

"□

"

 Event signal becomes ON for about 0.5 seconds on step switching status
at program operation.

"
"

□ "
to
"

 Event ON at program operation step 1 to step 12 status

"□

"

 Status event at program operation RUN.
 Event ON at operation status is RUN and event OFF at operation status is
STOP.

"□

"

 Status event at program operation STOP.
 Event ON at operation status is STOP and event OFF at operation status is
RUN.

"□□

"

 Status event at program operation ADVANCE.
 Event signal becomes ON for about 0.5 seconds at program operation
ADVANCE.

"

"

 Status event at program operation RESET.
 Event ON at operation status RESET.

"□□

"

 Status event at program operation END
 Event ON at operation status END (program end)

"

"

 Event ON on SV keep status at program operation.

 Relations between the program operation status and event ON/OFF as follows.
Program operation status

Status event

Reference
Approx. 0.5 sec
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6-5 Auto tuning
The auto tuning (AT) function is used to calculate PID constant automatically.
It is available for the output 1 and output 2.
The tuning is performed on the executing SV and executable in the constant value operation RUN status
or program operation RUN status (except program end status).
The result of auto tuning for the output 1 is stored in the following parameters automatically.
 Executing PID (MODE0)
 PID 8 types (MODE3) * Of the eight types, the execution No. selection (operation screen) number
will be reflected only.
The result of auto tuning for the output 2 is stored in the following parameter automatically.
 Output 2 PID (MODE7) * For the specification with 2 outputs
There may be a case that PID constant cannot be calculated normally by starting the auto tuning process.
See the following conditions. PID constant will not be changed if the calculation is not performed.

Auto tuning is not completed in six hours from the start due to slow response.

P value calculated by auto tuning is 0.1% or less, or 1000% or more.

I value calculated by auto tuning is one second or less.

D value calculated by auto tuning is one second or less.

 Set "END" to cancel the auto tuning in the middle of the process.
 For the specification with 2 outputs, the output on which auto tuning is not executed
continues control.
 The auto tuning is not available for remote operation.
 The relation between auto tuning and program pattern during program operation is
illustrated below.
Since the progression of program is stopped during auto tuning, a program pattern
makes a parallel shift in the subsequent steps.

Reference

SV
Original pattern
AT start
Execution pattern after AT

Step n

Step n+1

Time

A: Auto tuning time
B: After AT finishes, calculated PID constant is used for operation.
C: PID constant of the execution No. set for step n+1 is used for operation.
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6-6 PID control
This is the most common control algorithm which are combined from three controls: P (proportional), I
(integral) and D (derivative) controls.
PID constant is used to associate the deviation (difference between PV and SV) with the output level.
A good control result can be obtained by optimizing P, I and D values.

6-6-1






P control

This is a basic operation of PID control. It affects responsiveness and stability significantly.
The output level is inversely proportional to the deviation (for heating control).
Setting a smaller P value causes larger variation in output with small deviation. It causes the control
result in a vibrating manner but the offset becomes small.
Setting a larger P value causes smaller amplitude of vibration in the control result. It improves
stability but degrades response.
Setting P to 0% enables two-position control operation.

Offset

Unsteady due to occurrence of cycling when proportional
band is too small.
Control result steady when proportional band is appropriate,
but likely to deviate a little from SV (offset).
Steady at a value far off SV when proportional band is too
large.

Time

6-6-2





I control

I control is used to eliminate deviation.
This can eliminate the offset generated in P control operation but it is decreased stability due to
phase lag.
Setting "0" is equal to ∞ (infinity).
I control is normally used with P control to perform proportional-integral control (PI control).
Prompt response but overshoot or vibration is likely when
integral time is too small.
Integral time is appropriate.
Time required eliminating deviation when integral time is too
large.

Time

Increase

Integral time small

Integral time large

Integral time means the time required for I control to make the same
output variation as P control.
Setting a larger integral time changes output gradually, and a smaller
integral time changes output rapidly.

Output variation by I control
Output

Output variation by P control

Decrease
Time
Integral time
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6-6-3





D control

D control is used to make output at a level proportional to the variation of deviation. It determines the
response performance to disturbance.
Dead time or phase lag caused by lag element is compensated. The output level is limited, however,
because the gain increases in the high frequency area.
Setting "0" is equivalent to OFF.
Generally, D value is set to 1/6 to 1/4 of I value.
Prompt response to disturbance but overshoot or vibration is
likely when derivative time is too large.
Slow response to disturbance when derivative time is too
small.

Time

Increase

Derivative
time large

Output variation by P control

Derivative
time small

Output variation by D control

Derivative time means the time required for the output variation by P
control to become equal to that by D control when the deviation is
given with a constant slope in PD control.
Setting a larger derivative time improves response to disturbance, but
it degrades control performance against vibration or overshoot.

Output
Decrease

Time
Derivative time
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6-7 Actuator adjustment for ON-OFF servo output type
When the ON-OFF servo output type is used, the instrument and the actuator (motor, etc.) need to be
adjusted. Generally the adjustment is performed automatically. Fine adjustment can be done manually;
however, if you are using the instrument for the first time, make sure to perform auto adjustment first and
then perform fine adjustment manually. Without performing the auto adjustment, an error occurs between
the output value on the output display screen and feedback value.

6-7-1

Auto adjustment

(1) Initialization of setting value

Before starting the adjustment, change the setting of "Feedback dead band (MODE6)" to default
(4.0%).

Check that the parameters are set to ensure the output range of 0 to 100%. Tuning is performed
within the setting range of output limiter. If the setting range of output limiter is small (less than
approx. 60%), the auto adjustment may not be performed.
(2) Zero/span adjustment

Select FB tuning start at "FB tuning (operation screen)". At this time, the feedback adjustment data
displayed on the output display screen is initialized.

The actuator automatically moves to the OPEN (output display "O2" lights) and CLOSE (output
display "O1" lights) sides to calculate the zero/span value.

When the tuning is completed, check the tuning result at "Feedback zero/span (MODE6)" and
perform fine adjustment with "Feedback dead band (MODE6)"if necessary.

The automatically calculated zero/span value will be stored in "Feedback zero/span (MODE6)"
automatically.
(3) Deadband adjustment (gain adjustment)

See the manual adjustment (5) in the next section.

 Tuning may be forced to end if an output related connection error occurs or tuning
takes too long. Also, if the input is inappropriate, PV abnormal output may be given
priority, preventing the tuning from starting normally.

Reference

 If the actuator moves too slowly, the automatic calculation with the FB tuning setting
cannot be performed. In this case, the system returns to "END" after a certain
period of time and the zero/span value will not be registered.
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6-7-2

Manual adjustment

(1) Initialization of setting value

Before starting the adjustment, change the settings of "Feedback zero/span (MODE6)" and
"Feedback dead band (MODE6)" to defaults (feedback zero: 0.0%, feedback span: 100.0%,
feedback dead band: 4.0%).

Check that the parameters are set to ensure the output range of 0 to 100%.
(2) Zero adjustment

Switch the operation mode of the instrument to MANUAL output and set the output value to 0.0%.

Let the actuator jump the scale at the CLOSE side (output display "O1" lights).

Increase the output value by 0.1% at a time to obtain the value at which the output display "O1" on
the operation screen turns off.
(3) Span adjustment

Set the output value to 100.0%.

Let the actuator go off the scale at the OPEN side (output display "O2" lights).

Decrease the output value by 0.1% at a time to obtain the value at which the output display "O2" on
the operation screen turns off.
(4) Zero/span adjustment

Set "Feedback zero/span (MODE6)" to the output values obtained in (2) and (3).
(5) Deadband adjustment (gain adjustment)

Set the output value to 50.0%.

Increase the setting value of "Feedback dead band (MODE6)" by small increments to obtain the
dead band of OPEN relay drive (output display "O2" lights) and CLOSE relay drive (output display
"O1" lights).

Then perform a trial operation and increase the setting value by small increments to find the
maximum value in the range that does not adversely affect the controllability. Use the maximum
value as an eventual feedback dead band setting value.
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6-8 2 Outputs
Set the control calculation method in MODE7 for the specification with 2 outputs.

6-8-1

PID control calculation

PID calculation is performed at the heating control and cooling control output sides individually.
Normally, the output 1 is used for heating operation (set "Control action (MODE6)" to "Heating control")
and the output 2 is used for cooling operation (set "Control action (MODE7)" to "Cooling control").
The gap between the setting value (SV) and 0% of output 2 (in the proportional band) is set to switch the
output between heating and cooling controls.
When the measured value (PV) is smaller than the setting value (SV), the output value from the heating
control side is used, and the output value from the cooling control side is used in the opposite condition.
Setting the gap creates a dead band for switching the output between heating and cooling controls and
also enables the heating output and cooling output at the same time.
Positive gap indicates the area where neither the heating nor cooling side produces output.
Negative gap indicates the area where both the heating and cooling sides produce output.
Heating output
Cooling output
Output

Output 1
proportional
band

Output 2
proportional
band

Output 1
proportional band
Output 2
proportional
band

Gap > 0

Gap < 0

The following is an example of setting the gap for output 2 when the deviation is zero (PV = SV).

- Setting condition Control action ·············································Output 1 "Heating control", output 2 "Cooling control"
Output preset ·············································Output 1 "50%", output 2 "0%"
When you want to have the cross shape shown in the below figure (50% output for both output 1 and 2),
the gap is obtained by the formula: G [%] = -P / 2. * P: Proportional band of output 2

Output

Gap
Output 2 proportional band
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6-8-2

Split control calculation

This is a matching box calculation method performed based on the PID calculation result of output 1.
Sprit Direct is used for the cooling control output. Set the output level for the PID calculation result within
the range of 0 to 60%.
Sprit Reverse is used for the heating control output. Set the output level for the PID calculation result
within the range of 40 to 100%.
When "Heating control" is selected for the MODE6 control action setting, the output 2 will perform cooling
control. On the other hand, when "Cooling control" is selected, the output 2 will perform heating control.
Output

PID calculation (%)

6-9 Transmission signal output
This function selects one from measured value (PV), setting value (SV), output 1 value (MV1), output 2
value (MV2) and feedback value (MFB) to produce output with analog signal.
For example, you can select PV transmission and connect the analog signal to a recorder to record the
measured value of the instrument in the recorder. The analog signal specification is specified by the
model.
Using PV transmission, save
measured value in recorder

Sensor
Sensor

* Parallel connection of
controller with sensor signal
of recorder is prohibited.
This enables PV
transmission.

* Parallel connection of controller
with sensor signal of recorder is
The following shows an example of setting PV transmission and transmission scale.
prohibited.
This enables PV transmission.

6-9-1

Transmission signal output characteristics

- Setting condition Transmission signal output ························4 to 20mA
Input type (MODE5) ···································K1
Transmission scale zero/span (MODEb) ··0 to 1200°C

Transmission
signal output
(Zero)

(Span)
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6-9-2

Transmission scale setting (PV /SV transmission)

For temperature input, set a value within the measuring range.

Transmission
signal output

 Input type ··················· K1(-200 to 1370°C)
 Transmission signal ··· 4 to 20mA
 Transmission scale ···· Zero: 400°C,
span: 1000°C

Measuring
range
Transmission
scale range

(Zero)

(Span)

For linear input (mV, V), set a value within the linear scale range.
Transmission
signal output

 Input type ··················· 10V (-10V to 10V)
 Transmission signal ··· 0 to 10V
 Measuring range ········ Lower limit: 0V,
upper limit: 10V
 Linear scale················ Zero: -100.0,
span: 200.0
 Transmission scale ···· Zero: 0, span: 100

Input type
Measuring range

(Upper limit)

(Lower limit)

Linear scale range

(Zero)

(Span)

Transmission scale range

6-9-3

Transmission scale setting (MV/MFB transmission)

For the case of outputting 30 to 70% of an output value as transmission signal of 4 to 20mA

Transmission
signal output

 Transmission signal ··· 4 to 20mA
 Transmission scale ···· Zero: 30%, span: 70%

Transmission scale range

(Span)

(Zero)
Output value

Transmission signal output with
transmission scale exceeding the range
of 0 to 100%

Relation with output limiter in MV
transmission

The output limiter is given higher priority.
Calculation of output value is limited in the
Even if the transmission scale is set out of
range of -5 to 105%.
the range of output limiter, output will be
limited by the output limiter range.
Output range
Transmission
signal output

Output range
Transmission
signal output

Reference

(Zero)

Transmission scale range

(Span)

Output value

(Zero)

Transmission scale range

(Span)

(Lower limit)

Output limiter range

(Upper limit)

Output value
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6-10 Remote signal input
This function allows you to set SV using external analog signal.
For example, you can use the instrument as a simple program controller by setting "Transmission type
(MODEb)" of the instrument (specification with program function) to "SV transmission signal output" and
connecting it to another controller (specification with remote signal input). The analog signal specification
is specified by the model.
Main device (specification with program function)

Sub device (specification with remote signal input)

6-10-1 Remote signal input characteristics
The following shows an example of setting the remote scale.

- Setting condition Remote signal input ···································4 to 20mA
Remote scale zero/span (MODEc) ···········0 to 1200°C
Remote/local switch (MODEc) ··················Remote

Remote signal input
(Zero)

Remote scale range

(Span)
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6-10-2 Cascade control
The instrument (specification with remote signal input) can be used as the secondary controller in a
cascade control loop.
See the following calculation block diagram of cascade control.
.
Sensor

Measurement
input

PV
PID calculation

Primary
controller output

Remote signal
input

Cascade
calculation

Output

SV

Refer to the following figure as a guide to obtain the cascade input r (ratio) and cascade input b (bias).
(Span)
Remote scale range
(Zero)
Remote signal input

A shows a case of r = 1.0, b = a
B shows a case of r = 1.0, b = 0
C shows a case of r = S1/S0, b = 0
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6-11 External signal input
For the specification with external signal input a specific function can be assigned using the conduction
signal (ON/OFF) of the external no voltage contact signal (relay, switch, open collector signal, etc.). Assign
an external signal input function and terminal number with "External input 1 to 7 (MODEd)".
Note that switching of operation by keys or communication may be disabled when the external signal input
is used to do that.
The remote signal input and communication interface are equipped with the dedicated external signal
input (R/L switch) for switching between remote SV and local SV. This terminal is used exclusively for R/L
switch and cannot be used for other external signal input functions. Also, R/L switch cannot be assigned to
other external signal inputs.
Function
"

"

READY/RUN switch

Description
 Switches the operation status between RUN and READY in constant value operation.
 Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. Switches to the READY
status after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state, or
switches to the RUN status after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the
non-conduction (OFF) state.
 The execution condition and operation are the same as those described in the section
4-2-3 "RUN/READY status".

"

"

 Switches the output operation type between MANUAL and AUTO.
 Output 1 and output 2 switch interlocking with each other.

AUTO/

MANUAL output switch  Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. Switches to MANUAL
output after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state, or
switches to AUTO output after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the
non-conduction (OFF) state.
The changes made in external signal input while the power is OFF will not be reflected
when the power is turned ON again.
 When a switch from MANUAL to AUTO output is made, the output value will be moved to
the automatic output value using the balance less bump less operation.
"

"

Preset manual output

 Switches the output operation type between output preset (preset manual output) and
AUTO.
 Output 1 and output 2 switch interlocking with each other.
 Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. Switches to output
preset after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state, or
switches to AUTO output after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the
non-conduction (OFF) state.
 When a switch from AUTO to preset manual output is made, the output will reach the
setting value according to the rate of change set by the output variation limiter.
 When a switch from output preset to AUTO output is made, the output value will be moved
to the automatic output value using the balance less bump less operation.
 When the output preset operation is selected, the output value will be the setting value of
"Output preset (MODE6, MODE7)". Alarm event calculation is executed, but auto tuning is
unavailable.

"

"

 Switches the timer function between start and reset.

"

"

 Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. Starts the timer after

Timer 1

approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state, or resets the timer

Timer 2

after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the non-conduction (OFF) state.
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Function
"

"

Event reset

Description
 Resets (clears) the event output.
 Controls the specified external signal input with instantaneous signal. Resets the event
output after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state. The
non-conduction (OFF) state is entered immediately after a reset to restore the normal
condition. If the conduction (ON) state is kept, the reset state will continue.

"□

"

 Sets the execution No. selection for constant value operation.

"□

"

 The execution No. selection is performed based on the control signals of BCD codes 1, 2,

"□

"

"□

"

Execution No.

4 and 8.
 Operation by keys or communication will be disabled.
 Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. See the following table

selection 1

for the relation between the BCD code and execution No. Bring the external signal input

Execution No.

into conduction (ON) depending on the desired execution No. The execution No. is

selection 2

selected after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state.
Execution Execution Execution Execution Execution Execution Execution Execution
No. 8
No. 7
No. 6
No. 5
No. 4
No. 3
No. 2
No. 1

Execution No.
selection 4
Execution No.
selection 8

SV8

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

SV4

OFF

ON

ON

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

SV2

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

SV1

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

 When the BCD code other than the above (execution No. 1 to 8) is selected, the execution
No. will not be changed and the previous No. will be retained.
 Operation by keys or communication is unavailable while the execution No. selection for
constant value operation is assigned to the external signal input. To select the execution
No. for constant value operation by keys on the constant value operation screen, set the
external signal input to the BCD code other than the above (execution No. 1 to 8).
Generally, bring all the four external signal inputs into non-conduction (BCD code: 0) to
select the execution No. for constant value operation on the constant value operation
screen.
 As an example, it is possible to assign only the three external signal inputs: SV1, SV2 and
SV4 when only the execution No. 1 to 4 are required.
"

"

Program/constant

 Switches the operation between program and constant value operation.
 Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. Switches to the program

value

operation RUN status after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON)

operation switch

state, or switches to the constant value operation RUN status after approx. 0.5 seconds or
more from entering the non-conduction (OFF) state.
 The execution condition and operation are the same as those described in the section
4-3-3 "Program operation method".

" □

"

Program operation
RUN/STOP

 Switches the operation status between RUN and STOP in program operation.
 Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. Switches to the RUN
status after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state, or
switches to the STOP status after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the
non-conduction (OFF) state.
 The execution condition and operation are the same as those described in the section
4-3-3 "Program operation method".

" □

"

Program operation
ADVANCE

 Advances the program pattern step.
 Controls the specified external signal input with instantaneous signal. Advances the step
by one when the non-conduction (OFF) state is entered after approx. 0.5 seconds or more
in the conduction (ON) state.
 The execution condition and operation are the same as those described in the section
4-3-3 "Program operation method".
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Function
"

Description

"

Program operation
RESET

 Resets (cancels) the program operation.
 Controls the specified external signal input with instantaneous signal. Switches to the
RESET status after approx. 1.0 second or more from entering the conduction (ON) state.
The non-conduction (OFF) state is entered immediately after a reset to restore the normal
condition.
 The execution condition and operation are the same as those described in the section
4-3-3 "Program operation method".

"

"

"

"

 Selects the pattern (PTN) No.
 The pattern No. selection is performed based on the control signal of BCD code.

"

"

 Controls the specified external signal input with continuous signal. See the following table

Program pattern 1

for the relation between the BCD code and execution No. Bring the external signal input

Program pattern 2

into conduction (ON) depending on the desired pattern No. The pattern No. is selected

Program pattern 4

after approx. 0.5 seconds or more from entering the conduction (ON) state.
PTN No.4

PTN No.3

PTN No.2

PTN No.1

PTN 4

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

PTN 2

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

PTN 1

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

 When the BCD code other than the above (pattern No. 1 to 4) is selected, the pattern No.
will not be changed and the previous No. will be retained.
 Operation by keys or communication is unavailable while the pattern No. selection is
assigned to the external signal input. To select the pattern No. by keys on the program
operation screen, set the external signal input to the BCD code other than the above (PTN
No. 1 to 4).
Generally, bring all the three external signal inputs into non-conduction (BCD code: 0) to
select the pattern No. on the program operation screen.
 The execution condition and operation are the same as those described in the section
4-3-3 "Program operation method".

 Pattern No. selection change by external signal input during program operation
It does not affect the program being executed. The pattern No. is detected only
when the operation status is switched from the RESET (cancelled) status to RUN
(start) status.
 The following figure shows the relation between the RUN/STOP input and RESET
input of program operation.
External signal input

Reference

Program operation

External signal input
Program operation

Program operation status
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6-12 Communication interface
The instrument provides the following standard/optional communication functions.

6-12-1 Engineering port

！ Caution


mark at the engineering port
This is the engineering port of the instrument.
Only use the exclusive USB engineering cable.

This is used to connect the instrument with a PC. All models of the instrument have the engineering port
as standard.
The engineering port is located at the bottom of the case for DB630, and at the top of the case for
DB650/670. Insert the dedicated USB engineering cable "RZ-EC3" (sold separately) to establish
communication with a PC.
CHINO prepares the software for parameter setting. It will help you set various parameters easily using
the USB engineering cable and PC.
The communication specification of the engineering port is shown below.




Communication protocol: MODBUS-RTU
Communication transmission rate: 9600bps (fixed)
Communication character: 8-bit length, NON parity, stop bit 1

[DB630]

[DB650]

[RZ―EC3]
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！ Caution

Make sure to connect/disconnect the USB engineering cable to/from
the engineering port of the instrument while the instrument is
energized.
Note that the engineering port is designed for temporary connection
for communication, not for constant connection.
To enable the always-connected situation, specify the specification
with communication interface at the time of purchase, and use the
terminal at the back of the instrument for permanent connection.

6-12-2 Specification with communication interface
Select the specification with communication interface to perform constant communication.
The type of communication can be selected from RS485 and RS422A (DB650/DB670 only).
Data collection (Data Read) and parameter setting (Data Write) can be performed by connecting with a
PC. Remote operation or data management using a PC is also possible.

In addition, there is a communication transmission (digital transmission)/communication remote (digital
remote) function. This function enables a remote operation that produces no error by making the main
device execute SV transmission and the sub device receive it as remote SV via communication. The
remote operation by remote signal input is called analog remote, whereas the remote operation by
communication remote is called digital remote.
When the instrument receives the first remote SV data, "REM" lights on the operating condition display
and the digital remote status is entered.
To perform communication transmission or communication remote, the main and sub devices need to
have the same communication transmission rate, protocol and character settings.

Communication
transmission
(Main)

Communication
remote
(Sub)

Communication
remote
(Sub)

Communication
transmission
(Main)

Communication
Communication
Communication
Remote operation performed by receiving remote SV via communication
remote
remote
remote
remote
(Sub)
(Sub)
(Sub)
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7 Options
7-1 Moisture prevention
Moisture-proof coating is processed on the printed board inside the instrument.

7-2 Square roots
A square roots is performed on the linear input (mV, V) to display the measured value (PV) and perform
control calculation.
This is used when the measured/controlled amount is proportional to the square root (√) of input signal as
in the case where a flow rate is measured/controlled using a differential pressure transmitter.

Internal process of square roots
Input
Input

of square roots calculation Sensor
Square rootsInternal process Scaling
correction
calculation
Scaling

Display/control

Sensor
correction

7-3 Lower limit burnout
When the input line is disconnected, the PV display jumps the lower limit and lower limit alarm is
generated.
The input signal for lower limit burnout uses the only signal the same as that for standard upper limit
burnout. Note that there is no distinction from the under-range.

PV display
"

"

Alarm event operation
Lower limit alarm turns
ON.
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7-4 Accessories
7-4-1

Terminal cover

A terminal cover is available to prevent electric shock and protect the terminals.

[DB630]

7-4-2

[DB650]

[DB670]

Contact protection terminal

Connect a contact protection element to the relay output terminal of the instrument for noise removal.
Make sure to connect to the load via a buffer relay or contact protection element for relay outputs such as
ON-OFF pulse, ON-OFF servo and event outputs.
We prepare the following contact protection elements. Use one if necessary.

Model

Specification

Open/close current

Application

CX-CR1

0.01μF + 120Ohm

0.2A or less

Light loads

CX-CR2

0.5μF + 47Ohm

0.2A or more

Heavy loads

Note that a leak current is generated as shown below when the contact protection elements are used,
depending on the load power supply.

Power voltage: 200V

Power voltage: 100V

50Hz

60Hz

50Hz

60Hz

CX-CR1

Approx. 2mA

Approx. 2mA

Approx. 1mA

Approx. 1mA

CX-CR2

Approx. 45mA

Approx. 55mA

Approx. 23mA

Approx. 28mA

Model
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8 Maintenance and inspection
8-1 Error display
When an error occurs in the system, the error No. shown below will be displayed for approx. two seconds.
Check the error contents and contact the dealer or your nearest CHINO office.

Error No.

Error contents
A/D conversion error of PV/RJ
A/D conversion error of feedback/remote signal input
Calibration data error

8-2 Warning display
When an inappropriate setting or operation is performed, the warning No. shown below will be displayed
for approx. three seconds. Check the warning contents and try appropriate setting or operation.

Warning No.

Warning contents
Program operation cannot be executed.
Check that the program pattern is set correctly.
Feedback tuning fails or the zero adjustment value of servo exceeds the span
adjustment value.
Check the feedback input line if the connection is done properly for the OPEN
and CLOSE sides.

□

Key lock is active. Set "Key lock (MODEt)" to "Function OFF".
When a parameter is changed during a writing process via communication, the
key lock becomes active temporarily to restrict the key operation. To change a
parameter by keys, stop the writing process via communication, and change the
screen once using the [▼SEL] or [▲SEL] key.
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8-3 Troubleshooting
Symptom
There is an error in
measured value (PV)
or PV is unstable

Check item











Check that the wiring to the sensor is done properly.
For thermocouple, check that the wiring is done to the terminal screw
with thermocouple or compensation lead wire.
Check that the terminal screws are tightened firmly.
Check that the sensor signal is not connected in parallel with other
instrument.
Check that a protection element, etc. is connected to the sensor signal
and the resistance remains at a low level.
Check that there is no problem in the output signal or output
specifications (resistance, etc.) of the sensor itself.
Check that there is no noise influence.
Check that the operating environment or atmosphere (ambient
temperature, wind, etc.) is appropriate.
Check that the parameters (measuring range and sensor correction) are
set correctly.
When thermocouple range is measured by a calibrator, normal
measurement may not be performed due to variation of output voltage
of the calibrator. Check the connection and caution of the instruction
manual of the calibrator with the check items of the above.

PV display shows
"
"



Indicates over range or upper limit burnout for the measuring range.
Check the sensor signal.

PV display shows
"
"



Indicates under range for the measuring range.
Check the sensor signal.

Control is unstable






Check that the wiring is done properly.
Check that the terminal screws are tightened firmly.
Check that there is no noise influence.
Check that the parameters (PID, output limiter, etc.) are set correctly.

Cause unknown but
instrument behaves
strangely




Check that the parameters are set correctly.
If it does not help solve the problem, initialize the settings. Do all the
settings again and check that the problem is eliminated.

If the above troubleshooting does not improve the situation, contact the dealer (who does instrumentation
or installation work, or sells the product) or your nearest CHINO office.

！ Warning

Contact the dealer or your nearest CHINO office when repair or
modification is needed. Only our authorized service engineers are
allowed to replace the parts or repair/modify the instrument.
The set data may be lost if an unexpected trouble (blackout,
earthquake and other unexpected accidents) occurs while the
instrument is repaired. Make sure to back up the set data before
sending the instrument for repair.
We will not be responsible for lost data under any circumstances.
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8-4 Inspection
8-4-1

Inspection by trial operation

Perform a trial operation before starting each operation to check that the instrument and end device are
operating normally.

8-4-2

Accuracy check

Periodical accuracy check for measured value (PV), transmission signal output, etc. should be performed
if necessary. The accuracy of those items may be slightly reduced over time from the point of purchase.
We perform accuracy check for you. If you need it, contact the dealer or your nearest CHINO office.

8-4-3

Overhaul

To maintain reliable operation for a long time, we recommend an overhaul after two or three years.
If the need of overhaul arises, contact the dealer or your nearest CHINO office.

8-5 Consumable parts
See the following table for the obvious consumable parts used in the instrument.
Generally, most of the parts are subject to change or degradation over time.

Part name

Expected life

Relay
* For control and event outputs

Approx. 100,000 times

Electrolytic capacitor
* Smoothing capacitor for power circuit

Approx. 5 years
(Ambient temperature: 30°C,
operation time: 12 hours/day)

8-6 Disposal

！ Caution

The components of this instrument contain a slight amount of
hazardous chemical substance below the specified level by RoHS
directive.
When the instrument is disposed of, it must be treated by a
professional waste disposer or in accordance with local
regulations.
The box, plastic bags, cushioning material, stickers, etc. used for
packing the instrument should be separated and treated in
accordance with local regulations.

8-7 Cleaning
Clean gently the front panel and keys of this instrument with a soft moistened cloth (not too wet).
Do not use a dry cloth for cleaning the LCD display for risk of static electricity.
(If the LCD is accidently charged by static electricity, the LCD will turn back to normal for several minutes.)
Do not use organic solvents such as alcohol.
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9 Appendix
9-1 Specifications
 Input specifications

 Control specifications

Input signal:
Thermocouple

B, R, S, N, K, E, J, T, U, L, WRe5-WRe26,

Approx. 0.1 seconds

Output type

ON-OFF pulse output, ON-OFF servo

W-WRe26, Platinel II, PtRh40-PtRh20,

output (DB650 and DB670 only), current

Au-Pt

output, SSR drive pulse output, voltage

DC voltage

±20mV, ±100mV, ±5V, ±10V

Resistance

Pt100, JPt100, Pt50

output
ON-OFF pulse output type:

thermometer
Measuring range

Control interval

Contact type

1a contact

Thermocouple 16 types, DC voltage 4

Pulse cycle

Approx. 1 to 180 seconds

types, resistance thermometer 5 types

Contact capacity

Resistive load

Temperature unit

°C

Accuracy rating

±0.1% of FS ±1digit of measuring range

Inductive load

See "◆ Input type, measuring range and
accuracy rating" for details.

Minimum load

Reference junction

±1.0°C (ambient temperature 23°C ±10°C)

compensation

±2.0°C (temperatures other than above)
Approx. 0.1 seconds

Burnout

Upper limit burnout is provided for

3A

30V DC

3A

240V AC

1.5A

30V DC

1.5A

5V DC

10mA

ON-OFF servo output type:

accuracy
Sampling rate

240V AC

Contact type

1a contact

Feedback resistance

100Ohm to 2kOhm

Contact capacity

Resistive load

thermocouple, resistance thermometer and

Inductive load

DC voltage (20mV) only as standard.
Output 1 produces PV abnormal output and

Minimum load

output 2 is fixed to 0% when burnout

240V AC

3A

30V DC

3A

240V AC

1.5A

30V DC

1.5A

5V DC

10mA

Current output type:

occurs. Upper limit alarm event is output.

Output specification

4 to 20mA DC

Thermocouple

1MOhm or more

Load resistance

600Ohm or less

DC voltage

Approx. 1MOhm

Allowable signal

Thermocouple

100Ohm or less

Pulse cycle

Approx. 1 to 180 seconds

source resistance

DC voltage (mV)

100Ohm or less

Output specification

ON

DC voltage (V)

300Ohm or less

Input resistance

SSR drive pulse output type:

(load current 21mA or less)

Allowable wire

Resistance thermometer 10Ohm/1 wire or

resistance

less (resistance of 3 wires should be equal

Resistance

OFF

to one another)

Output specification

0 to 10V DC

Approx. 1mA

Output resistance

Approx. 10Ohm

Load resistance

50kOhm or more

measurement current

Transient overvoltage

0.8V DC or less

Voltage output type:

thermometer
Allowable input voltage

12V DC ±20%

Specification with 2 outputs:
Thermocouple

±10V DC

DC voltage (mV)

±10V DC

DC voltage (V)

±20V DC

Resistance thermometer

±5V DC

Output type

Any combination between ON-OFF pulse,
output, current output, SSR drive pulse
output and voltage output is possible.

Insulation

1500V

Non-isolated between 2 outputs (ON-OFF
pulse output type excluded)

* This is a reference safety standard value

Control system

PID, split

for UL/CSA61010-1, UL61010-2-030.
This value is not necessarily a guarantee
of instrument performance.
Maximum common

30V AC

 Event function

mode voltage
Common mode

130dB or more (50/60Hz)

rejection ratio
Series mode rejection

Alarm event

Absolute value alarm, deviation alarm,

(EV1 to 4)

absolute value deviation alarm, set point

50dB or more (50/60Hz)

alarm, output value alarm, heater

ratio

disconnection alarm (only for the case
adjustment output 1 uses ON-OFF pulse

 Display specifications
Display

output or SSR drive pulse output), timer 1,

Segment type LCD

timer 2, FAIL

(LED backlight)

Status event

Constant value operation RUN, preset

(EV1 to 9)

manual, remote input, SV rise, SV fall
Program function:
Step switching, step 1 to 12, RUN, STOP,
ADVANCE, RESET, END, SV keep
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 General specifications
Rated power voltage

Weight

100-240V AC(±10%)

DB630

24V AC／DC(±10%)
Rated power supply frequency

DB650

50／60Hz(±2%)

Maximum power consumption:
DB670

100 to 240V AC (without option)
DB630
DB650
DB670

DB650
DB670

DB650
DB670

DB650
DB670

Approx. 150g

(With option)

Approx. 230g

(Without option)

Approx. 240g

(With option)

Approx. 330g

240V AC

5VA

Terminal screw

M3.0

100V AC

4VA

Engineering port

DB630

At the bottom of the case
At the top of the case
At the top of the case

240V AC

6VA

DB650

100V AC

4VA

DB670

240V AC

6VA

100V AC

5VA

Ambient temperature

23°C±2°C

240V AC

7VA

Ambient humidity

55%RH±5% (no condensation)

100V AC

7VA

Power voltage

100V AC±1%

240V AC

10VA

Power supply

50／60Hz±0.5%

100V AC

9VA

240V AC

12VA

 Reference operating condition

frequency
Mounting orientation

Backward/forward ±3°, laterally ±3°

Installation height

Below 2000m

24V AC

3VA

Vibration

0 m/s2

24V DC

2W

Shock

0 m/s2

24V AC

4VA

Installation condition

Single panel mounting (space required

24V DC

3W

24V AC

4VA

Wind

None

24V DC

3W

External noise

None

Warm-up time

At least 30 minutes

around)

24V AC/DC (with option)
DB630

Approx. 135g

(Without option)

4VA

24V AC/DC (without option)
DB630

Approx. 120g

(With option)

100V AC

100 to 240V AC (with option)
DB630

(Without option)

24V AC

4VA

24V DC

3W

24V AC

7VA

24V DC

5W

24V AC

8VA

24V DC

6W

 Normal operating condition
Ambient temperature

-10 to 50°C
(-10 to 40°C for close installation)

Maximum ambient humidity (ambient temperature -10 to 31°C)
90% RH (no condensation)

Countermeasure

Store setting contents in non-volatile memory.

against power

(Rewrite: 1 million times)

Maximum ambient humidity (ambient temperature 31 to 50°C)

Insulation

Between the primary and secondary terminals

* Decreases linearly from 90% RH at 31°C, or to 50% RH at 50°C.

resistance

20MOhm or more (500V DC)

Minimum ambient

* Primary terminal:

Power terminal

humidity

(100 to 240V AC),

Power voltage:

90 to 50% RH (no condensation)

failure

EV1 to 4 output

100 to 240V AC

90 to 264V AC

terminals (relay output),

24V AC/DC

21.6 to 26.4V AC/DC

ON-OFF pulse output

Power supply

terminal (relay output),

frequency

ON-OFF servo output

Mounting orientation

Backward/forward ±10°, laterally ±10°

terminal (M3, M2, M1)

Installation height

Below 2000m

Vibration

0 m/s2

(24V AC/DC),

Shock

0 m/s2

all terminals except

Installation condition

Panel mounting (space above and below)

primary terminals

External noise

None

Between the primary and secondary terminals

Ambient temperature

10°C/hour or less

1500V AC (1 minute)

variation ratio

Secondary terminal: Power terminal

Withstand voltage

20%RH

50/60Hz±2%

* See "Insulation resistance" for the primary
and secondary terminals.
Exterior material

 Transport condition

Front: Fire-retardant acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene/polycarbonate (UL94V-0)
Case: Fire-retardant polycarbonate (UL94V-2)

Color

Gray

Mounting

Panel mounting type

External

DB630

dimensions

48(W)×96(H)×73(D)
(Depth from panel surface is 65)

DB670

-20 to 60°C

Ambient humidity

5 to 95% RH (no condensation)

Vibration

4.9m/s2 or less (10 to 60Hz)

Shock

392m/s2 or less (under factory packing
condition)

48(W)×48(H)×88(D)
(Depth from panel surface is 80)

DB650

Ambient temperature

96(W)×96(H)×73(D)
(Depth from panel surface is 65)
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 Storage condition
Ambient temperature

 Transmission signal output (option)
-20 to 60°C

Output point

1 point

* 10 to 30°C for long-term storage

Output signal

4 to 20mA DC

Ambient humidity

5 to 95% RH (no condensation)

Vibration

0 m/s2

Shock

0 m/s2 (under factory packing condition)

(load resistance 400Ohm
or less)

0 to 1V DC

(load resistance 50kOhm
or more)

0 to 10V DC

or more)

 Safety and EMC standards (UL/cUL conformity
pending)
Safety

(load resistance 50kOhm

Accuracy

±0.3% of FS

Output updating

Approx. 0.1 seconds

EN61010-1 (CE marking)

interval

EN61010-2-030 (CE marking)

Insulation

Non-isolated between the adjustment

UL61010-1 (UL conformity pending)

output 1 and 2 (ON-OFF pulse output type

UL61010-2-030 (UL conformity pending)

excluded)

CAN/CSA C22.2 No.61010-1 (c-UL
conformity pending)

 Remote signal input (option)

Overvoltage category: II
Transient overvoltage: 2500V

Input point

1 point

Pollution degree: 2

Input signal

4 to 20mA DC

(input resistance approx.
50Ohm)

Short-time temporary overvoltage: 1440V
Long-time temporary overvoltage: 490V

0 to 1V DC

EN61326-1 ClassA

0 to 10V DC

(input resistance approx.
500kOhm)

EMC applicable:
CE marking

(input resistance approx.
100kOhm)

* Indication or output value varies by the
amount equivalent to ±10% of FS or

Maximum allowable

±2mV, whichever is larger, during testing.

input

DC current

±30mA or less
±1.5V DC or less

DC voltage

 Event output (option)
Output point

Mechanical relay

±20V DC or less

Accuracy

±0.3% of FS ±1digit

Sampling rate

Approx. 0.1 seconds

External signal switch

R/L (Remote/Local)

DB630：2 points maximum
DB650：4 points maximum
DB670：4 points maximum

 External signal input (option)
Input point

Open collector 5 points maximum
Output capacity (mechanical relay output):
Contact capacity

Resistive load
Inductive load
Minimum load
24V DC

5 points maximum, COM shared

DB650

7 points maximum, COM shared

DB670

7 points maximum, COM shared

240V AC

3A

30V DC

3A

Input signal

No voltage contact

240V AC

1.5A

External contact

5V DC 2mA

30V DC

1.5A

capacity

5V DC

10mA

Function

Constant value operation RUN/READY
switch, AUTO/MAN switch, preset manual,

Output capacity (open collector output):
Output capacity

DB630

timer 1, timer 2, alarm event reset,

50mA

execution No. selection, program/constant
value operation switch, program operation

 Heater disconnection detection (option)
Function

RUN/STOP switch, program operation

Measure heater current using an external

ADVANCE, program operation RESET,

current transformer (CT) to detect

program pattern selection

disconnection.
* Designated CT: produced by U.R.D. Co.,
LTD.

 Communication interface (option)
DB630

RS-485

Input point

1 point

Type

DB650

RS-422A, RS-485

CT input range

0.0 to 65.0mA AC (50/60Hz)

DB670

RS-422A, RS-485

CTL-6-S-H: Hole diameter φ5.8,800 turn

Heater current

Protocol

5.0 to 50.0A AC

MODBUS-RTU, MODBUS-ASCII, Private
(used for digital transmission/digital remote

measuring range
Measurement category

None

Input signal

5.0-50.0A(50／60Hz)

Accuracy

±5.0% of FS ±1digit

input)
Function

Host communication/digital
transmission/digital remote input
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 Input type, measuring range and accuracy rating
Input type

Measuring range

B

0.0 to 1820.0

R

0.0 to 1760.0

S

0.0 to 1760.0

N

0.0 to 1300.0

K1

-200.0 to 1370.0

K2

-200.0 to

500.0

E

-200.0 to

900.0

J

-200.0 to 1200.0

T

-200.0 to

400.0

U

-200.0 to

400.0

L

-200.0 to

900.0

Measured accuracy
Below 400°C ：Out of specification
400 to 800°C ：±0.2%FS ±1digit
Below 400°C ：±0.2%FS ±1digit

±0.1% of FS±1digit
For below 0°C,

Thermocouple

Resistance
thermometer

±0.2% of FS±1digit

W-WRe5-26

0.0 to 2310.0

W-WRe26

0.0 to 2310.0

Platinel II

0.0 to 1390.0

PtRh40-20

0.0 to 1880.0

±0.3% of FS±1digit

Au-Pt

0.0 to 1000.0

±0.1% of FS±1digit

Pt100Ohm1

-200.0 to

850.0

Pt100Ohm2

-200.0 to

200.0

JPt100Ohm1

-200.0 to

649.0

JPt100Ohm2

-200.0 to

200.0

Pt50Ohm

-200.0 to

649.0

20mV
100mV

-20.00 to
-100.0 to

Below 400°C ：±0.4% FS ±1digit

Below 400°C ：±1.5% FS ±1digit
400 to 800°C ：±0.8%FS ±1digit

±0.1% of FS±1digit

20.00
100.0

DC voltage

±0.1% of FS±1digit
5V
10V

-5.000 to

5.000

-10.000 to 10.000

* Accuracy indicates the performance under reference operating condition.
* For thermocouple, the reference junction compensation accuracy is added to the above measured
accuracy.
 Applicable standard
Input type

Applicable standard

B, R, S, N, K, E, J, T

IEC584(1977,1982), JIS C 1602-1995, JIS C 1605-1995

U, L

DIN43710-1985

Thermocouple W-WRe26, Platinel II,

ASTM E1751

PtRh40-PtRh20, Au/Pt

Resistance
thermometer

WRe5-WRe26

ASTM E988

Pt100

IEC751(1995), JIS C 1604-1997

JPt100

JIS C 1604-1981, JIS C 1606-1986

Pt50

JIS C 1604-1981
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9-2 Parameter list
Screen
Item
Operation PV (measured value)

Setting range
to
[°C]
: Over-range
: Under-range

SV (setting value)

to

[°C]

Step time

to

Output 1 value

to

[%]

Output 2 value

to

[%]

[Hour : Minute]

□: AUTO output
: MANUAL output

AUTO/
MANUAL switch
Event status

Default

Screen

: Copy pattern No. 4 to No. 3

□□

□

: All events ON
: Alarm event reset
Timer 2 elapsed time display

to

[sec]

□□□□

[sec]

□□□□

CT measured value display

to
[A]
: Measured value not obtained

□

FB setting value display

to

□□□

PID
auto tuning

□□: Tuning not executed/forced to □□
terminate
: PID tuning for output 1 started
: PID tuning for output 2 started
: Tuning step 1

[%]

to
to

Program operation PV
start

: SV start (PV start OFF)
: PV start

to

to

[°C]

□□□

SV for program
operation
Step time

to

[°C]

□□□

Program drive

Output 2
at END

: Constant value operation (AUTO output) □
to
[%]

□□

to

□□

to

[°C]
[Hour : Minute]

Executing event 1

to

Executing event 2

to

Executing event 3

to

Executing event 4

to

[sec]

□□□

to

[sec]

□□□

Executing output limiter L

to

[%]

□□□

Executing output limiter H □

to

[%]

□

: Function OFF
to
[°C]

□□□

: Function OFF
to
[°C]

□□□

: Function OFF
to

□□□

Alarm action
at READY

MODE 2 Program/
constant value
operation switch
Program operation
time unit
Pattern repeat

to

[sec]

□□□

D (8 types)

to

[sec]

□□□

Output limiter L (8 types)

to

[%]

□□□

Output limiter H (8 types) □

to

[%]

□

: Function OFF
to
[°C]

□□to
□□□

: Alarm event not calculated in
□□
READY status
□: Alarm event calculated in READY
status
: Constant value operation (program □□□
operation OFF)
□: Program operation (program
operation ON)
□ : [Hour : Minute]
□□ □
□ : [Minute : Second]
to
to

[°C]
[time]

□: Step elapsed time
: Step remaining time

Operation screen
time display

□: No pattern clear
: Initialize pattern No. 1

Pattern clear

□□□

□□: No event
□□
□: Absolute value upper limit alarm (EV1, EV3)
□: Absolute value lower limit alarm □□
(EV2, EV4)
□: Deviation upper limit alarm
□□
□: Deviation lower limit alarm
□: Absolute value deviation upper (EV5 to
EV9)
limit alarm
□: Absolute value deviation lower
limit alarm
□: Setting value upper limit alarm
□: Setting value lower limit alarm
□: Output value upper limit alarm
□: Output value lower limit alarm
□: Heater upper limit alarm
□: Heater lower limit alarm
: Timer 1 alarm
: Timer 2 alarm
□: FAIL alarm
□: Constant value operation RUN status
: Preset manual status
□□: Remote input status
□: SV rising status
□: SV falling status
□: Step switch status in program operation
□ : Step 1 status in program operation

□□

: SV start (PV start OFF)
: PV start

SV in RESET

□□□

I (8 types)

[°C]

□: Second
□: Minute
: Hour

SV rate of change unit

□□□

to
: Two-position control
to
[%]

to

Executing D

Constant value operation
PV start

to

□□

Executing I

SV rate of change for fall

to

Event 3 (8 types)

□□□

□□□

[°C]

to

MODE 4 Event mode

: Two-position control
to
[%]

MODE 1 SV rate of change for rise

to

Event 2 (8 types)

Guaranty soak (8 types)

Executing P

Executing guaranty soak

□□

: No link
: Pattern No. 1

Event 4 (8 types)

□□

to

to

□□

Output 1
at END

P (8 types)

: Program operation RESET
□□: Program operation RUN
□: Program operation STOP
□□: Program operation ADVANCE
□□: Program operation END

Executing step time

[H:M, M:S]

□□
(STEP1)
□□
(other than
STEP1)
: Constant value operation (AUTO output) □
to
[%]

MODE 3 SV for constant value
operation (8 types)
Event 1 (8 types)

□□□□

[time]

MODE 0 Executing SV

to

□: Keep the previous No.
□to

Execution No. selection
for program operation

: Pattern No. 4

□□: RUN status
: READY status

Execution No. selection for
constant value operation
Pattern No. selection

□□□

□to

□□: Tuning not executed/forced to
terminate
: FB tuning started
□ : FB tuning at zero side
□ : FB tuning at span side

Pattern repeat remaining
number display
RUN/READY
switch

: No step
: 1 to 12 steps

Start SV

Linked
pattern No.

: Tuning step 4

□
□

□□□□

Number of steps

□□to
FB tuning

Default
□□

□□to

□□to

to

Setting range
□: No pattern copy
: Copy pattern No. 1 to No. 2

□□□

: All events OFF

Timer 1 elapsed time display

Item
Pattern copy

□□□
□□□□
□
□□

□□to
: Initialize pattern No. 4
□: Initialize all patterns
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Event extension
function

Event dead band
Event output phase

: Step 12 status in program operation
□: Program operation RUN status
□: Program operation STOP status
□□: Program operation ADVANCE status
: Program operation RESET status
□□: Program operation END status
: SV constant status in program
operation
□□: No extension function
□□
□: Event standby
□: Event keep
: Event standby/keep
□□

to
: Normal phase output
: Reverse phase output
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Screen
Item
MODE 5 Input type

Setting range
Default
□: Thermocouple B
(0.0 to 1820.0°C) □□□
□: Thermocouple R
(0.0 to 1760.0°C)
□: Thermocouple S
(0.0 to 1760.0°C)
□: Thermocouple N
(0.0 to 1300.0°C)
: Thermocouple K1 (-200.0 to 1370.0°C)
: Thermocouple K2 (-200.0 to 500.0°C)
□: Thermocouple E (-200.0 to 900.0°C)
□: Thermocouple J (-200.0 to 1200.0°C)
□: Thermocouple T (-200.0 to 400.0°C)
□: Thermocouple U (-200.0 to 400.0°C)
□: Thermocouple L (-200.0 to 900.0°C)
: Thermocouple W-WRe5-26
(0.0 to 2310.0°C)
: Thermocouple W-WRe26
(0.0 to 2310.0°C)
: Thermocouple PlatinelII
(0.0 to 1390.0°C)
: Thermocouple PtRh40-20
(0.0 to 1880.0°C)
: Thermocouple Au-Pt (0.0 to 1000.0°C)
: ±20mV
(-20.00 to 20.00mV)
: ±100mV
(-100.0 to 100.0mV)
□ : ±5V
(-5.000 to 5.000V)
: ±10V
(-10.000 to 10.000V)
□ ：Pt 100_1
(-200.0 to 850.0°C)
□ ：Pt 100_2
(-200.0 to 200.0°C)
□ ：JPt 100_1
(-200.0 to 649.0°C)
□ ：JPt 100_2
(-200.0 to 200.0°C)
：Pt 50
(-200.0 to 649.0°C)

□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□
□□□

□

□
□□
□□
□
□

□
Unit
Measuring range L
Measuring range H

: °C (Celsius)
□: V

: mV

Screen
Item
MODE a Communication
protocol

Instrument No.

□□□

: No decimal point
: 1 digit after decimal point

Linear scale zero

to

Linear scale span

to

Sensor correction

to

Digital filter

[°C]

to

[sec]

SV limiter L

to

[°C]

SV limiter H

to

[°C]

Display decimal point

: No decimal point
: 1 digit after decimal point

Digital transmission
interval

: 100msec interval
: 200msec interval
: 100msec interval

□

□: SV transmission signal output
□□□
□: PV transmission signal output
□: Output 1 transmission signal output
: Output 2 transmission signal output
: FB transmission signal output

to

Feedback zero

to

Feedback span

to

Feedback dead band

to

PID dead band/
output dead band
Control action

to

to
to

Output variation limiter H

□

Preset manual

to

Operation on power ON

□

External input 5

□□□

[%]

□□□

External input 7

□□

: Two-position control
to
[%]

□□□

Output 2 I

to

[sec]

□□□

Output 2 D

to

[sec]

□□□

to

Output 2
PID dead band/
output dead band
Output 2 control action

to

[%]

□□□
□□□

[%]

: Heating control
: Cooling control

Output 2 output preset

to

Split Direct

to

Split Reverse

[%]

to
to

[%]

to

[%]

to
to
to

[%]
[%]

to

□□□
□

[%]

Output 2 variation limiter L

□
□□□

[sec]

Output 2 output limiter L

□□□
□□□

[%]

[%]

External input 6

□
□□□

□□

to
to

External input 2

External input 4

Output 2 P

Output 2 gap

[°C]

□□

[%]

□□: PID control
: Split control

MODE 7 Output 2 control system

[°C]

to

External input 3

: READY status/program
operation RESET
: Operation right before
previous power-OFF
: Position PID control
: Velocity PID control

Control algorithm

to

□□□

[%]

□□

Remote scale span

MODE d External input 1

□
□

□□□

□□: Function OFF
□□
: RUN/READY switch
: AUTO/MANUAL switch
: Preset manual
: Timer 1
: Timer 2
: Alarm event reset
□: Execution No. selection 1 (Bit0)
□: Execution No. selection 2 (Bit1)
□: Execution No. selection 4 (Bit2)
□: Execution No. selection 8 (Bit3)
: Program/constant value
operation switch
: Program operation RUN/STOP
: Program operation ADVANCE
: Program operation RESET
: Program pattern 1 (Bit0)
: Program pattern 2 (Bit1)
: Program pattern 4 (Bit2)

MODE t Model No. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Model No. (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) See model code
Model No. (11) (12) (13) (14)
Key lock
□□: No key lock
: Operation parameter keys
locked
□□: All parameter keys locked
Operation initial screen
□□: PV/SV display screen
: PV/step time display screen
□: PV/output 1 display screen
: PV/output 2 display screen
Operation screen SV
□□□: SV display
display
: Blank display
: Multi display
Bar display
□□: No display
□□: Output 1 value display
□: Output 2 value display
□□□: CT measured value display
□□□: FB measured value display
□: Step remaining/elapsed time
display
Parameter storing
: Backup function OFF
□:Backup function ON
Parameter initialization
□: No initialization
: Initialization executed
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□□
□□□

Remote scale zero

Cascade β

□□□

[°C]
[sec]

: Function OFF
□: Tracking ON

Cascade γ

[%]

[%]
to

to
to

[%]

to

PV abnormal output

: Local SV operation
: Remote SV operation

Tracking at
switch to local

: Heating control
: Cooling control

Output variation limiter L

[°C]

Remote filter

□□□

[%]

Output preset

[°C]

to

Remote SV shift

[%]
[%]

to

Transmission scale span

□□□

□□□

[sec]

Transmission scale zero

□□

: 4 digits after decimal point

Output 2 preset manual

□□□

MODE c Remote/local
switching

□□to

Output 2 variation limiter H

□: Digital SV transmission
□: Digital PV transmission
□: Digital output 1 transmission
: Digital output 2 transmission
: Digital FB transmission

□

□

□□

Digital transmission
type

□

□□□

□□

□

: 7-bit/even parity/stop bit 1
: 7-bit/even parity/stop bit 2
: 7-bit/odd parity/stop bit 1
: 7-bit/odd parity/stop bit 2
: 8-bit/no parity/stop bit 1
: 8-bit/no parity/stop bit 2
: 8-bit/even parity/stop bit 1
: 8-bit/even parity/stop bit 2
: 8-bit/odd parity/stop bit 1
: 8-bit/odd parity/stop bit 2

MODE b Transmission type

: 4 digits after decimal point

Output 2 output limiter H

□：4800bps
□：9600bps
：19200bps
：38400bps

Communication
character

Default
□□

□□□□

to

Communication
transmission rate

□□to

Output 2 pulse cycle

□□: Host communication
: Digital transmission
: Digital remote input

Communication
function

Within the range (* See input type)

Linear decimal point

MODE 6 Pulse cycle

Setting range
□□：MODBUS RTU
：MODBUS ASCII
：Private

□□

□□□

□□

□□
□□
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9-3 Parameter directory list
Constant
value
operation

Program
operation

PV/SV

PV/SV

Measured value /
set value

Measured value /
set value

PV/Time
Measured value /
step time

PV/OUT1

PV/OUT1

Measured value /
output 1 value

Measured value /
output 1 value

PV/OUT2

PV/OUT2

Measured value /
output 2 value

MODE 0

MODE 1

MODE 2

Constant
operation
parameter

Execution
parameter

MODE 3

Program operation
parameter

Group
parameter

Pattern setting

Group №
(№ for 8 types)

□□
Executing
SV

SV rate of change
for rise

□□□

□

Program /
constant value
operation
switching

Pattern №/
start step №

Pattern №/
middle step №

Executing
step time

SV rate of change
for fall

□

□

Measured value /
output 2 value

Executing
event 1

SV rate of change
unit

Program operation
time unit

Step No.

Program operation
SV

AUTO / Manual
switching

AUTO / Manual
switching

Executing
event 2

Constant value
operation PV start

SV in RESET

Program operation
PV start

Event status
(Alarm reset)

Event status
(Alarm reset)

Executing
event 3

Alarm action in
READY

Pattern repeat

Timer 1 elapsed
time display

Timer 1 elapsed
time display

Executing
event 4

Operation screen
time display

Timer 2 elapsed
time display

Timer 2 elapsed
time display

Executing
P

□

Pattern №/
end step №

SV for constant
value operation
(8 types)

□

□□□
Output 1
at END

Event 1
(8 types)

Step time

Output 2
at END

Event 2
(8 types)

Start SV

Exe. No. selection
for program
operation

Linked
pattern №

Event 3
(8 types)

Pattern №/
middle step №

Pattern №/
middle step №

Pattern setting

Event 4
(8 types)

□

□

□

□□□
CT measured
value display

□□□
FB measured
value display

□□□
PID auto tuning
/ FB tuning

RUN / READY
switching

Exe. No. selection
for constant value
operation

□□□
CT measured
value display

□□□
FB measured
value display

□
Pattern clear

□

□
Executing
I

□

Pattern copy

I
(8 types)

Pattern № /
Start step №

D
(8 types)

□
Executing
D

P
(8 types)

□

□□□
PID auto tuning
/ FB tuning

Executing
output limiter L

Output limiter L
(8 types)

Display remaining
number of pattern
repeat

Executing
output limiter H

Output limiter H
(8 types)

Executing
guaranty soak

Guaranty soak
(8 types)

Pattern No.
selection

Program drive

PV/SV

PV/SV

Measured value /
Set value

Measured value /
Set value
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MODE 4

MODE 5

MODE 6

MODE 7

MODE a

Event
parameter

Input
parameter

Control
parameter

Output 2
parameter

Event No.
(№ for 9 points)

Input type

Pulse cycpe

Output 2
control method

Event mode

Unit

Feedback
zero

Output 2
P

Event extension
function

Measuring range
L

Feedback
span

Output 2
I

Event dead-band

Measuring range
H

Feedback
dead-band

Linear decimal
point
(Linear input)

PID dead-band /
output dead-band

Output 2
gap

Linear scale L
(Linear input)

Control operation

Output 2 PID /
output dead-band

Linear scale H
(Linear input)

Output preset

Output 2
control operation

Sensor correction

Output variation
limiter L

Digital filter

Output variation
limiter H

Split
Dir

PV abnormal
output

Split
Rev

SV limiter
H

Preset manual

Output 2
pulse cycle

Display decimal
point

Operation at
power-ON

Output 2
output limiter L

MODE b

Communication
parameter

Transmission
output parameter

Communication
protocol

Transmission
type

MODE c

MODE d

Remote SV input
parameter

External input
parameter

Remote SV /
local SV switch

External input
1

□

□

□

Model No.
(3) to (6)

□□

Transmission
scale L

Remote SV shift

External input
2

Transmission
scale H

Remote SV filter

External input
3

Tracking at local
SV switching

External input
4

Remote SV scale
L

External input
5

Digital
transmission type

Remote SV scale
H

External input
6

Digital
transmission
cycle

Cascade
γ

External input
7

Model No.
(7) to (10)

□□
Instrument No.

□
Output 2
D

□
Communication
character

Model No.
(11) to (14)

□□

□
Communication
transmission rate

□

□□□
Event output
phase

□
Communication
function

□

□

System
parameter

□□

□

□

MODE t

□□

□
Key lock

□
Operation initial
screen

□□

□□□

□□

Operation screen
SV display

□□
Bar display

□
Output 2
output preset

Cascade
β

□

□

Parameter
initialization

□
SV limiter
L

□

□□
Control
algorithm

Paramete storing

Output 2
output limiter H

□
Output 2
variation limiter L

□
Output 2
variation limiter H

Output 2
preset manual
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9-4 Index
Local .................................................................... 104

A

M

Auto tuning ............................................................ 47
Alarm event type ................................................. 113
Alarm event reset .................................................. 44

Measuring range ................................................... 88
Measuring range .................................................. 111

A to Z

N

PID ....................................................................... 119

Number of steps .................................................... 75

C

O

Cascade input ..................................................... 105
Control algorithm ................................................... 94
Control operation ................................................... 92
Communication function ..................................... 100
Communication character ................................... 101
Communication transmission rate ...................... 100
Communication protocol ..................................... 100
Constant value operation SV, 8 types................... 81
Constant value operation execution No. selection49

Output at the end of program operation ............... 76
Output dead-band ................................................. 92
Output preset ......................................................... 92
Output variation ..................................................... 93
Output limiter ......................................................... 68
Output 2 gap .......................................................... 98

P
Pattern clear .......................................................... 74
Pattern link............................................................. 77
Pattern repeat........................................................ 74
PID dead-band ...................................................... 92
Program drive ........................................................ 57
Program pattern .................................................... 72
Pulse cycle ............................................................ 91
PV abnormal output .............................................. 93
Pattern copy .......................................................... 74
Preset manual ....................................................... 94

D
Digital filter ............................................................. 88
Digital transmission type ..................................... 101
Display decimal point ............................................ 89

E
Event dead-band ................................................... 85
Event value ............................................................ 66
Event standby........................................................ 85
Execution No. selection for program operation .... 76

R

FB dead-band........................................................ 91
FB tuning ............................................................... 48
FB zero/span ......................................................... 91

SV in RESET ......................................................... 73
Remote ................................................................ 104
Remote SV shift .................................................. 104
Remote scale ...................................................... 105
Remote filter ........................................................ 104

G

S

Guaranty soak ....................................................... 68

Sensor correction .................................................. 88
SV rate of change ................................................. 70

F

I

T

Instrument No. ..................................................... 100
Input type ............................................................... 87

K

Time unit ................................................................ 73
Transmission type ............................................... 102
Transmission scale.............................................. 102

Key lock ............................................................... 109

U

L

Unit ........................................................................ 88

Linear scale ........................................................... 88
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